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INTRODUCTION
Fon one day in March, rg3g, the day of the final
break-up of Czechoslovakia,there was an independent
Republic of Carpatho Ukraine. This tiny district,
tucked away in central Europe at the eastern end of
the Carpathians, is scarcely larger than Norfolk and
Suffolk or the State of Delaware. It is a beautiful land,
in which mountains covered with great forests of
beech and fir slope down from snow-coveredpeaks to
a narrow plain devoted to maize and vineyards. Yet,
owing to its extreme poverty, the constant warring of
the outside world for the soul of its inhabitants, the
variety of its minorities and its violent hatreds and
prejudices, there is in Carpatho Ukraine something
of the grotesque. Historically, it has always been a
part of Hungary. Then in r9rg, when the map of
Europe was being redrawn as a result of the War, it
became part of Czechoslovakia.
The declaration of the Republic in March was the
end of five months of international limelight. During
this time Carpatho lJkraine, as an autonomous province of the new Czechoslovakia created after the
Munich Agreement, was nursed by the Germans as
potential core-as a New Piedmont as it were-for
the creation of a Great Ukraine. It is of this period in
Carpatho Ukraine's history that I have endeavoured
to give some picture. The outward manifestations
often resembled comic oprera,and at times were so
I
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comic that a visitor from another planet, dropped
suddenly into Chust, might have thought he was
witnessingopdraboffi. But the end was tragedy. For
at the supreme moment, when Czechoslovakiabroke
up, the Germans lost their interest in Carpatho
Ukraine and it was left to its fate. The Hungarians
marched in and recoveredit.
Although until rg38 the world at large had heard
little of Carpatho Ukraine-or of Ruthenia as it was,
and is now called-it has for the last sixtv vears
figured largely in the secret dossiersof the ,ruiiow
central and eastern European powers. In the old
Hungarian days and during the War, to the great
concern of the French, Russia conspired to get
possessionof it. She wanted it as a foothold south of
the Carpathians. Then, too, the province has always,
and especiallysince the War, been one of the centres
of the Ukrainian movement. This movement, recently
sponsoredby the Germans, aims at the union of all
the lJkrainians, of whom there are thirty-eight
millions in Russia, seven and a half millions in
Southern Poland, one and a half million in Rumania
and half a miliion in Carpatho Ukraine, in an
independent Ukrainian State.
To say, however, that Carpatho Ukraine has been
a centre of the Ukrainian movement, does not by
any means imply that the half-million inhabitants are
all believersin the Ukrainian idea, nor even that they
are all Ukrainians. It may be asked: "What then
are they? " This is a question on which opinion differs
widely. In the last century Russian agitators were
telling the people that they were members of the
Russian race, speaking a Russian dialect; while, on
the other hand, Ukrainian agitators begah to tell them
that they were Ukrainians speaking Ukrainian. The
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Hungarians, afraid of both movements,told the people
they were neither the one nor the other, but Ruthenians, that is to say autochthonousSlavsspeakinga Slav
language of their own. During the Czech domination the Government policy was one not of suppressionbut of diuideet impera. Both the Russian and
Ukrainian groups were subsidized throughout, but
the Government, largely for reasonsof international
policy, at first seemedto favour the Ukrainian group,
making Ukrainian the language of instruction in the
schools,and then later, when it became clear that the
Ukrainian idea might still develop into a live political
issue and lead to territorial change, showed arr
increasing tendency to favour the Russian group,
which then cherishedlittle hope of territorial change,
and made Russianthe languageof instruction. During
the last five months of German-Ukrainian agitation
every method of persuasion was brought to bear to
make the entire population forget the word Ruthenian
and consider itself Ukrainian. The peasant, bewildered by so much interest, has always inclined most
frequently, it would seem, to the Hungarian view,
which is perhaps the easiest for the simple mind,
namely, that he is a Ruthenian, a "man of the place"
with no allegiance beyond the frontiers. The dialects
which he speaks, and usually calls Ruthenian, are)
it seemsclear, very closely related to Ukrainian.
In the politico-racial dispute the Churches, the
reader should note, have always piayed an important
r6le. The Orthodox Church has favoured the Russian
group, while the Greek Catholic Church-to which
the majority of Ukrainians all over the world belonghas favoured the Ukrainian group.
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The reader will seethat I have throughout referred
to the land in question as "Carpatho Ukraine,' and
not as Ruthenia, and to the inhabitants as ',IJkrainiansr" not as "Ruthenians". I have adopted this
method for simplicity, becausethese were t[e names
by which land and people were known during the
period with which this book deals. The words
Ruthenia and Ruthenians, when they appear, are
used to emphasizethe purely local feeling.
,JUA' 1939.
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Brronn leaving Prague for Chust in January I had
two significant conversations, one with a German
diplomat, the other with the permanent representative
of the Chust Government in Prague.
The German corrected the slip when I referred to
"Ruthenia".
" Carpatho lJkraine," he said, adding that Father
Volosin, the provincial Prime Minister, had been told
to call it that by the German Legation. FatherVolosin,
in fact, was at that time in closer contact with the
German Legation when in Prague than with his own
central Government, and the next day it was the
Germans, not the Czechs, who told me that he was
in town and suggestedthat I might like to seehim.
The representative of the Chust Government said
that the future of Carpatho Ukraine was in Hitler's
hands. I set out for Chust feeling that I should almost
have had a German not a Czechoslovakvisa.
Chust at that time was not easy of access. The
railway that connected the two extremities of the
Republic had been cut by the cessionof territory to
Hungary after the Vienna Award, and the only way
to reach Chust was by travelling from the new railhead
at Presov,some I5o miles by omnibus.
We arrived at Presovearly in the morning, had some
breakfast in a caf6 and at twelve o'clock exactly our
omnibus started. There were in fact two omnibuses
II
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outside the office. Round the omnibus belonging to
the State railways some seventy people had coilected.
A crowd of peasantsin homespunsand astrakhan hats,
dark-coated clerks from the town, and Jews with long
caftans and ringlets over their ears, was trying to
force its way through the narrow door, while a few
people, bolder than the rest, were trying to climb in
through the windows. Eventually the driver in
desperation said that he would take only those whose
luggagewas on the roof. This sent everyonestruggling
upwards. People rolled over in the mud as otheri
jumped on to their shoulders, and soon the roof was
covered with people, each person trying to hold his
basket or bundle there so as to qualify foi an eventual
place inside. The comfortable life of the train was
clearly over. Our omnibus, however, which was an
expressreservedfor travellers to Chust was somewhat
less full. We got in with several engineers,a cinema
camera man, a Senator and an old woman with a huge
basket out of which geesecraned their necks. The
geesehissedincessantly.
The road ran through hilly country all day. The
main roads in Ruthenia run north and south along the
river valleys that bring the water down from the
Carpathians to the Hungarian plain. We, travelling
from west to east spent our time climbing up out of
one valley and down into the next. Beside the road
were open sepia-colouredfields divided into a cheqrrerboard of tiny peasant-ownedstrips, and beyond them
scrubby woods, held in common by the peasantsand
poorly worked, rising up to the mountain crestswhere
the real forests began. Here and there were peasant
villages. In each valley there was a different style of
architecture, but in general the impression was one of
low-built wooden huts. usually painted a deep blue
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and always with steep thatched roofs. Those villages
that lay at a distance from the road, their houses
packed close together with little semblance of order
and only the brown thatch of their roofs showing,
reminded me sometimes of a great herd of sleeping
bison. Isolated houses and especially outbuildings,
with their rotten thatch coming almost down to the
ground, had the appearanceofheaps ofhay or even of
parts of the ground itself. Everywhere there was teeming life. The peasants'clothes were in marked contrast to the soberdressof the Bohemians. The men had
on thick white frieze trouserswhile some of them, and
all the women, wore coats of long-haired sheepskin.
There was little snow about but plenty of mud, and
sometimeswhen the wheels spun round we all had to
scrambleout and push the omnibus up the hill. However, the difficulties of communicating with Ruthenia,
about which so much had been written in the international press, seemed to have been exaggerated.
Military lorries, of which we passed fifty during
the day, were hurrying in both directions with the
post and supplies for Carpatho Ukraine. But, in
spite of this abnormal traffic during the three worst
months of the year, the roads, which had been well
engineered in the first place, were not in too bad a
condition.
In the main valleys were small towns, unremarkable
at first sight savefor the fact that they seemedto grow
more and more squalid as we proceeded east. At
Svalava, having driven for four and a half hours
without a stop, we were allowed twenty minutes' rest.
We all filed into a little Jewish restaurant where we
were amused by an aged deaf-and-dumb woman
selling dolls to Czech soldiers.
When we arrived at Chust it was half-past seven
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and quite dark. A large notice erected by the Motor
Club first announced that we were there, and then,
after two long rows of thatched peasants' houses
similar to those we had seenall along the road. came
one- and two-storied housesof somerirhatmore townlike appearance. By the light of the flickering lamps
I could distinguish little except mud, huge holesin t[e
street and a few Jews with sacks on their backs. It
was curious to reflect that in a few days this place
would have become a part of our lives, and that we
should be returning there from expeditions with a
comfortable senseof homecoming. At that moment it
felt very little like home.
The omnibus stopped in a dark square and left us
and our luggage to the mercy of a herd of small boys.
Everything was written in the cyrillic alphabet so that
we could not even read the international word
The little boys, however, took charge of
"Hotel".
us, and forming a long cavalcade we proceeded into
the hotel and right up to our room. There a great
argument started over the charge, but in the end
everything was happily settled, for one of them thinkitg we were Germans, started heiling Hitler and
welcoming us as friends of the Ukraine. There were
so many Germans there at that time that I think all
visitors were taken for Germans. The hotel, said to
be the best in the Ukrainian capital, was a simple
affair arranged on the first floor. There was no carpet
in our room and no furniture except two beds, a table
and a washstand. I askedfor a cupboard in which to
put our clothes, but there was no such thing in the
hotel. The hotel which was run bv the Sitch. the
" S.A." of Carpatho Ukraine, had only just been iaken
over from a Jew, the porter said, and that seemedto
explain everything. Of course,he added, it had been
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else could one
in a "hopeless condition-what
expect?"
Whatever the condition of the room, however, we
should have been satisfied. For we had it to ourselves,
and in Chust that was something of a luxury. With
the sudden influx of officials and others the population
of the town had risen in the courseof a few weeksfi'om
eighteen thousand to twenty-six thousand. Serious
overcrowding resulted and many persons who were
complete strangers to each other were obliged to
share rooms. Everyone who arrived from Prague
unannounced had curious stories of their first night.
A representative of ViilkischerBeobachlerfound both
hotels full up. One of the boys who awaited the
arrival of the omnibus offered a room, and the journalist and his wife, tired and confused,shouldered their
luggage and followed him down the street. Only next
morning did they discoverthat they, the most militant
of Nazis, had spent their first night in Chust under
the roof of no less a person than its former Chief
Rabbi ! On another occasiona Czech friend, finding
everything full up, went to an inn in a town a short
distance down the valley. Shown a room with three
beds, he inquired the price per bed, and, to ensure
privacy, paid for them all. At midnight he was
woken up by a man who lounged into the room, lay
down on the floor and went to sleep; at intervals
throughout the night the processwas repeated. At
about six o'clock, badly bitten and somewhatirritated,
he decided to get up. Before leaving he complained
to the landlord, pointing out that he had paid for the
whole room. "You hired the three beds," corrected
the landlord, " these people were sleeping on the
ground." Most of the long-term visitors to Chust
took rooms in private houses. The best and at the
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same tim_echeapestof these was surely that found by
a high Czech military official. A room was commandeered for him in the villa of the President of the
Law Court. Asking the President what would be the
rent, he was requested to return later. When he did
so the President, with a delightful legal precision,
told him that he had measuredup the flat and found
that the cubic content was .r metres, while that of the
room to be let was 7 metres or a fourth part of the
whole. The monthly rent therefore, would be a
quarter of the total rent of the flat, namely eighty
crowns (elevenshillings).
Our arrival, I learned afterwards, caused a tremendous stir. Owing to a prominent nose, and to a
cast of features which in a highly susceptible antiSemitic eastern Europe seemsto give rise to doubts,
I had been taken by the porter and the loungers in
the passagefor a Jew. Even worse was my companion's Polish passport. It almost caused a riot.
Czeslaw, or "C", into which most English people
soon abbreviated his unpronounceable name, wal a
young Polish photographer who had been working
with me for nearly two years. I had realized that he
wouid not be the ideal travelling companion in
Carpatho Ukraine, where, as a Pole, he would be
regarded as a potential enemy of all Ukrainians and
particularly of the Great Ukraine idea. But I had not
anticipated anything like this. The hotel, I subsequently discovered,was staffed almost exclusively by
Ukrainians from Eastern Galicia. Havingjust escaped
from Poland by slipping across the frontier in the
night without a passport-maybe after some revolutionary act that had got them into trouble with the
Polish authorities-the last person they wanted to
be confronted with was a Pole. For severaldavs thev
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innocently believed that C's only purpose in coming
to Chust was to track them down and disclosetheir
presenceto the local Polish authorities.
The little restaurant was amusing. The menu,
written in Ukrainian in cyrillic characters,was quite
unreadable. In the corner a cracked but lusty band
played dance music and Ukrainian melodies, while
members of the Sitch, in sky-blue uniforms, hailed
each other with much clicking of heels, outstretching
of arms, and "Slava Ukrajini" (Hail Ukraine). We
seemed to have been flung right into the middle of
things already. One of the recent changes,I was told,
had been the introduction of the resplendent head
waiter complete with white tie and waistcoat. He
was the only really clean thing in the room. Chust,
they assured me continually, was going up in the
world. Later we were not so sure. C returned to our
room with a glum face and sopping pyjamas. The
china part of the lavatory had been so insecurelv
fixed to the floor that the whole thing had fallen over
as he was sitting on it. For weeksafterwards one had
to take care not to repeat the accident. Repairs were
only effected when a German consul arrived. He left
a memorandum about it with the Prime Minister's
secretary on the first morning of his arrival.
Next morning we were woken early by the sound of
marching and singing in the street. A long column of
Sitch members was passingon the way to drill. Some
of them had on uniforms, others, evidently new
recruits, had oniy the blue cap and an arm-band in
the blue and yellow Ukrainian colours, or the trident
badge. They looked a tough lot and their singing
soundedharsh and peremptory. The crowd welcomed
B
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them with tremendous enthusiasm. The trident
speciallyrecalls the Ukrainians' former grandeur. It
was the badge of Vladimir the Great, a national hero,
who received Christianity in g8o and rvas known as
the " Lord of the Three Seas" ; the Sea of Azov, the
Black Sea and the Baltic.
At the end of the main street leading out of the
square was a big sugar-loaf hill topped by a ruined
castle which, in the darknessof the night before, we
had not seen. We took a path that wound slowly
round it. Soon we came to the first of three unfenced
cemeteries,where in the shade of a big crucifix that
looked down on a piece of open hillside, the Roman
Catholics buried their dead. ,{ little further, beneath
tall pine trees,was the cemetery of the Greek Catholic
Church. Two little boys with a dog were playing
about among the graves, and it seemeda haphazard
damp place in which to be buried. Beyond, again, was
another burial ground peculiar to adherents of the
Orthodox Church and distinguished from the others
by its triple crosses. In these three Christian cemeteries the town's dead, buried in the same place but
yet not together, seemedstill to maintain in death at
any rate the appearance of that bitter rivalry which
had characterized them in life.
From the top of the hill there was a splendid view.
The whole of Chust and its surroundings was spread
out before us like a panorama. The town, we saw,
lay at the side of a broad valley running down from
the north at the point r,r'hcreit joins that of the Tisza,
a river flowing from the Carpathian watershed southwest through Carpatho Ukraine and down into the
Hungarian plain, where it eventually joins the
Danube. Chust doubtlessowed its early existenceto
the castle,which is said to have been built about the
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year I r oo to protect the salt that came down the
Tisza on rafts from the salt mines at Akna Slatina, and
from the now exhausted salt pits at Sandrovo near
Chust. Hills, clothed with grey-brown beech woods,
rose up steeply from the valleys, except to the northeast where there was a view over low rolling uplands
to distant snowfields. Besidethe Tisza, which twisted
down the valley like a silver serpent, ran the railway
and main road. The railway was quite deserted,the
road full of hooting lorries. A convoy passedalong
bearing motor-bicycles, which suggested that the
Czechs were still strengthening their military force
against possible adventures by their Polish and
Hungarian neighbours.
The buildings of the town provided a clear picture
of the various influences, political, religious and
economic that have been at work there. On the south
side was the built-up area; overdecoratedone- and
two-storied housesput up by the Hungarians in the
'eightiesand 'ninetiesof the last century, and here and
there, rising up above them, the simple modern
administrative buildings of the Czechs,which seemed
so typical of the flourishing democracy. It was
perhaps significant of the Czech policy, which weighed
so heavily on the province, that the largest and most
noticeable buildings should be the Czech High School
and the prison. Czech constructive work was typified
by the recent canalization of the little stream that
meanderedthrough the town, by the airport, and by a
group of buflcoloured buildings with neat red roofs
on the outskirts of the town, that form the new cooperative society'sheadquarters. Religious influences
were exemplifiedby the spiresof two Catholicchurches,
the blue onion domes of two Orthodox churches and
the roof of a large synagogue. On the north side the
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town tailed away into the country, with long rows of
purely peasanthousesbuilt along a seriesof irregularly
patterned roads. The blue or white walls, and the red
tiled or grey thatched roofs of this area formed an
attractive pattern against the brown background of
the winter fields.
It was a mild morning, and all the water in the
level brown fields of the valley, sometimes in little
sparkling runnels, sometimesin great patches,together
with the little black trees scattered in the fields, and
the long line of snow-clad peaksjust visible in the blue
distance to the north, gave the landscapesomething of
a Chinese appearance. When I reached the top of
the castle rampart bells in the town started ringing
furiously and I was soon attracted by the sound of a
mass being sung in the open air. It was the feast of
the Waters, and the Greek Catholic Bishop in all his
robes had gone down to the little river to blessit. I
could just see the censer.being swung out acrossthe
water. Then they all trooped back to one of the
churches and the bells stopped.
It was curiously illustrative of the general character
of Chust that the sound that then came up from below
was not the mixed burr of most towns but only the
clucking of many chickensand the occasionalquacking
of a duck. Chust was a capital, but it was still predominantlt
O.uru:t town.
:
From the castle we went down to the Government
Building, where I was to meet some of the officials.
The Government Building, which was originally the
home of the local administration, is a good modern
corner building in the latest steel and concrete style.
Its rnodernity, I later discovered, was limited to
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appearances. Chust has neither a drainage systemnor
main water, and the pumps of the Government Building, like thoseofthe Koruna Hotel, could often produce
nothing but mud. On that day, however, I was only
aware that the road outside was unpaved and rutted.
Two gendarmes stood on guard outside the main
entrance and at the foot of the main staircasea Sitch
lad, whowas doing porter's duty, took a card and asked
us to wait. We sat down on a bench in the hall.
Hundreds of people were waiting and others kept
crowding in; for at Chust, as everywherein the east, a
visit to an official of whom one happens to know the
name will settle a matter after a short conversation,
whereas a letter is never answered at all. The hall
looked like a market hall, for nearly all the petitioners
were peasants. Most of them wanted to seethe Prime
Minister himself, or at any rate, the head of a department. Some had on all-linen clothes with beautifully
embroidered shirts, others the more modern but less
attractive clothes of the West. Headgear was very
varied, tall astrakhan hats, little caps made of shaggy
sheepskinand old black homburgs with a flower or a
sprig of box stuck in the ribbon prevailing. Half the
people seemed as if they had been waiting all day.
One old man next to me said that he had been there
three days already, and he seemedquite prepared to
wait another three.
At last I went upstairs. I found Komarynsky, the
Propaganda Minister, with Kleiss, the representative
of the Vtilkisclter Beobachter,and Oldofredi, the
German State Secretary,who is charged with looking
after the interestsof the German minority. Oldofredi
looked like a yeoman farmer, in whipcord and high
boots, and he wrote in a large round hand with great
concentration. He seemed genuine but not par-
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ticularly quick. He was not a local man but had been
sent down from the neighbourhood of Eger, in the
Sudetenland, where the Germans were more raceconscious,with the task of " making the Carpathian
Germans realize their destiny".
For a long time Komarynsky and Kleiss were
talking as one plotter to another; the Czechsand the
Poleswere reviled in turn, and members of the central
government in Prague constantly referred to bv both
as "swine". Various secretariesand clerks, all in
the early twenties and with the air and big hands of
peasants, came ir, clicked their heels and lteiled.
Everything seemed very efficient, and the German
smartnessand thoroughnesshad already been acquired
at any rate outwardly.
Downstairs one of the common Ukrainian-Czech
sceneshad been taking place. A man had come in
with a Czech tricolour badge in his buttonhole.
Directlv he reached tire foot of the stairs the three
Sitch men rushed at him and seizedhim by the arms.
They said he was not going upstairs with a Czech
badge on, and tried to tear it off. He protected himself,
and a long argument ensued.
"You are in Carpatho Ukraine herer" they said.
" I know," the Czech replied, " but it is a part of
the CzechoslovakRepublic."
" Mayber" they admitted, " but the Government
Building is our building and our rules apply."
"No," replied the Czech, "it is the property of the
State."
He made no headlvay, however, and left the
building. The Sitch lads lookeclas proud as punch.
In five minutes, the man returned with a gendarme.
(The majority of the gendarmeswcre Czechsand the
command was entirely in the hands of the Czechs.)
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He walked straight up the stairs with the gendarme
behind him. The lads looked on. When he came
down the fun started again.
" I have full right to wear what badge I like," said
the Czech, taking a new line, " you Ukrainians do
and no one interferes with you, and no one even
interferes with your uniforms."
" But this is our land," they started shouting again,
"here we rule."
"Yes," said the Czechr "but you and the Slovaks
do not wear your uniforms only at home. You come
to Prague in them, and no one molestsyou. Your
Ministers even wear them when they come to meetings
of the central Cabinet. If you wear what you like in
Prague, you must admit that I have the right to wear
what I like here." Eventually he left. We wondered
what happened to him in the evening when no one
was about.
During lunch the younger porter in the hotel, who
I had thought was probably a spy the night before,
came in and said that the police wanted to speakto C.
A furious fat man from the police-station said that he
had been taking photographsin the street; this was
strictly forbidden. C said he had been in Czechoslovakia for eight months and had never had any
difficulty about taking photographs before. This
made the man more furious than ever.
"Eight months in Czechoslovakia," he snorted,
"but you are in the Ukraine now."
He knew exactly whence we had come and when,
and where we had been recentlv. and I saw that the
fact of C being a Pole and having'come from Hungary
was a most unfortunate coincidence. The troubles
which I had anticipated had come even sooner than
I had expected-only it was C, not myself, lvho rvas
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suspectedof being a spy. In the end the films were
taken away, and it was agreed that C should
be allowed to take photographs if the headquarters
would give him a permit, but only on my responsibility.
After lunch, as it was a holiday and everything was
shut, I went out lor another walk. This time I set out
westwardsalong a street bordered by what were more
or lesspeasants'houses. Chust seemeda sinisterplace.
People peered furtively out from behind their curtains
and the policemen graspedtheir wooden batons firmly
all the time. I came to the end of the town bv the
river. On the south were hills with a rugged skyline topped by beech-trees silhouetted against a
mottled evening sky; while far away on the other side,
acrossthe wet plain, were mountains and in the distance two snowfields. Children in fur caps were
playing along by the river. One group was amusing
itself highly by putting each of its members in the
middle of the group in turn and giving him big slaps
on the seat. Further on six tiny boys were playing
a water game. Three had formed up on either side
of a small pond armed with long flexible sticks. They
beat the water with the sticks, trying to splash it
over their opponents. They enjoyed it so much that
they spent half their time rolling on the ground
with laughter, and their merriment filled the whole
field.
In the evening I was invited to dinner by Komarynsky in the large restaurant of the hotel, which had been
reopenedonly that morning. The hotel used to belong
to a Jew, but the Sitch had forcibly pushed him and
many others into Hungary. Between the fourth and
the ninth of November, when the Czechoslovakforces
were evacuating the districts that had to be ceded
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under the Vienna Award, they had rounded them up,
packed them into lorries and forcibly dumped them
into the area that was to become Hungarian. Some
of them were sent back when the Hungarians came in,
others willingly or unwillingly stopped there. Having
got rid of the owner of the Koruna, the Sitch took it
over themselves,to provide, so they said, a suitable
hotel for visitors to Chust and a social centre where the
officials and others could meet; in other words, one
Ayran caf6 and restaurant in Chust where the new
anti-Semitic ruling castecould meet without sacrificing
their principles. The restaurant soon became the
centre of "Ukrainianism" in Chust. Foreignerswere
forced to go there by a form of moral blackmail. If
they did not, they were listed as enemies of the
rdgime and their position immediately became difficult.
The restaurant was a large bleak place with
wooden tables and hard wooden chairs. At the far
end was a stage with a picture of Father Volosin, the
Prime Minister, over it, and the windows and doors
were draped liberally with crinkled paper in the
yellow and blue colours of the Ukraine. All the
officials came to take their dinner there or, later
in the evening, to talk over the events of the
duy. There was Komarynsky himself, who had
come from Kiev as a child; Bilej, the Chief of
Police, who until October had been a teacher in an
elementary school for deaf and dumb children;
Dmitro Klempus, Commandant of the Sitch, a former
peasant and, as leader of the Jasina revolt against
the Hungarians in r9r9, a national hero; Vasil
Klempus, Dmitro's brother, still in the embroidered
clothes and thick sheepskincoat ofJasina, his native
Hucul village; Rohac, a plump self-satisfiedyoung
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man with pince-nez and a blinking smile, who, until
he felt the call of the Sitch, had been in a priest's
seminary; Lissiuk, a wealthy Ukrainian from America,
who had come over to make a patriotic film; Colonel
Lukas, the representative of the Czech army who,
hated but yet essential,had perhaps the most difficult
position in all Chust, and many others. The higher
officials, the kings of the little Chust world, would
tend to collect round the dance floor at the entrance
end, while the rest of the world trailed off towards
the stage, until at the end sat the lower officials who
played bridge. When one of them played an ace the
whole room could hear it being banged down on the
table.
The only woman who came regularly was the
"opera singer". She was one of the leading lights of
Chust society, a lady whom fortune seemed to have
dumped there for no particular reason, and who,
having been dumped, seemed determined to stop.
At what opera she sang, no one seemed exactly to
knou'-probably it was at Uzhorod. Being the only
lady of high society there she was much in demand
as a dance partner, and enjoyed herself highly with a
number of people, including a young lieutenant,
apparently the only officer the Ukrainians had produced, who seemedparticularly attracted by her bulk
and winning smile. A sealwas set on her position by
the fact that whenever Kornarynsky gave an evening
party-six people invited in after supper-she went
and entertained the company with a fer,vcharming
ballads.
Chust society on the whole did not worry to remain
exclusive. One would seea man who had been dining
with Bilej in the restaurant get up after a time and
go to spend the rest of the evening behind the bar
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with the barman, who n'as also his friend. Often the
porter from one of the Government officescame in for
a drink, and the head waiter, on his evening out,
always turned up in an exquisitely-cut suit, accompanied by his wife-an attractive person who was
ilrvavs the best-dressedwoman in the room:-and
dined there himseif. In the eveningthere was a band;
but it did not play much, for the bandsmen often
sat down to a game of cards between the tunes. The
dancers were mostly self-consciousand stiff. Some
waddled like ducks, but most indulged in exaggerated
ballroom steps that took them into all manner of
curious gyrations. The guests moved from table to
table talking-or conspiring-and in the end more
time was probably wasted in the restaurant than in
an English club.
On that first night Kleiss and his wife, and Volosin's
chief secretary were also dining with Komarynsky.
Kleiss was a real Prussian. His eyes and his mouth,
with lips that currred up from beneath the nose, and
then turned right down again to the ends, were
intensely hard and cruel. With the Ukrainians, with
whom he kept making joking bets for bottles of wine
which I noted never got paid, he was roughly jovial;
with anyone who might conceivably be a rival or
even consider himself an equal he was roughly overbearing. To a French woman journalist who apologized for her bad German he was openly and quite
unjustifiably insulting. " I don't trouble to learn
French," he said, "the Slav languagesare the only
ones that matter to-dav." His wife was a fresh
healthy Berlinerin of about thirty. She was polite,
winning, and all smiies, but all the time she was
showing the Ukrainians the way they ought to go,
even if it was only how they ought to cook an egg.
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I wondered how long the Ukrainians would like the
Germans.
The Kleisseswere, of course, playing a r6le, and it
was soon evident that he was much more in Chust
than merely the representative of the Vrilkischer
Beobacltter.He was, in fact, the unofficial diplomatic
representativeof one section of German opinion.l
At that time there were two distinct German
policieswith regard to Carpatho Ukraine; just as previously there had been two distinct policies with
regard to Slovakia. There was the official policy of
the Wilhelmstrasse, which was to use Carpatho
Ukraine as a centre for a Ukrainian irredentist movement, but not to let this movement develop too
quickly, or risk any rash adventures before the plan
would fit in with the Wilhelmstrasse'sgeneral plan for
foreign developments. The other policy was that of
the National Socialist party leaders, and particularly
of the advanced group centred in Vienna, which
wanted to push on with the scheme for the further
disintegration of Czechoslovakiaand the creation of a
Greater Ukraine as soon as possible.
The second group was actively supported by the
Vienna wirelessstation. The official Chust news was
broadcast three times a day in Ukrainian and German
from the Slovak station at Bratislava. It was read over
the telephone from Chust and directly relayed, and
on the whole the bulletins preserveda moderate tone.
The Vienna station, on the other hand, which gave
unofficial Ukrainian bulletins, was violently antiCzech and anti-Polish in tone, and every day painted
-.ll(leiss, who gave the Ukrainians valuable advice on the planning ofthe
Sitch, _was,I learned later, a recognized German authority on the organization
During the summer he turned up in the Baltic States and then
:jil:lil;:,
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the Ukrainians as heroesstmggling for someintangible
rights in a world of darkness and injustice. " Der
Kampf geht weiter" (the battle continues),was their
frequent end. These Vienna bulletins were regularly
blocked by someone,but by whom exactly it was hard
to tell. It was generally believed to be the Poles;
though the Czechs,it was said, had not learnt a lesson
from October and were still "capable of anything".
In the autumn I had had the theory of the two
policiesfor Slovakia confirmed by a German diplomat.
The party leaders,he said, wanted to fostera separatist
movement and detach Slovakia from the Republic
as soon as possible. The Wilhelmstrasse, however,
maintained that it was not possible to treat with
several leaders in any one country and that the
developmentsin Czechoslovakia,whatever they might
be, could only be negotiated through Prague. Now,
history seemed to be repeating itself. Furthermore,
when I saw conditions in Chust, I understood fully
what the same diplomat had meant when he had said
in.January that Karmasin, the German State Secretary (representative of the German minority in the
Government) in Slovakia and Carpatho Ukraine, and
Oldofredi, his deputy in Carpatho Ukraine, were
"rather rebels". They were both working with the
Party group, and thus with Kleiss, rather than with
the Wilhelmstrasse and its offshoot, the German
Legation in Prague.
The position in Chust, however, had been further
complicated a few days before my arrival by the
appointment of General Prchala, a Czech, as third
Minister in the Ukrainian Government. The story
leading up to the appointment goes back to the reformation of the Government in November, which
was necessitatedbv the election of Dr. Hacha as
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President of the Repubiic, and indirectly to the
troubled times connected with the first autonomous
Government in October.
This first Government, appointed on r r October,
was a coalition formed by the so-calledGreat Russian
and Ukrainian groups with Brody, a Great Russian,
as Prime Minister, and Volosin, the leading Ukrainian,
a member of the Cabinet. A ridiculous position arose,
however, when it was discovered that Brody had
apparently been making use of the hard-won autonomy to conspire with the Government of Hungary,
the old enemy, for the reincorporation of Carpatho
Ukraine as an integral part of the Hungarian State.
On s6 October General Sirovy, the Czechoslovak
Prime Minister, demanded Brody's resignation and
appointed in his stead Father Volosin. It was stated
and full Hungarian instructions
that d3o,ooo in pengos
for future action in Caroatho Ukraine were found in
Brody's flat, and he was immediately taken to Prague
and thrown into gaol. There lvas clearly little time to
waste on ceremonies, and Father Volosin created a
precedent by taking the oath of office down the
telephone.
After this unfortunate experience the Czechs felt
that their previous doubts about granting autonomy
had been justified, and every development in the
province became an occasion for suspicion. At the
moment, however, there seemedlittle chance of their
regairring their old control and they were obliged
to bide their time. N{eanwhile it was felt that Volosin,
although he might make demands that would weaken
the internal cohesionof Czechoslovakia,would at any
rate, being of the Ukrainian group, not flirt with the
Hungarians or Poles. But the Czechssoon found that
they were little better off with Volosin than with
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Brody. For Volosin almost immediately started
working with the Germans, who had suddenly shown
great interest in the province. His act-ivity was not
treasonable,as Brody's had been, nor did it aim at
immediate territorial change, but territorial change
was neverthelessits ultimate object. Then came the
election of Dr. Hacha and the formal resignation of
the Government. The Great Russiansmade a determined effort to recover complete control, but in the
end the President, somewhat unwillingly, was obliged
to nominate two Ukrainians, as before,namely, Father
Volosin and Julian Revay, and one Great Russian,
Kosse. The Ukrainians, however, would not hear of
even one Great Russian, and refused to accept him.
The President who had already signed the decree
withdrew it before publication. Volosin and Revay
were nominated alone, while the third member of the
Cabinet was to be nominated at some future date,
subsequent to the approvai of Father Volosin. For
two months the question was left dormant. Then on
17 January the President had nominated a Czech,
General Prchala.
In Chust the appointment was received with fury.
With somejustification it was claimed that the third
Minister should have been a Ukrainian, and that the
appointment of a Czech meant the return of the old
servitude under another form. The position was
aggravated by the fact that Prchala was a soldier who
had at one time commanded the garrison in Carpatho
Ukraine, and that his wife was a Russian. When
Father Volosin, who had been in Prague when the
appointment was announced, arrived home, he found
himself obliged to side with the majority. Julian
Revay, the second Minister, a thirty-two-year-old
Ukrainian fanatic who had the theories of a school-
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master coupled with great organizing ability and
energy, Komarynsky, the Propaganda Minister, the
Sitch leaders, and Komarvnsky's close friend Kleiss,
were violently up in arms. Every day the Sitch were
sent marching through the streets, demonstrations
were staged, and incidents magnified out of all proportion or even directly invented.
Was there any connection between the official
German policy and the appointment? It has, of
course,been suggestedthat there was none; that the
appointment was in fact made in accordancewith the
strongly representedwishesof the Poles. The appointment certainly served the Poles weli enough, for any
move which would mean a brake on the Ukrainian
extremists, who were aiming at an ultimate move
against the big Ukrainian territories in Poland, was
to their advantage. It was suggestedthat the Polish
action had been precipitated by the recent attack
on the Polish Consulate and the smashingof windows,
which had made the Poleswake up to the "immediate
danger" of their situation, as the Ukrainian hotheads put it. But on the whole the theory is a weak
one, for the stronger did the Czech position in the
province become, the less chance w'as there that it
would ever fall into the hands of Hungary, which was
what the Polesstill hoped would happen.
On the other hand there is serious ground for
believing that the Czechs had inquired through the
German Legation in Prague whether Germany would
object to the appointment. The Germans are said
to have replied that the matter was one in which they
could have no opinion and that it should rather be
discusseddirectly between the President and Father
Volosin. But whatever the Germans may have replied
officially, it seemsfairly clear that no appointment of
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such importance as this could have been made at that
time if the Czechs had not been sure o1' German
approval. The general opinion is that the Wilhelmstrassewas very well pleased with the appointment,
and that it served the official policy perfectly, at any
rate for the time being. Everyone except the Ukrainians, the German Foreign Office included, realized
that the constant frontier bickerings and incidents
with the Hungarians and the Poles could not be
allowed to continue, and that there was no one of
sufficient calibre in Carpatho Ukraine to stop them.
The Hungarians who, it will be recalled, had tried
hard to acquire the district during the stormy weeks
preceding the Munich Award in the autumn, had
never given up hope. Their official pressand wireless
campaign, referred to by the official Ukrainian press
as "Tartar-like", only ceasedintermittently. If a
frontier clash were to occur of sufficient seriousness
to justify the Hungarians marching in and seizins the
whole province, the German plans for the development of the Great Ukraine, with Carpatho Ukraine
as their base, would come to an automatic end. It
was therefore only in their interest that the Czechs
should keep a firm hand on the district. It would
save them a lot of trouble, and incidentally a lot of
money.
When we arrived at Chust, General Prchala was
still in Bratislava. where he was attending the opening
of the first Slovak Parliament. He was due in Chust
on the day on which I dined with Komarynsky and
Kleiss. The atmosphere was electric. Telephone
communications were so bad that no one knew
definitely if he had left Bratislava that morning for
Chust, as had been planned, or at what time he
should be expected. Kleiss and Komarynsky disc
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cussedthe appointment in violent terms. If he really
had the cheek to come to Chust, they said, it would
certainly lead to bloodshed. In the end he arrived
in the town late at night and went straight to the
military headquarters, where he slept in the officers'
mess. Father Volosin did not receivehim. IIe was
merely handed a letter in which he was greeted not as
a new Minister but only as a Czech General. The
next day armoured cars patrolled the streets, and
Generai Prchala, who could fulfil no ministerial
functions as he was completeiy cold-shouldered,was
to be seen riding round and round the town in his
car accompaniedby gold-braided staff officers. On
the following day he left again for Prague.
The Ukrainians rveredetermined tliat he should not
return. Three days later Kleiss and Komarynsky
slipped acrossthe Rumanian frontier in the afteinoon
to Marmoros Szigedand telephonedthence to Berlin.
Their talk, I learnt, was not with Kleiss's ne\\rspaper
but with the Wilhelmstrasse.Presumablythey wanted
to bring their own story of the recent happenings to
official ears, and it was certainly much more highly
coloured than that sent by the German Legation in
Prague. For the moment the moderatesseemedto
have been defeated. The Party group and the
Ukrainian hotheads had won the first round.
In Chust the intensity and self-importanceof the
Ukrainians made it impossible to remain serious for
very long.
Before going to bed I askedKomarynsky what time
he usuallv went to his office in the morning as I
wanted to seehim next day.
" I usuallyget there at eight o'clock,but don't come
until after half-past eight to-morrow, as I really must
get shaved," replied the Propaganda Minister. In-
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wardly I heartily agreed; he had the appearanceof a
conuct.
Then the Prime Minister's cltef du cabinet,in his
splendid green and gold uniform, leant across the
table.
" f," he said wearily, "have hardly been able to get
shaved since last October. I have been so dreadfull2
busy planning the new lJkraine."

WnnN I had been in Chust a few days I was taken to
seethe headquartersof the Sitch.
The Sitch was the uniformed and armed force of
the Government party-similar to the " S.A." or
"Brownshirts" in Germany. It was at once the pride
of the Ukrainians, and by far the most impoitant
influence in the land. Its members were the torchbearersof the Great Ukraine idea.
All memberswere obliged to attend training courses
twice a week, but certain corps d'dlite was given
permanent employment. This corps was to be found
at the headquartersin Chust, a large white barracklike building in the centre of the town, and it was
there that I was first taken.
The atmospherewas one of secrecyand militarism.
The boys, who were mostly in the earlv twenties, and
looked a rough burly lot, were receiving instruction
in Ukrainian history and culture. As rve enteredeach
classroom they rose to their feet in noisy military
fashion and gave the outstretched arm salute. On
the walls were maps showing the Great Ukraine of
the future and a plentiful supply of moral and patriotic
catchwords, such as "Desire alone lvon't win freedomr" or " I honour him who honours me." Later
in the day the boys were going out to receive training
in the use of arms and in military matters on an
improvised parade-ground^hidden away behind the
'3b
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railway station. In other towns and in the villages,
where there were no permanent barracks like those
in Chust, the boys were trained at the week-ends. We
saw them everywhere, marching, shooting, drilling
with tremendous energy.
The primary aim of the training was to build up the
nucleus of a Ukrainian army. Some said that this
army was to be the first force to cross the frontier
into Poland when the moment came for the Germans
to releasethe Ukrainian brothers there; others that
it was to replace the Czech army when the Czechs
decided that their precarious hold on the province
was no longer worth maintaining. Instruction was
given in all branches of fighting and members had to
choosewhether they would specializeas infantrymen,
as members of mechanized units or as airmen. The
training of the airmen presentedthe authorities with
special difficulties. No one in Carpatho Ukraine
knew how to fly. A training centre lvas started in
Vienna, therefore, and specially selectedleaders were
sent there for attendance at instructors' courses. A
new d,ifficulty arose,however,when they arrived home.
For the Sitch had no aeroplanes. In the end they
partially solved their difficulty by buying two old
motor-cars, and the intending airmen could be seen
tinkering with their engines, or driving round the
parade ground. The speed of the cars was anything
but aeronautical.
Training was also given with a more immediate
aim; to provide policemen, gendarmes and other
public servantsto replace the Czechswho were being
gradually sent back to Bohemia. In the afternoon the
lads destined for this kind of work were senr our as
understudiesto the policemenon point duty, or to whatever other personsthey were eventually to replace.
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The number of personsreceiving training was kept
a strict secret. Officiallv it was statedto be B,ooo,but
it was more likely to have been in the neighbourhood
of r8,ooo. The number of thosealready in permanent
employment was 2,ooo. Each received ten crowns
(one shilling and fivepence) a day, which in Chust
representedquite a considerablefigure.
On the whole the Sitch were an attractive lot.
Their enthusiasm I always felt to be misplaced, and
their methods,which were thoseof ruthlessforce and
violence,I abhorred. But the naive enthusiasm,of the
rank-and-file rather than of the leaders, made them
individually attractive. Many of them had previously
been Communists. A typical instance was a lad of
scarcely twenty-two, whom I met in the Koruna
nearly every evening. He was one of seventyrefugees
from a village that had passed to Hungary by the
Vienna Award. His parents were peasants and his
father a convinced Communist. At school the boy
had got captured by the llkrainian idea and had been
sentencedto three years' imprisonment by the Czechs
for distributing leafletsof the secretUkrainian association headed by Konawaletz, who was murdered in
Holland, and he was only releasedafter five weekson
account of the general mobilization. In the stormy
days of October he had been the personalwatchdog
of Reva,r' and had follor,vedhim through the streets,
sat by him at meal times and slept outside his room
with a loaded revolver in his hand for a full three
weeks. His reward had been a good post in the new
administration. His belief in the Ukrainian idea was
lanatical and he dreamt of a Ukrainian army day and
night. He was going to Berlin, he said, to study military strategy,and to Rome to join the Italian Navy;
and then, in almost the samebreath, divulged that he
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was hoping to be cast for a big r61e in a film that Ufa
was going to make in Chust in the spring depicting
Ukrainian history. He hoped that it would be a tragic
r6le. His father, who, he alleged, was still a Communist, had sworn to shoot him when Communist
Russia ruled eastern Europe; while he himself had
sworn to shoot the father when the Great Ukraine
existed.
Other rich recruiting centres were the parts of the
Ukraine beyond the local frontier. Young Ukrainians
were constantly filtering over the frontier from
southern Poland, while a certain number made their
way in from Russia or from the Bukovina province of
Rumania.
Those from Rumania were very few in number.
One, whom I met, was a teacherin a high schooland
an officer of the local Sitch. " The whole world has
forgotten us," he lisped continually. Personally,I did
not think the world had ever known very much about
them. For in contrast to the highly-organized,
Ukrainian minority of some seven million in Poland,
that in Rumania numbersonly one and a half million,
and its national feelings,which have never been very
pronounced, are denied all form of expression. Before
the War, in the old Austro-Hungarian days, there were
five Ukrainian high schoolsin the district and Ukrainian parallel classesin the University of Czernowitz
(Cernauti) ; but since the Rumanians have been in
possessionthese privileges have disappeared and, for
a yeat, there has not even been a Ukrainian newspaper. In Czernowitz, in fact, it is now the German
minority that is the most active of the non-Rumanian
elements,and the town is said to be the most important
centre of underground German propaganda in southeastern Europe.
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The emigrants were perhaps the most fanatical of
all Sitch members, for they knew that in crossingthe
frontier they had cut themselvesoffdefinitely from the
past. The servants in the Koruna were recruited
exclusivelyfrom this class. They slept in a dormitory
under the tiles, and only their number made up for
their complete lack of knowledge, and for the facf that
as soon as they were beginning to learn somethins
they would be taken off to anotherjob. When I rans
m-y bell a tousled head, topping a dirty shirt 4nd paii
of trousers,would poke round the door. A new ariival
lrould usually remark that he thought I could speak
Polish, and add that that was splendid as we shbuld
understandeachother splenclidly. They liked nothing
better than-to recount their experiences..All haJ
tales of Polish "oppression" to tell, and enumerated
willingly the familiar stories of attempts at denationalization. No tlkrainian peasant in Poland.
they said, could buy land unlesshe gave up his Greek
Catholic religion and became a Roman Catholic
(which has always been synonymouswith Poles); no
Ukrainian could get employment in any of the public
services or Government undertakings; Ukrainian
schools had been closed after a falsification of the
number of entrance applications and so forth. The
families of those that escaped had a bad time afterwaqds. They would be taken into temporary custody,
their housessearchedand their lives made miserabie
by the authorities in every possibleway.
_ The emigrants slipped acrossthe frontier at night.
The venture can never have been difficult for it was
impossible for the authorities to keep anything like a
close watch on the miles of forest and mountain.
Either they would reconnoitre the land alone and
then wait for a mooniight night, or else they would
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come in a group and put themselvesin the care of a
guide who knew all the by-paths. The latter method
was less popular for it would cost from fifteen to
twenty zloty (fourteen to eighteen shillings), which to
the peasant mind seemed an astronomical sum. To
what extent their individual stories were true it was
impossible to gauge. But when a man said that he
had been turned out of the high school "because he
was a Ukrainian," and that he had also been given
notice by the State Rail',vays " because he was a
Ukrainian," it was hard to believe that he had been
the completely innocent victim that he made out.
One of the officials in the Propaganda section had
served for a year in the Holy Crossprison in Poland,
which is reservedfor the worst criminals, for an offence
to which he admitted, and the shaven heads of some
of the porters suggestedthat they too had not corne
straight from home.
What exactly happened to the emigrants when they
got into Carpatho Ukraine it was hard to tell. From
fear of the Polish authorities both the numbers and
the movementsof thesepeople were kept as quiet as
possible. In Chust there were usuaily about roo.
Most of them, apparently, were sent for a few days to
the concentration camp at Rachov, and then, if their
story was found to be true, were released,and of course
made their way straight to the Sitch headquarters in
Chust. There they n'ere put through a course of
training and subsequentlygiven work either there or
elsein someother town, on condition that they should
keep in close touch with the local Sitch organization.
Whence the money for the maintenance came was
also a question it was hard to answer. The general
belief among foreieners was that it came exclusively
from Germany in the form of secret subsidies. This,
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however, seemsdoubtful. Nrluchof it was undoubtedly
taken from the funds subscribedby the Ukrainians in
America, and much of it was collected on the spot.
The chief collectors were the Commissars.
These Commisars had been nominated in ail townships and villages to take over the combined functions
of the Mayor and the Notary. In normal times the
Mayor had been clected by the people, while the
Notary was a Government-paid official whose job it
was to seethat the Mayor did not overstephis powers,
and to help him draw up legal documents. The power
of the Commissars was supreme and they did not
hesitateto use it. The Commissarin a certain mountain township for instance, ordered the Jewish community to find 5,ooo crowns (dSS) by a certain date
for the relief of poor Jews. Before the date arrived
the Commissar had raised his demand to ro,ooo
crowns. Of course the money was found, for theJews
were too afraid to do anything else. There were some
fiftyJewish families in the place so poor that they could
scarcely eke out a living, but not one of them ever
saw any of the money. Presumablyit went to the local
Sitch, which never published any financial statement
but which never lacked means. Another favourite
method of these Commissars was the sale of such
contracts as they had to give, or the sale of residence
permits to Jews. In a town in western Carpatho
Ukraine for instance,noteswere sent to five prominent
local Jews in November by minor Ukrainian officials
ordering them to leave. TheJews decidedit would be
better to go, and left with their whole families. From
four of them nothing more was heard, but the fifth
was sent back by the Hungarians. This was a chance
for the Commissar. He offered a permit of residence
and immunity from further molestation in return for
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a subscription of r5,ooo crowns to the Sitch. He
received the money within twenty-four hours.

The morning was bright and sunny when we embarked on our first expedition. It was a short one-to
Sandrovo, a village s-ometwenty miles to the northeast of Chust. Sandrovo is famous for its salt-water
wells, and the peasantsof the district use the water
both for cooking and as a substitute for salt on the
table. With us, in one of the ancient taxis from the
market square, was the camera man with whom we
had travelled in the omnibus. A blond, gay Viennese,
with an easy manner that enabled him to twist any
obstructive official round his little finger, he was only
seventeen years old and, he claimed, the youngest
cameraman in the world. At the age of thirteen he had
been apprenticed to his father, whom he had seen
killed next year by a shell in Spain, and at the age of
sixteen, having inherited a fr,air for photography and
the expensive apparati which are part of a camera
man's stock-in-trade, was appointed representative
of one of the largest American newsreelcompanies in
central Europe. For him the journey to Chust was
but one of an endlessseriesof expeditions by train,
taxi and aeroplane, and at the age of seventeenhe
already knew the whole of central Europe as well as
the average Londoner knows Piccadilly.
We started off along the Tisza valley to the east.
The perspectiveof mountains on the south side of the
river was lively. It consistedof a long chain of steep
coneslike little volcanoes. Behind the first row others
stretched away into the far distance of Rumania.
On an isolated cone at the junction of the two valleys
behind us stood the castle of Chust. its main forti-
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fications facing east from which direction the Tartars,
Turks and other raiders had swept along the valley.
After some eight miles we left the main road and were
soon in hilly country. It was Saturday, the Jewish
Sabbath, and in one of the villages we saw the Jewsall men, for women rarely take part in communal
worship-trooping back from the synagogue. All
were in the traditional Jewish Sabbath dress; long,
padded coats of black satin, cut on straight lines and
fixed round the waist with a black cord, and exoticlooking round black velvet hats with flat brims and a
band of sablefrom which projectedsabletails. Round
their shouldersthey had draped piecesof homespun
linen with black-and-white stripes at the end. The
camera man wanted to photograph them, but on the
Sabbath this is forbidden. They rushedat him with a
great shout and, shaking their fists and sticks, threatened to throw his camera to the ground if he persisted.
The cottages,strung out in a long line on either side
of the road, were of an attractive designI had not seen
before. They were built entirely of wood and were of
the usual oblong shape. But verandahshad been cut
into them on the narrow end towardsthe streetand on
the front door side, and the roofs which covered these,
running straight down from the apex, were supported
by delicate posts decorated with beautifully carved
bands. No colour wash disguisedthe natural grey of
the pinewood walls, but a pleasant contrast lrras
provided by the rich orange maize that was hung out
to dry on the pole beneath the eaves. This pole
appeared all over Carpatho Ukraine and served the
peasantas laundry line and storeroomin one. Access
to the farmyard was by a big five-barred gate. These
gates were unusual. Although evolved entirely by the
peasantmind and built in rough-and-readystyle, they
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were just as practical as many patented self-shutting
gates in this country. The top bar of the gate was
made of a huge tree trunk that projected over
the post at the hinge end. On the gate proper the
wood was cut down to the normal size, but where
it projected it was left as it had originally been, the
bole of a tree some four or five feet in diameter.
This heavy block acted as a weight to pull the gate
shut.
The chief salt-water well, topped by a tall post and
pole for drawing up the water, lay in an open grassfield
besidethe road. Round it was a group of peasantsin
shaggysheepskincaps, and one with a round laughing
face was slowly drawing water, pulling the pole up
hand over hand, and distributing the water among the
others. Some had brought wooden tubs, held together
by twisted sticks-of a kind often displayed in the
ethnographical museums of big cities-carried on a
stick over the shoulder, others wooden buckets, but
one old man still remained faithful to a biblicallooking water-skin. Then two creaking carts, drawn
by tired little horses,and with huge barrels roped on
to them, came slowly up. The driver of one of the
carts and his wife, a big-eyed peasantwoman nursing
ababy, had been travelling for two days from a place
far up in the hills near the Polish frontier, while the
secondcart, borrowed from a friend, was in the care
of the man's son, a young boy fast asleepin the
huy. Their visit was an annual expedition, they
explained, and the water they carried away would
last them the full year. In winter when there is no
work to be done in the fields such expeditions from
afar are by no means uncommon; for the privilege
of drawing the water is valuable, salt being one of the
few necessitiesof life that the peasant cannot produce
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himself. The privilege was granted, they say, by
Maria Teresa three days before her death in l TBo to
the peasantsof an area that now includes ninety-three
villages. There is no charge, although all salt beneath
the earth belongs to the State, except a nominal sum
for the upkeep of the well, the track leading to it and
the guardian's cottage.
From the well wJwent to a near-by cottage,where
the camera man persuaded the owner to arrange a
table in the yard and sit down to a mock meal with
his family. Everyone crowded eagerly round the
table and, in the approved style, with great energy
dipped their potatoeson the end of their knives into a
central pot containing salt water. It did not look like
any meal that could ever have taken place, but the
film doubtless entertained audiences throughout the
New World for a few rninutes all the same. The
interior of the cottage'stwo roomswas of the simplest;
earth floors, rough wooden furniture and, on a shelf,
six maize loaves almost as bie round as small cartwheels. It was distinguished,however, by a long row
of holy pictures and by two huge piles of some forty
feather pillows on the low wooden beds. Holy pictures
and pillows, the latter made from the down and
feathers of the family's geese,are a common measure
of the family's wealth. When the geeseare killed for
the market or home consumption, pillows are made
and put in fine cross-stitchedcases. In good times
they are all kept and later, if bad times come, can be
gradually sold off for the price of the down and
feathers. A group of cottagesat the end of the village
belonged to Jewish families who had been living
there for many generationsas peasants. The Ruthenians did not seemto have a very high opinion of their
qualities as farmers. Many of them, I was told, went
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"messing around after money" and hired someone
elseto work their fields.
In a village on the way back a large crowd of
gendarmes was standing round the Town Hall-a
simple cottage with a battered notice " Town Hall "
attached to it. There had been a typical little disturbance there on the previous day. A motor omnibus
belonging to the Czechoslovak Railways had been
attacked by the peasants,who had broken the windows. The passengers,bending double, had all
escapedinjury, except one unfortunate Jew who had
been stabbed in the shoulder with a knife. At almost
the same time a motor-omnibus taking peasantsto a
village in the hills had been held up and attacked at
Iza somefive miles out of Chust. The passengerswere
Ukrainians, while the Izans were widely known as
members of the Orthodox Church and supporters of
the Great Russian political group. The omnibus
passengersmay perhaps have suspectedan ambush,
for they turned out to be liberally supplied with handgrenades,and two of the Izans were taken to hospital
in a seriouscondition.

Ar,r, over Czechoslovakia,Jasina, which lies in the
north-east tip of Carpatho Ukraine high up in the
mountains and closeto the Polish frontier, was known
for the dressesof its peasantsat Mass on Sunday. I
had long wanted to go there, and when I was offered
the inspector's room in the Woodwork School I
decided to go at once. C, having fallen a victim to
local food conditions, had retired to a hospital in
Sevlus,where he remained five weeks.
The journey was an expedition in itself. I caught
the afternoon train from Chust. People crowded into
the carriagesat each small town along the valley, and
then gradually emptied out until we got to the next
town. Unfortunately, it was misty, but the hills, when
visible, looked very grand and one high massif had
steepcliffs and snow on the top.
At Teresva the line turns south across the river,
runs along the south bank through Rumania for some
forty miles and then crossesback into Czechoslovakia.
Rumanian soldierswith brass eagleson their helmets
entered the train at the frontier station and remained
there until it left Rumanian territory. Through
passengersneed no passport but are not allowed to
leave the train. The short journey through Rumania
which I could watch from the window, but with which
circumstancesallowed no chance of contact, made me
feel constantly that I was enjoying the experienceof a
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scenicrather ihan a real railway journey. We stopped
for a few minutes at a station just over the frontier.
It was pleasantto seenoticesin a languagethat I could
read again and which, from its apparent resemblance
to Latin, seemedmuch more comprehensiblethan the
Slav languages. Two soldiersin a train which pulled
up next to ours, swarthy fellows with finely-cut and
rather aquiline features,were passionatelykissing one
another. The suggestionthat Rumania is the pederasts' paradise seemedjustified. In the countryside,
although the peasantshad built their houses in the
same style as those of Czechoslovakia,houses,fences,
gates and outbuildings were all whitewashed which
gave them a uniformly clean look. Otherwise everything was the same; the same poverty, the same
peasants with grey coats and high astrakhan hats
shouting at each other in sudden impulsive gusts and
for no apparent reason, and with the same far away
look in their eyes.
We passed through Marmoros Sziged, where the
famous trial was held, and then railway line and river
converged in a narrow gorge-like valley. There used
to be a lot of smuggling here, but with the fall in the
value of the lei it has almost disappeared. Cattle and
spirit were brought into Czechoslovakia,while large
quantities of linen and other textiles, which are both
cheap and good in Czechoslovakia,were smuggled
into Rumania. The goods were consigned by a Jew
on one side to a Jew on the other, the actual transport
being effected by a peasant who for one hundred
crowns was willing to risk wading the Tisza. When it
was already dark we passedout of Rumania with the
same easeas we had entered.
As far as Rachov, a little mountain centre someway
before Jasina, I slept. Then a crowd of peasantsin
D
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Hucul dressgot in. There was no nlore sleep; their
sheepskinwaistcoatssmelt too much. All the older
ones were in pure national dress; the younger men
wore the embroideredshirts and sheepskinwaistcoats
but had abandoned the short brown hand-worked
overcoat for others of loden or even leather, more
modern and factory-made. Two aged peasants,tall
and aquiline, each aged about seventy-five,came and
sat down next to me. They had long pipes, and
pointed sheepskinhats with the ear-flaps turned high
up so that they reminded me of the eastern raiders
who had once overrun the country. At first they
whisperedto eachother, emphasizingimportant points
by the gentle wagging of their long fingers. Then they
both sat back with their hands crossed on their
walking-sticks, and with that look on their faces,
which only peasantscan assume,of absolutedetachment from the world and at the same time disdain of
it and of everyone in it. What rvas their secret, f
wondered? Next to them was a girl with the typical
Siav face; broad, wide-seteyes,a straight short nose
and a straight, regular, and not too narrow month.
She had her scarf rather crooked over her head and
like most peasant women looked slightly pitiful. All
the women had the habitual linen bags over their
shoulderswith wooden pots or bowls of food in them,
for a journey of any sort is a venture and they never
have any idea when they may get home again.
At a wayside station where we stoppedfor sometime
the snow already lay in patches. Through the darknessof the winter evening one could just see,far away
above everything, the great sweep of a snow-covered
mountain shoulder. Somewheredown the train a flute
was being piayed. Then a group of peasantsstarted
singing in chorusr-two or three Ukrainian peasants
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who are sitting together will always start singing
sooner or later. Another carriage took up the refrain,
and another and another, until finally those in my
carriage started too. There was such a noise that i
could hardly hear anything. The melodies were
typically Slav, but they had not the quality of extreme
melancholy with which I had become familiar in
eastern Poland. Then the train started puffing off
again into the mountains. At last it ran more
freely, and there before us, all over a broad valley,
were the electric lights of.|asina.
At the station I was met by a youneish man with a
pointed black beard.
"Journalist Winch?" he almost shouted when he
saw me coming. It was Nikendaj, the new director of
the school. We walked off down a path through the
snow and soon came to the school, a collection of
white barrack-like buildines in an enclosure. Nikendai
led me to my room in onJof the outhouses,a pleasani
place with straightforward furniture made in the
school itself and a huge china stove. He said there
were two possible places for dinner, the railway
station and an inn in the main part of the village. He
added that the station, where the cooking wastzech,
was probably the best. This should have given me his
clue. He was a Czech. He had already told me that
he was going to a meeting of the Sokol, the Czech
Gymnastic Association,that was being held that evening in honour of the retiring school director, and had
it been later in my visit to Carpatho Ukraine I should
have known at once that he could only be a Czech.
A Czech was to a Ukrainian like a red rag to a bull.
On the doorstep he turned back and told rne that
Inspector Capla had asked him to introduce me to
Hurka, the Director of the Jasina Village School.
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I thought I had better hear what he had to say, so
we set off at once and came to a wooden housein the
main street. Nikendaj threw me into the house and
left.
I felt at once that the atmosphere was bad. The
director, who was a leading Ukrainian, was, I discovered, both jealous and suspiciousbecauseI had
been with a Czech. He suspectedme immediately of
an anti-Ukrainian bias and was afraid that I had been
receiving anti-Ukrainian information.
"Yes, Nikendaj is a Czech," he snappedin reply to
my question, " and if you want to take your information from him you won't get any from me."
For the moment I was a full-blooded Ukrainian, so
he took me through the kitchen to a living-room where
three men were sitting round the table. In one corner
was some music on a stand but from the look of the
piano I did not think the director and his wife could
be very musical. Then there were family photographs on the wall, crocheted cushions, many
coloured d'oylies and a huge wirelessset. I saw at
once that Hurka would know nothing about the local
peasant art in which I was particularly interested.
Also he stank-far worse than the peasantsin the train
-so that it was painful to be anywhere near him. We
listened to the Vienna wirelessnews about Carpatho
Ukraine with rapt attention and then the three men
left. Hurka, with true hospitaiity, had immediately
asked me to supper. He and his wife, who was a
Sudeten German from Reichenberg,and I sat down
together. The evening had begun to look up a little.
I told the wife that I thought Reichenberg a
pleasanttown and one of the most beautifully situated
manufacturing centres I knew. It lies at the foot of
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the Giant Mountains, and is surrounded by beautiful
unspoilt hills and beech woods. All that she could
find to answet was, "Yes, Reichenbergis a nice place;
so near the German frontier". And people used to
think that the Sudeten Germans could settle down
happily with the Czechs!
Hurka was an ardent patriot, perhaps one of the
most ardent that I met. He was, of course,Iike all the
6lite of the party not a local man at all but an exile
from Galicia. He had fought in the Ukrainian arrrry
againstthe Polesin rgrB and r9rq, when the Ukrainians were trying to set up their own State; had been
driven over the Czechoslovakfrontier with his detachment, and then interned in Reichenberg for a year
while the Poles and the Czechs were settling their
frontier disputes. He had qualified as a teacher just
before the War, and when ali the trouble was over the
Czechs had given him a post as teacher in Carpatho
Ukraine.
In retrospect the Czech policy of giving teachingposts to Ukrainian emigrants, as they frequently did,
appears to have been very unn'ise. At the time, however, the Ukrainian idea was not in the ascendantand
the Czechswere faced with a difficult technical problem. Well over half the population in Carpatho
Ukraine was illiterate, for the Hungarians had built
few schoolsand even in these the teaching had been
in Hungarian, with the result that while the need for
schoolswas immense, the local supply of teacherswas
very small. No Czechs understood the language at
ail. So if Ukrainian was to be taught who else were
the Czechsto employ as teacherssave the emigrants?
Hurka, on his own admission, had never put the
Czechoslovak Republic above the Ukrainian idea.
He had been unpopular, he said, becausehe had
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always preached Ukrainianism, had talked to the
people of their past and of hopes fo_rthe creation of
i Great Ukraine in the future, had founded branches
of the Prosvita, the Ukrainian cultural association,and
Ukrainian co-operatives,which would free the people
from the control of the Jews and the Czechs. He had
had many posts,and had once been moved three times
in a month-and each time they had had to pav the
cost of the move, added his wife. One of the moves,
he said with a fierce laugh, was due to the fact that at
an end-of-term reunion, when all the parents were
present, he had called for the singing of the Ukrainian
national hymn first and only afterwards of the Czech
hymn. The Czechshad got up in a body and left the
hall. One of them had gone straight off and telephoned to the educational authorities, with the result
that in three days Hurka received a telegram ordering
him to another post. He admitted that he should
really have lost his job altogether for such behaviour.
Both Hurka and his wife inquired eagerly and a
great many times what I thought the prospectswere
for the Great Ukraine. I told them what I genuinely
thought at the time; that the Great Ukraine n'ould
probably come into being some day, but not in the
next two weeks nor even the next two months; that,
backed by the dynamic power of Hitler, and in a part
of Europe in which France and England had " disinterested" themselves,I did not seehow it could fail
to do so. Hurka then grew so enthusiasticabout Hitler,
and about the help that Hitler was going to bring to
Carpatho Ukraine, that I askedhim whether he did
not ihink that German help was in a way a dangerous
thing. For it always seemedto me clear that Hitler
would not help out of pure altruism, but would want
a lot in return.
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" Of coursehe rvill want things," Hurka said angrily,
"and we are ready to give a friend all he wants."
"Then won't it only mean changing one form of
slavery for another?"
" Nothing could be worse than siavery to the
Czechs," he said. " Perhapswe shall be in the grip
of the Germans for it bit, but it will not mean the
suppressionof our national feeling as our association
with the Czechs does. There will be no policv of
denationalization with Hitler. He appreciates our
desire to unite the Ukrainian nation, for he is himself
a promoter of the nationalist idea."
This cry of " Out with the Czechs at all costs",
which I found in almost all Ukrainian circles,seemed
to show the irrationality of childhood. For Czech
money and the Czecli armv were clearly essentialfor
the continued existenceof Carpatho Ukraine even as
an autonomous province. Withor-rt Czech money
there was no chance of balancing the Budget, and
without the Czech army there would be little hope of
keeping the Hungarians fron-r overrunning the province and so obtaining the desired conlmon frontier
with their old ally, Poland. Carpatho Llkraine, I
was always told, with a slight air of mystery, had
"other friends", that is to say, of course,the Germans.
But a definite German financial loan always seemed
problematical, and it was never clear how German
troops would be able to reach the district as the rest of
Czechoslovakiastill intervened. To make any suggestion of this sort, however, meant being immediately
cold-shoulderedand regarded as an "enemy". So it
was wiser policy to listen in silence.
,'

On the schooi question Hurka had some first-hand
information to give. It illustrated clearly the Govern-
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m_ent'spolicy of denationalization through promotion
of the Czech language, which many CzechJadmittecl
to have been unfortunate. In broad outlines this
policy, as I knew from personal experience, was
effected by the same methods in ali the districts
inhabited by minorities.
Czech officials, perhaps a postman or a stationmaster, would be appointed to sometiny village where
the inhabitants were all Slovaks,Germans or Ukrainians, and their presence would then become the
excuse for building a fine modern school, in which
the language of instruction was of course Czech.
Afterwards everv effort would be made to induce all
parents to send their children to the Czech school.
lhe n9w_school, when compared to the existing and
often defective structures, was in itself an attraition.
and children of mixed parenthood could be got into
it without much difficulty. To catch the otheis some
measure of encouragementor intimidation often had
to be used. Thus in the existing school the number of
teachersand bookswould be kept to a bare minimum.
while the Czech school would be liberally provided
with both. More effective than this, hoivev.r, was
the pressure that could be brought to bear by the
Government in its capacity of employer, or by other
local employers who happened to be Czechs.- They
would put before the employee two alternatives; he
must send his child to the Czech school or lose his
employment.
At the time of my visit to Jasina, which hacl a
population of about r5,ooo, the Czech colony there
included fifty officials, policemen, gendarmes,frontier
guards, foresters,etc., while there were also a Czech
baker, and Czech employeesin the local branch of the
Bata shoe shop. To minister to the needsof this little
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Colony the Government had found it necessaryto
build three elementarl' schools and one higher
elementary school, staffed by twenty-two Czech
teachers. The woodwork school had also been staffed
exclusively by Czechs. In the Czech Elementary
schools there had been on an average two hundred
children, of whom oniy about forty were Czechs. In
the higher elementaryschoolthere had alsobeen about
two hundred children, of whom usually not more than
fifteen were Czechs.
Since the granting of autonomy, said Hurka, two of
the Czech elementary schoolsand the higher elementary school had been dissolved. The remaining
elementary schoolwas staffed by two teachersand had
an attendance of forty. Most of the other children
attending the Czech schools had been .Jews, while
some were Ukrainians and Hungarians who had
forgotten their nationality. In future only Czechswere
to attend the Czech school. The number of teachers,
he added, had not been altered since the Czechs
were given notice, and there was now a seriouslack of
Ukrainian teachers.
The iack of trained teachers and of other officials
was naturally one of the most serious problems that
the Ukrainians had to facein their work of reotganization. I heard of many cases in which elementary
schoolteachershad been appointed straight off to be
masters, even directors, of high schools. In Jasina
they were expecting to be helped out by emigrants
from Galicia. They were at present in Chust, I was
told, preparins themselvesfor teaching, according to
Ukrainian notions, by undergoing a course of preliminary training in ideology under the care of the
Sitch.
A matter which gave almost as much irritation
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locally as the Czech school system was the lack of
knowledge of Ukrainian on the part of the Czech
officials.
Czech officialshad recently been given three months
by the Ukrainian authorities in lvhich to learn
Ukrainian. At the end of the period there was to be
an examination, and those who could not qualify
were to be dismissed. They all had to learn regardless
of the nature of their job. One day I passedHurka
and another Ukrainian driving up into the mountains
in a chaise to give a lesson to the Czech foresters.
They looked as proud as punch, their enemiesin their
grip, the Czechsforced to eat out of their hands and
learn their languageat last. Although the object was
understandable, the method of approach by which
Ukrainian officials gave the lessonsseemed to me a
slightly unfair one. For as the Ukrainians wanted
nothing more than to get rid of the Czechsas quickly
as possible and make room for their own friends, it
was hardly likely that they would take much trouble
to teach them'ikrainian quickly. But perhapsit did
not matter very much, for many of the Czechs had
given up learning Ukrainian already. At a great
demonstration organized at the time of the appointment of General Prchala to the Ukrainian Cabinet
there had beencriesof " Out with the Czechs; we want
Berlin." Ever since then there had been a violent
anti-Czech campaign and a constant shouting that it
was too late for them then to learn Ukrainian, that
they must go anyhow.
When I got home I at once fell asleep and only
woke up after midnight. I got into bed in darkness,
for the electric light in Jasina is only turned on from
four till midnight. The air was thin and sharp and
through the darkness I could see wraiths of white
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cloud round the mountain tops. The absolute silence
of the mountains had fallen on the village. It was
broken only now and then by the fierce barking of
dogs.
Next morning I was woken up by the technical
teacher who brought me a tumblerful of water in a
large flat pan. Then I went along to the main buildings, and was given breakfast at a little table that had
been laid out for me in the cook's bedroom adjoining
the kitchen. Breakfast consisted of a mug of coffee
and two long thin rolls; no butter or jam. The rolls
were so unpalatable that I could scarcely swallow
them, but when I asked for butter I was told there
was none in the place. In Jasina butter is an extravagance even for officials. Chust, in comparison, seemed
quite luxurious, breakfasts in England vulgarly
coplous.
After breakfast we went for a walk through Jasina.
The village lav in a broad valley just to the south of
the Carpathian watershed and only a few miles from
the Polish frontier. The main street, broad and
straight and shadedin placesby lime-trees,terminated
in a square and a bridge over the Tisza, which here is
a rushing mountain stream. It was bordered by
wooden houses,sophisticatededitionsof peasanthuts,
backing on to fields. There was also a big white
church in vaguely baroque style, and next to it an
attractive wooden storehouse built of pinewood,
weathered grey, in the pure style of the late eighteenth
century. In olden times the foresterswere paid in kind,
and here it was, in the middle of the community, that
the maize, corn, sugar and other commodities were
stored. Next door, the fire-station and the Sokol hall,
where films were shown on Sunday evening, shared
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a building. The whole village crowded to the cinema
performances,for love of the films was the one thine
in Jasina that could transcendracial passions.
As everywhere else in the CzechoslovakRepublic,
Bata, the great Czech shoe firm, was handsomely
represented, lvhile many of the small shops were
organized for the benefit of the tourists who crowd
the village in summer. The small shops seemed
almost entirely in the hands of the Jews, and so, too,
were the small trades. The UkrainianJew is not afraid
of manual labour, and in Jasina he provided nearly
all the wheelr,r,rights,smiths and carpentersand even
the makersof the peasants'leather coatsand sandals.
On the order of the Commissar, the former Yiddish
or Czechshopsignshad recentlybeenpainted out and
replaced by others in the Ukrainian language written
in cyrillic characters. For the benefit of the illiterate,
or those who could not read Ukrainian, these were
supported by little illustrative pictures. Thus, a
restaurant shou,eda happy man enjoying a good meal
of fat round sausages,the local midwife a stork with
a bundle in its beak.
It was Sunday morning, and the peasants were
coming in from the surrounding district to attend
Mass. Some drove in carts or sleighs,and for a time
there was a merry cracking of whips up and down
the main street, but most tramped through the snow
on foot, for in this mountainous country carts are of
little use. After the Mass they formed little groups
on and about the bridge, Jasina's traditional meetin.gplace. Their dresses,which were famous throughout
the Republic, seemedto have conservedsomethingof
the barbaric splendourof the Tartars who, miry
hundred yearsago, burst through the passleading over
the mountains from Poland and swept down into the
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plains of Hungary. Both men and women wore the
widespreadembroideredshirt, but thesewere topped
by waistcoatsmade of sheepskinturned inside out and
heavily embroidered and decorated, and topcoats
made of a thick brown felt-like material richly
embroidered with red and orange wool, and decorated
with big orange-colouredpompoms. The women wore
heavy aprons, back and front of their skirts, in which
much silver thread had been usecl. For a time we
stood watching the little groups form and reform, and
then warmed ourselvesby running up a low hill, past
the Czech cemetery in which the tombstoneshad been
smashedby Ukrainian rowdies in the night, to a big
stone obelisk that stands on an eminence dominating
the village.
This obelisk, put up some five years ago when the
Ukrainian idea was beginning to gather weight, commemorated the Jasina revolt of iqrg. In that year
the people of Jasina and the surrounding districts
rose against the Hungarians, and were so successful
that for six months they were able to maintain a tiny
free Jasina Republic. Their eventual object was to
unite with the Ukrainian Republic that their fellows
in Galicia were endeavouring to set up, but when this
was squashedby the Poles, it was evident that their
own tiny State must collapse too, and they were, in
fact, soon overrun by the Rumanians. The events of
last autumn lent the story particular significanceand
by the time of my visit it was beginning to be regarded
as a national saga. The obelisk was naturally a
favourite meeting-place for Ukrainian societies. The
people would go there and gaze up the low pass
towards Poland. All through history the movement of
peoples has been southward; they have come from
Galicia into Carpatho Ukraine. Now, faithful Ukrain-
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ians were counting the days until the processshould
for once be reversed.
In the main street I visited a house lvhere a Jew
was making sheepskincoats. Seated in a sn all room,
hung round with sheepskins,braid, tassels,coloured
wool and beads, r,t'erethe red-haired .|ewish owner
and an apprentice. Roth wore hats, but they seemed
to have abandoned the traditional dress. Coatmaking was an old tradition in his family, the master
said, and both his father and grandfather had worked
in the same shop before him.
" There are eleven coat-makersin the village. Ten
of them are Jews and only one Ukrainian, and even
he can't make the coats properly," he said laughingly.
The making of these coats is a rate art and a timetaking one. Almost the entire front is covered with
decoration, and a band of decoration runs round the
back. Bands of white leather with three rows of thin
black leather threaded through them, and bands of
black or dark red leather, ornamentedwith holes set
with metal eyes,are applied to the coat near the edges.
Elsewhere there is rich ornamentation carried out
partly with applied leather and partly by means of
embroidery with thick wool, relieved here and there
by silk or gold thread. A coat, wliich costs4oo crowns
(dZ), takesabout a week to make ; two days to prepare
the ornamentation, all of which is made at home, and
six days for the sewing; eight days of a man's work, I
was told, not eight days of a woman's who k99Rs
jumping up every few minutes to go and do something
else. These lavishly decorated coats are worn only on
Sundaysor on other important occasions,and a man
usually buys a new one for his wedding and keeps it
all his life. Everyday coats are of the same shape
but lack the decoration.
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Afterwards we went down to the end of the village to
look at Jasina'sfamouswooden church. The church,
which stands isolated on a hillside is said to be four
hundred years old and the oldest place of worship in
the district. It was tiny and built entirely of wood in
the form of a Greek cross. The roofs were shingled,
and a curious frill, or pent-house roof, was built out
from the walls half-way down, so as to protect them
from the rain. Inside everything rvas of wood too.
The chancel was completely cut off by the ritual
Orthodox screen. It was richly carved and painted
and bore the three ritual rows of pictures, the bottom
row showing the life of Christ, the middle one the
twelve apostles and the top the prophets. These
screensalso have three doors, that in the centre being
topped by a gilt crown and known as the royal gate.
In the old Orthodox days only the Tsar, as Supreme
Head of the Church, would have been privileged to
use this door. Now, when the Church is in Greek
Catholic hands, this privilege is reservedfor the priest.
There were alsoa woodenfont, woodencandelabraand
some early paintings on wood in Byzantine style,
mostly of Saints Cyril and N{etody who brought
Christianity to Czechoslovakia. The priests'vestments
were hanging on the wall. They were of sky-blue
damask,and the braid that bordered them inside was
yellow. There has often been talk of the creation
of a national Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church,
similar to the national branches of the Orthodox
Church in Bulgaria and Rumania, and this looked
strangely like a tentative outward expression of it.
I subsequentlyfound the same combination of colours
used in many other churches and the choice was
apparently not accidental.
Jasina, it is said, owes its existence solely to this
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church. When it was built small traders began to take
root nearby, in order to minister to the needs of those
who came there on Sundays. Why the church was
built just there nobody knows, but according to legend
the church was the result of a miracle. It is said that
there was a clearing in the forest there, and that the
forest was of esin(ash) trees. One night in the middle
of a bad snowstorm,a shepherd arrived lvith his flock.
He was obliged to leave the sheep and go on alone
into Poland. When he came back in the spring he
expected to find ail the sheep frozen to death. But
God had saved them and they were all nibbling away
happily at the grass. He built the church as a thankoffering.
Sky-blue and yellow are the national colours not
only of the Ukraine but also of Sweden. Two years
ago a small group of Swedesheaded by a university
professor,made a prolonged tour of Carpatho Ukraine.
They pointed to the national colours as one of a group
of characteristicscommon to the two countries which,
they maintained, was sufficient to suggesta common
ancestry, or at any rate very close contact at some
time in the past.
Based on this flag similarity alone the theory could
hardly bejustified, for at that rate it could be suggested
that the Danes had a common ancestry with the
Austrians and the Turks, the English with the French
and the Russians. But there are also other and more
important common characteristics. One, for instance,
is the appearance of such names as Rjuryk, Askold
and Dyr, or close variants, in both places. Another
is the similar design to be found in many of the
churches (I am told that there is a church in Sweden
which is almost an exact duplicate of that at Jasina),
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and in wood-carving, especiallywhere this is applied
to door-posts. Yet further affinities, shown in the
motives used in embroidery, have been pointed out
both by Swedishand Czechoslovak'experts. Finally,
it is claimed that nowhere between Carpatho Ukraine
and Sweden doesone find the custorn of giving a dead
man a wake, drinking and singing round the body all
night, while this custom w-asonce universal in Sweden
and is still found frequently in the mountains of Carpatho Ukraine.
To what extent the theory is valid it is hard for the
layman to estimate. Close contact between Swedes
and Ukrainians in the very remote past is by no means
excluded; for if the Finns and the Hungarians had a
common oriein in central Asia, as has already been
defirritely proved, it is not improbable that their
neighbours, the Swedes and the Ukrainians, should
similarly have had, if not a common origin, ert any
rate very closerelations. On the face of it, however,
it would seem likely that many of the similarities in
artistic expressionmay have beenthe result of common
materials and similar surroundings.

Evidence of the Tartar invasions in the fourteenth
century, which we had seen in the dressesof the
peasantsby the bridge, is abundantly clear both in
Jasina, and in its surroundings. Not only is it seenin
the rich splendour of the coats, and the frequent
appearance of gold and silver thread in the aprons,
a material which finds no place in peasant work of
easternEurope savein the Hucul districtsof Carpatho
Ukraine and Galicia, but also in the frequent occurrence of Tartar place-names. One of the most fre1 Marjan Makovskii, PeasantArt in Sub-CarpathianRussia.
E
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quent of thcse is majdan,a word used widely in Asia
to describe a flat open space. In each of the valleys
down which the Tartars passedthere appears to this
day a village known as lVlajdan. Then, although no
complete lVlohammedan Tartar settlements crop up
as they do round Vilna and Norvogrodekon the eastern
frontiers of Poland, one sometimesseesthe influence
of the Tartar-type in the local physiognomy. It is
particularly noticeable in the neighbourhood of
Verecky, where some of the Tartars are believed to
have remained encamped while the main body passed
on down the valley into Hungary. The type was also
clearly present in an elderly lawyer who frequented
the Koruna Hotel in Chtrst. Had he been dressedin
appropriate clothes, his slightly tilted almond eyes,
dropping moustaches, dark thick arched eyebrows
and bald head, like a polishedostrich'segg, would, I
felt, have made him the perfect Tartar, cr at any rate
'L-artar
the perfect
as represented in eighteenthcentury prints.
On the way through the village we met the
Klempus's. The three brothers Klempus were the
kings of Jasina. They m'ere,however, knorn'nfar beyond the confines of their native village by reason of
their ardent devotion to the Ukrainian cause,and more
especiallyfor the leading part they had played in the
Jasina revolt of r9rg. Dmitro, the eldest,was Commandant of the Sitch (as the result of his death in the
Hungarian attack of last March he is rememberednow
not only as a patriot but as a martyr), Vasil was head
of the Sitch in Jasina, and lvan, the youngest,looked
after the family's two timber yards, both of lvhich,
incidentally, had been built up with Czech subsidies.
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I had goneto especialtrouble in Chust to get introduced
to them, and had had an amusing talk with the two
younger brothers. I had sat between them talking
slowly in Polish, and either one or the other had
understood what I said and translated it. However,
when they had found that I was going to stop in the
woodlvork school when I came to Jasina they had
become distinctly chilly. At the time I had not
understood why, but in Jasina it was all quite clear.
Nikendaj was a Czech and I had been in contact with
him. The fact that Nikendaj was surely one of the
fairest Czechs that ever existed, or that I had been
sent to the woodwork school by a Ukrainian official in
Chust, counted little with Ukrainians of the calibre
of the Klempus's and Hurka. I felt I was under a
cloud of suspicion. For some time the brothers looked
me up and-down from head to foot with not so much
as a word.
At last Dmitro saidin a hostiletone, "Will you come
and have lunch w.ith us? Do come, that is to say, if
).ou can manage to sit for an hour at a table with two
Germans without starting an acid discussion with
them."
Dmitro, who led us to a villa acrossthe road, Iooked
a real villain, squint-eyed and sharply cruel, and did
not seem willing to trust even those of'his followers
in Jasina who were regarded as the most "sure".
Also he showed a restlesspride in his new uniform by
posing willingly cvery time the Germans showed any
inclination to photograph him, and after lunch asked
us all if we would not like to take somemore photos of
him. But the villa was pleasant for Jasina and the
lunch excellent-five courses and so much local
brandy and beer that my head turned. The Germans,
incidentally, who said that they were buying peasant
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handicrafts for a German firm, were charming and lve
talked all the time, almost to the exclusion of our
unlbrtunate host who could speak no German.
After lunch I set ofl r,vith one of the boys from the
schoolasguide, to look at another woodenchurch, and
also to try and find someone who still does woodcarving or makes wooden instruments, for which the
Jasina district once used to be famous. The boy,
whom I subsequentlydiscoveredwas the " comic " of
the school, talked a great deal, but I could scarcely
understand five words in a hundrecl. Eventually he
got very excited and started poking me in the ribs
when he told a really good storv. I could only gather
that he had a profound lack of respect for.|ews, and
that he thought the presentwave of anti-Jewish feeling
one to be taken advantage of. The boys from the
school had climbed out of the dormitory one night and
cut down Jervish wireless aerials, he said. They had
alsoremoved the wires which the Rabbi had suspended
above the roads at exits fromJasina as a reminder to
any Jews who might be about on the Sabbath that
they must not carry money in their pockets that day.
The Jews had set them all up again, but when the
destructionwas repeateda secondtime they had, as I
saw for myself, decided that it would be best to leave
them lying on the ground. Apparently other Aryans
inJasina had been up to the sametrick. The boy was
an enthusiasticUkrainian and our walk was punctuated with " Slava Ukrajini" wheneverwe met anyone.
I noticed that the others answered enthusiastically
enough, but that they never took the initiative.
To find anyone engaged in woodwork proved
impossible. But I did in the end find someonewho
wove. A woman directed us to a cottage lying on the
side of the hills not far from the village. We were
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welcomed at once in a darkness that was relieved
only by the flickering flames of the fire. The woman
was pottering over the stove, the man having a siesta
on the bed. Thel' did not seemat all surprised to see
us, and at once made us welcome. While the woman
went offto get someof her woven materials I had time
to look round the room. It was typical of the district.
A door led into it from the narrow hall which divided
the housein half. It was low, scarcelymore than seven
feet from floor to ceiling, and lit by two small windows
in the front of the house. On the window side of the
door there was just sufficient room for a simple
dresser. Beneath the rvindorvs,and continued on the
side of the room opposite the door, was a wooden
bench, with a table piaced in the angle. On the back
side of the room was a primitive wooden bed placed
along the wall, and then in the corner the most
important object in the room, the stove.
The stove was made of baked earth plastered over
and whitewashed. It was really a kind of large
platform, some seven feet square, with a chimney
built up in the middle of it that emitted the smoke
through a hole in the wa"llinto the hall. The hall was
open to the roof, and the walls only went as far up as
the ceilings of the rooms on either side. The smoke
was thus free to circulate under the whole roof, and
had to find its way out somehow through the shingles
or else by the eaves rvhich are often left open. In
other cottagesI often saw that the beams were black
and charred, but apparently it is only very rarely that
the cottages catch alight. Across the hall was the
best room, furnished with two beds and a cupboard,
but very cold and cheerlessand apparently little used.
When the woman came back she had over her arm
a large collection of the aprons that are worn back and
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front of the skirts. Some were in a red herring-bone
pattern with only a little silver thread; in others silver
had been used liberally. The diaper pattern, typical
of the Hucul country on both sidesof the Carpathians,
also frequently appeared. Then, after due persuasion,
she brought out some splendid lengths of the thick
woolly material that servesfor carpets, bed-coverines,
horse-coverings,rugs for use in the carts and the like.
This material, when it is first woven, is often in quite
wide strips. But it is not left in this condition. It is
submerged in a stream, allowed to remain there for a
week, and on the last day, beaten the whole time with
a large wooden hand. The water shrinks the material
together and the beating makes it hairy. It is then
much warmer. The basic colour of these pieces of
material was brown or gre)'-according to the original
colour of the sheepfrom which the wool was procured
-but bright stripesin which orange pr eCominatedran
across them. The woman also produced some
embroidered shirts. They were not very good. The
best designsround Jasina are purely geometrical like
those that one finds in Galicia. Her embroiderv.
however, like so much in the district, had been rpoiti
by the replacing of the narrow geometrical bands that
should have come above and below the main block of
embroidery on the sleevesby a pattern of flowers
sprouting out of a wavy stalk. Also the embroidery
had not been done tight enough and the colours were
too bright. Black, red and orange were the favourite
traditional colours; but now the embroiderersoften
like to include light blue and yellow, a reference,it is
said, to the national colours. The man and woman,
who had twelve sheep and a small plot of flax, had
made all the materials for themselvesright from the
beginning. The only thing they had to buy was dye,
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for dyeing the wool used for the aprons, and silver
thread.
Outside, in a storeroornreachedfrom the verandah
that ran all along the front of the hottse, they had a
tall distaff with a hunk of wool still tied to it by a big
red cotton bow, while besideit in a wattle basketwere
balls of coarsely spun thread. In the corner was a
beautiful home-made spinning-wheel for spinning the
thread more finely.
After we had looked at the textiles we all sat down
round the table. It was the man's turn to talk. The
woman brought me some honey on a plate-it was
sugared and so exceptionally sweet that I could only,
s*allo* it when washed down by manv glassesof
water drawn ice-cold from the n'ell-and then relapsed
into a smiling silence.
The man, who u'as smallish, rather elf-like in his
manner and had two very bright and lively dark eyes,
talked with relish and smiled perpetually. He said he
was a Ukrainian with great definitenessand talked
willingly of the prospectsfor the Great Ukraine.
"All nations are free except ours," he said, "and
why should not ours be too? We have coal mines and
oil wells, and plenty of timber, corn, maize, cows and
pigs. So we could be a very rich land. Why are we
not free? Just becausewe have got all thesethings on
our territory and the Czechs, Poles, Russians and
Rumanians do not want to lose them. They are all
like wasps. The wasp starts by collecting honey
industriously from the flowers, but when his legitimate
collecting is over, and he can find no more, he starts
to take the honey from the nestsof other wasps. That's
what our oppressorsare like."
I asked him how it was that he spoke such good
Polish. He had been born at Sambor in Galicia, he
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said, had fought in the Ukrainian army and then been
forced to emigrate to Czechoslovakia. The land on
which he was living belonged to his wife. He had
brothers and sistersstill in Sambor, where he himself
had a plot of land, a brother in France, who kept a
shop, and still another brother in America. He was
reading Ukrainian propaganda literature printed both
at Lwow and in America.
As we left the house our host was still telling me
that Galicia would be united with Carpatho Ukraine
in a few months.

Wnrrn at Jasina I was determined to see something
more of the way the peasantslive and what kind of
handicrafts they still practise. The best way to do this
seemedto be to take a peasant'scart and drive up into
the hills. There were two difficulties; the first, to find
someonewho was lersonagrata with the peasantsand
could act as my interpreter, and the second,to find a
cart. I decided againstone ofthe local "fiakers", as
they are not pliant like the loosely-built peasant carts
and are thus unable to rregotiatesidetracks. Holesowski, the departing director of the school who was still
in residence,and whose acquaintance as a Czech I
had made with some trepidation, promised to arrange
both for me. As guide he recommendedme a young
lad, Ivan Popaduk, the son of a rich peasant,who had
been working for some time in Prague.
On the first morning it took a long time to get off.
Ivan, when he turned up, said that the family cart was
being mended, and then it turned out that the father
had gone off with the horses too, to bring in wood
from the forest. He promisedto get a friend's cart.
In the meantime, Holesowski took me round the
school, which was splendidly equipped. In the
courtyard we found a German striding about with
knapsackand camera. He was determined to take a
photograph of a boy doing woodwork in national
dress. Nothing would convince him that none of the
73
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boys had national dresswith them, that they were in
fact of a much too sophisticatedtype to wear it at all.
Holesowski, I noticed, did not allow him to get anywhere near the boys-for fear presumably that they
would have started heiling Hitler ! Eventually he
gave us each a firm martial handshakeand strode off.
The nunrber of Germa.nsin every odd corner of Carpatho Ukraine seemedto be increasing every day.
The friend's cart which Ivan eventualiy brought
had the luxury of a seat placed acrossit, but I have
never known a horse go so slowly. It rarely did more
than walk and continually stopped to relieve itself.
It did not seemto be able to do even that very quickly.
The day was bitterly cold. Snow had fallen in the
night and the u'hole landscape had changed. Big
flakeswere still falling now and again and managed to
get past even the tightest scarf.
We drove some five miles along one of the broad
vallevs leading from the bridge, through open fields,
and past housesso tumbled down and gaping that I
wondered how they ever kept the snow out, to look
for Spasuk, a master builder who was said to know
which peasantsstill carried on with their handicrafts.
Spasuk proved to have a good collectiorr of things
himself, and, protesting to Ivan all the time that they
could be of no interest to anyone, slowly produced
them one by one. There were long wooden flutes and
pipes made by a local man, double salt-cellars,
distaffs and the inevitable sour-milk containers. In
Carpatho lJkraine, where sour milk and maize meal
form the staple diet, one finds theseeverywhere. They
are of a simple straightforward construction, consisting
of plain pinewood jugs with lids to them, the sides
held together by two wooden bands. Their craftsmanship is not skilled but they always impressed me
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by their exactitude and their generally clean finish.
Perhaps the most interesting thing Spasuk had was
an instrument I had not seenbefore. It consistedof a
stick about eighteen inches long tapered at one end
and with a hook at the other. A woman holds the
stick between her kneeswhen sheis doing embroidery,
and the hook is used to hold the linen; or else it is
stuck into a hole in the bench or table and the hook
used for plaiting the bands that surround the aprons.
Both this instrument and the distaffs were ornamented
with exquisite knife work; the motifs, circles, pirrcers,
diamonds, were arranged in encircling bands.
Spasukwas not very helpful about craftsmen,but in
the Jasina district it is very hard now to find people
who make anything at all. In the olden days each
peasant family made all that it needed. The women
spun, r,r'oveand stitched, the men made the simple
agricultural implements, wooden ploughs and shovels,
as well as spoons,bowls, furniture, beehives,and anything that was needed about the house or farm.
Nowadays nearly every woman still spins, but she
does not always weave. She will often give her
material to another woman to make up for her and
pay for the rvork in kind. The Jews, too, are also
taking over more handicrafts-the making of trumpets,
for instance. The reasongiven for this decline of homecrafts is a common one in all countries to-day; the
people "have no time". In the olden days a man
working in the forestsearned more in a day than he
does now, and accordingly did not have to work so
many days. In his spare time he made his own things.
Now they are worse paid and have to go into the forests
more often. They find it better to buy the things when
they can, and be sure of a cashincome first.
In a little newly-built brown house just above
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Spasuk's we found a peasant with one of the local
trumpets. These are quite unlike any others I have
seen; about twelve feet long and very thin. Originally
they were made by the peasantsthemselvesof leather
drawn over a framework of wood; now theJews make
them and find it easier to use tin, a change which
unfortunately sharpensthe note. The man was putting
up a stall when we arrived, but he asked nothing
better than to come and play to us-a warbling
melody that kept repeating. The trumpets are used
for calling the sheepin summer, when they are on the
upland pastures,and also blown at the farm so as to
tell whoever may be looking after the sheepup in the
hills that it is time to milk them. In the latter event
each farm has its special tune or seriesof notes. They
are also used tradiiionally at Easter. On the night of
Saturday-Sunday, when Christ is supposed to have
risen from the tomb, the peasantstandsin front of his
hut and plays the warbling melody that we had heard.
This is answered from another hut, and then from
another further on, until the tune is running all round
the hills.
By this time I was so cold that I decided it would be
best to go back to Jasina. Ivan and I got into the cart
again and started off at a slow walk. Long narrow
carts, loaded down to breaking point with peasants
sitting in great piles of hay, kept trotting past, but even
competitionwould not inspireour horse. The peasants
were all jolly, or else asleep,for it was Monday, and
they were all going to their homes up in the mountain
valleys after spending Sunday and Sunday night in
Jasina. Two men were so drunk that when they passed
us, gesticulating violently, they lurched off the cart
and went rolling down the hill in the snow. The rest
of the party picked them up, placed one of them firmiy
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in the hay and drove off sitting on hinr, two girls and
an old woman with woollen shawlsdrawn tightly over
them on his chest, two old men on his legs. Far away
up the road we could still heal his drunken singing, " I
want to go a-hunting and kill a little black 56v7-"
fvan, though born of a peasant family, was far
away from all this. He had been w-orkingin Bohemia
and Prague for five vears in a bakery, and in the last
year, as a master baker, had earned and spent 75o
crowns ({,5 Zt. od.) a month, which was a large sum
for Czechoslovakia. Thoughts of cafds and cinemas
and of the contacts with people from the great world
who had lodged with his family in the summer, or
whom he happened to have met in Prague, were constantly in his mind, and if he whistled a tune, it was
always a dance tune. He, I am sure, had no desire to
kill a little black sow. He did not even like getting
his shoesdirty, and, as we lurched along in the cart
he sat all dressed up in his town clothes complete
even to spats. In dresshe had a certain taste and
managed not to look vulgar, though had he only known
it, he was a much more attractive and natural figure
in the old cream coloured corduroy trousersand homemade linen singlet buttoned up on the shouider in
which he had first appeared. He was a good fellow
and had acquired the characteristics of punctuality
and generosity which few Ukrainians have. Now,
with the advent of the Hungarians, his career, like
that of many Ukrainians, will presumably have been
cut off short-at any rate until the Great Ukraine
idea comes forward again. He will never own the
bakery which he hoped to set up in Jasina with Sitch
money when the Czech baker was chased away, nor
get the safejob in the Post Office for which he had
also hoped.
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Arrived back inJasina we went to lunch at Nedoma,
the little restaurant by the bridge. In this tiny bare
room rvith its eight wooden tables were collected
together every day representativesof all the communities in Jasina whose hatreds and jealousieswere
causing the existing unrest. In one corner sat the
Czech forestry officials, in another the Germans, in
others the Magyarized Germans, the Ukrainians and
the Jews. No one spoke above a i,vhisperand then
only directly and with the air ol a real conspirator into
his neighbour's ear. Ivan and I, sitting in a corner by
the fire, felt obliged by force of example to whisper
too. In the middle of us all sat the Ukrainian Commissar, a great burly fellow in dirty striped offfrce
trousers topped by a peasant'ssheepskincoat. At his
hip was a huge pistol which was constantly dragging
his trousers off. He and his three cronies whispered
even more persistently than the rest, and spied out of
the corner of their eyesevery movement of the other
guests. The seal was set on the absurdity of the scene
by the fact that the Commissarwas waited on daily by
Nedoma himself who, as everyone knerv, had been
given notice by the Commissar to quit Jasina within
twenty-four hours. All Ukrainian officials were
rogues. But there were two sortsof rogues;jolly rogues
and villainous rogues. The Jasina Commissar was a
jolly rogue.
In the evening I went to call on the Popaduks who
had bidden me insistently. When I arrived the whole
family was assembledin a room identicai in arransement to that of the weaving woman whom I had
visited on the day before, but very much larger and
richer-looking. The best room, acrossthe hall, which
is let to summer visitors, had quite a civilized appearance. Ivan, r,l'ho had gone back to his old
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clothes, was sitting running his fingers through his
fair hair and writing exerciseswith a long spiky nib.
FIe was teaching hirnself French from Chardenal. "I
am a Frenchman-a
German-a
Bohemian-a
Slovak-," the lessonran. Everything except " I am
a ljkrainian."
"What is'I am a Ukrainian'? That's the only one
that really matters," Ivan asked eagerly.
The mother was sitting on the top of the stove
putting on her shoes,while various other members of
the family were sitting about talking or doing nothing
in particular. One would get up and go over and dip
a mug into a huge pail of milk standing on the bench
and drink it, another lvould throw a log on the fire
or adjust a saucepanlid. Groups would form by the
bench, or on the bed and two people usually liked to
sit astride the stools. A brother-in-law came in with
tales from the village, about a Hungarian who had
broken windon's, about various nationalist quarrels;
the father, wittr a weather-beaten face and a long
clay pipe, came in from the forests,and the younger
children climbed about his lap and shoulders while
he talked politics to the older ones. Then the mother,
who had been maliing two headdressesfor a neighbour's wedding, came over and tried them on her
daughters.
All the while one of the younger boys and his niece
Maria, both aged about nine, were playing at lovemaking in the corner. They had obviously seentheir
elders at it, and I almost wondered whether we were
going to see a rape such as that which had been perpetrated in the forest two days before by a boy of
fourteen on a little girl of twelve. Maria, the child of
one of the Popaduk daughters,was herselfa bastard.
Her father, who rvas sitting there talking to us, had
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married the child's mother. but onlv after an interval
of four years during which, as all the village knew,
he had managed to have children by five other girls
in the neighbourhood. This may seem excessive,but
at another farm which I visited was a woman who
had had six illegitimate children, all of whom were
living with her, while her eldestdaughter had already
had five, making a grand total of eleven bastards in
one house. In Carpatho Ukraine, illegitimacy is not
regarded seriously, and women who have unwanted
children-whether
because they are bastards or
because the family is too large already-have their
own simple but effective methods of getting rid of
them. They give them either sour milk or else a few
doses of the water that pickled cabbage has been
boiled in.
The generallycarelesstreatmentof children, and the
low value that is put on them, often surprisesforeigners,
but a nurse, who remonstrated with a peasant in the
mountains for taking more care of his cattle than of his
young children, had the matter simply explained to
her.
" If I want a child I can make it myself without
any effort, but if I want a corv I have to buy itr" he
said.
In spite of his attitude, however, and of the existence
of cabbage water, the families usually reach astronomical figures. Families in which ten children were
born in twelve years are common, while Bilej, the
Police Director, had twenty-two brothers and sisters
all by one mother. In comparison with this the
Popaduk family, where there were eight children,
seemeda very moderate sized one.
Sudderrly the mother brought me some boiled milk,
and one of the daughters came in with two cakeson a
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plate which she laid before me. They were like little
scorres,but absolutely hard and with an ice cold
moisture on them as if they had just been drawn out of
the well. By this time the whole family was engaged
in a noisy discussionabout local affairs, which I unfortunately could not follow, and I decided it was time
to be going. I walked down to Hurka's where I was
to hear Hitler's Reichstagspeech.
Hurka, who had been celebratingHitler's favourable
speechevenbeforeit had beenmade, was very drowsy.
For an hour and a tralf we all sat elued to the wireIess. Referencesto the colonies und to Germany's
need for econornic outlets were met by *y hosts and
fellow guestswith understanding,and a few-disagreeable remarks were made about the selfishnessof the
British policy. But as the speechwent on and mention
was made of friendly relations with Poland, but none
of the Great Ukraine, the facesof the listenerssteadilv
fell. At the end all that they could say was that it was
not what they had hoped for. As soonas I said I must
be going Hut'ka, who had not been at all welcoming,
got up, gave me my coat, did not ask me to come
again and left me to grope about for the courtyard
door in complete darkness.
The next morning I learnt the reason for his rudeness. The priest lvho had been there the first day had
suggestedthat I was a Jew. This wouid have been
condenrnationenough, but F{urka himself had thought
that I was also a Polonophil-presumably on the
grounds that I had talked Polish to one of my fellow
guestswith whom I had no other languagein conrmon.
They had immediately inquired about me from
Nikendaj, who reassuredthen. The questionwas not,
settled,however. When Capla, the School Inspector,
arrived later fi'om Chust. thev worried him too and
F
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there was more questioning. Unfortunately Capla
saw a telegram I had written in Polish, and which
Nikendaj was to translate into Ukrainian for dispatch
'to Czeslaw. (" It won't arrive if you send -it in
Polish," he had said.) This quite upset things. I
decided that in future I should not sav even a fe*
words in Polish. I would only speakGerman and then
we could all smile dumbly at each other, and all would
be well, for I should be a Germanophil.

Next day I decided to go out into ,fr. frru, asain.
Ivan
_came early with a "fiaker" which I hoped
would be better than the cart. It was a miserable
con-traptiondriven by a red nosed trembling old Jew
with a tumbledown horse that looked like Santho
Panza's. It was a lovely day; tlventy degreesof frost
but very clear and very sunny. We rattled along the
same road as we had taken on the previous dav. and
soon came to Spasuk's. The horiion had widened
and over the low hills on the north and east of the
valley we could seethe great peak of Heverla and the
sharp screes,half bare grev rock, half snow, that were
already in Poland. The foreground was elistening and
lively, and everyone had taken advantage of the hard
snow to go into the forestsand bring out timber. In
places the snow rvas seared with the tracks where
treeshad been shot down the valley sides. Then one
saw ho.rsesdragging long shivering trunks along the
valley bottom to the river. Just beyond Spasuk;swe
turned up out of the main valley into a narrower one
that ran steeply into the liills.
Here the scenewas quite different. Each peasant
had a complete little homestead,often railed off from
the neighbours, by a neat fence of high postsand rails.
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The cottages,and outbuildings, and especiallythe neat
fences,all built of brown timber, had a unity of sombre
colour which, in marked contrast to the white and blue
housesof the valley, made a quite distinctive impression. The whole valley was rather like a child's model.
The centre of each homesteadwas a brown log house
with deep eaves. In the middle of the longestside was
a door flanked by tiny windows, while a long narrow
platform or verandah ran from end to end. The
roof came out to protect theseplatforms, but here the
supporting pillars had been dispensedwith. Beneath
the baveswas the inevitable pole. In the mountains
there was no orange-colouredmaize to hang on it, but
the people had found plenty of other things, bean
pods, flax and hemp thread that needed bleaching,
gaily coloured carpets, big red pillows and bedding
that were being disinfected in the freezing air.
Grouped round the houseand all built of wood, were
a stall, a small Dutch barn, four ragged poles and a
shingled roof, a well head and the projecting roof of
the potato hole. Sometimesthere was a small round
railed enclosure with a few black or brown sheep in
it. The potato hole is a comparativeiy recent innovation. Not so long ago the village used to choose a
suitable piece of ground on the side of a convenient
hill and all the peasantsmade their holes in the same
place. Now this has usually been given up. Times are
getting harder, and with the consequent increase in
thieving each peasantlikes to have his potatoesclosely
under his own eye.
The number of varieties of construction to which
even wooden houses lend themselvesoften surprised
me. They can be made of planks, overlapping or fitted
close together; of whole tree trunks, left unplaned,
and the interstices between them filled in with moss
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and plaster; of tree trunks roughly squared; of
huge sheetsof wood consisting of the centre cut of a
tree, in which casethree or four alone will sufficefor a
whole wall.
Each valley, or sometimeseach village, has its own
traditional style, and usually there is some technical
reason for its development. The same applies to the
roofs, which are usually covered with tiny shingles,
square or cut into points, or else with five rows of
long laths. In this particular valley the latter style
prevailed. The long laths are usually preferred, but it
is only in a few places such as this, that the wood is
hard enough to allow of their being cut.
As I had suspected,the fiaker could not go far up a
side road and we soon had to get out and walk. We
started to climb up the side of the valley through the
snow to a little cottage where a pipe maker was said
to live. On the way I saw big balls of wool at a
window. It suggestedweaving. We went in and found
a youngish woman sitting by the window spinning.
The tall distaff was stuck into a hole in a bench, and
while her lelt hand worked deftly guiding the wool
from the bundle into thread, her right hand smoothed
it out with an even stroking motion and spun it on to
a wheel which she worked with her foot. The even
motion of her hands and the rhythmic whirring and
tapping of the turning wheel produced an extraordinary peace in the room. We sat down by the fire
and watched her work. The woman was broad and
fair haired, and had the rather wide set eyes, and
slightly golden complexion of the true Slav. Her hair
hung down her back in two plaits. Strands of dark
red wool had been worked into them, and beyond the
end of her hair the wool alone was continued in plaits
for fully another {bot. Her eyeslvere puffed and she
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looked very ill. |tro wonder. She was expecting a
child almost on the morrow, and there were five
children all under six in the roorn. They sat up on the
stove and peepedat us over the top like birds in a nest.
The room was very lorv and simple. All the woodwork was plain unstained pine, turned brown with
age. The blue-washedstove was of the old-fashioned
open type, with logs crackling away cheerfully in a
large opening. A big pot was simmering in the mouth
of the opening, and it did not appear possibleto cook
more than one pot at a time. But probably this was
no disadvantage, for the normal diet of the peasants
is extremely simple. Sour milk and potatoes, and
bread or meal made of maize are the staple food. This
is varied occasionaliy by a hen or, if they have pies
or cattle, by somesmokedmeat. Tea coststoo much,
so they drink milk-or spirits. On no occasiondid I
see any other food about, except at the Popaduks',
where there were usually several saucepansand both
meat and vegetablescooking. But even there everything was tipped into one big pot when it came to a
meal time. We all usedto sit round the table, digging
into the pot with a spoon in one hand and the other
held out to catch the drips.
The pipe maker, an old forester told us, was away.
The old man could speak ltalian, and hearing that
I was a foreigner was sure that he had found an
opportunity of airing it. He never realized that
I could not understanda word. Meetineswith older
State employees-like this man-often reminded me
in a curious fashion of the former existence of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire. Buried away in Carpatho
Ukraine, with three frontiers between Chust and
Venice, it was hard to believe that they had once
both been within the sameState. This man liael J:ccn
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ernployed at Merano, but on one occasionI even met
a rr'an who, as groom, had been with the Empress
Elisabeth and the old Emperor Francis Joseph in
Venice when it was still an Austrian town.
We found the hut in which the forester told us that
a woman wove right at the top of a hill. The woman
took us first into her storeroom that led off the verandah. I have never seen such a lavish display of posin any peasant'shouse. Poleswere suspended
sessions
all round the little room, and on these were hanging
dozens of sheepskincoats and brown overcoats with
orange pompoms. Then there were men's shirts and
women's shirts all heavily embroidered, any number
of woven aprons with rich silver threads and long
tassels,and yards of coarse braid for binding round
the waist. There were thick blankets, bright r,r'ith
orange and red bands, and several lengths of woven
linen. From hooks in the ceiling hung great sides of
smoked beef, and on the ground were piles of wax
forms for bees, besidesa rich collection of rvooden
milk pots, wooden troughs and other wooden utensils.
The loom was in a little squarehut of its own. The
woman was making aprons. They were very plain,
n'ith a beautiful rhythmic pattern worked into red
and orange bands, but no silver thread. They were
for her own use, she said, or for paying " foreigners"
who came to work for her.
The view looking back down the valley towards
Jasina was beautiful. The background of greenish
white snow was patterned rvith brown cottages. It
was absolutely still and frozen, and, in the mass of
detail worked into one big canvas, not unlike a
Breughel picture. Then whili we were standing there
the heavy clouds began to move a\4ravand the sun,
that had first lit only the screesin Poland, gradually
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spread over the whole scene.For a short time the hills
were a sparkling bluish white. A man came out of
the wood with three long pine trunks bound together.
He was coasting them down the hill, helping them
along the level with a stout pole and then, coming to
a slope, sitting on them and racing down as on a
sledge. We all ran down the hill together. Our fiaker
was waiting on the bridge and we rattled back to
Jasina in fine style.
It was after four o'clock and the last luncherswere
just leaving Nedoma's. Presently, however, an old
peasant in Hucul dress canre in. He sat down,
ordered brandy, and drank our health. I askedhim
how he could speaksuch good German. He had done
his military serviceyearsago beforethe War in Vienna,
he said, when Carpatho Ukraine had not even been
thought of.
"This country has had a varied history," he continued, " before the War we were treated b;r the Hungarians as if we were animals. Then came the War,
and after that we were for twenty years with the
Czechs. Those were good years,and w-eall had work
and bread. But who knows what is going to happen
now?"
Then I asked him what he was, and the fun really
began. The eyesof poor fvan, the good little Ukrainian, were almost jumping out of their sockets. He
looked nervouslyfirst at the peasantand then at me,
wondering what the old man might be going to say
next.
" I am a Ruthenian," he shouted. " This Ukrainian
idea is all nonsense.We are all Ruthenianshere. The
Ukrainian idea is the artificial work of a few men. It ,
is all a puffed up affair. There will be a free Ukraine ;
one day, and it will be a rich country. Yes, there lt'ill 1
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no doubt be a free lJkraine," he repeated excitedly,
coming over and brandishing his glass in my face,
"but it is a long wav to Kiev, a very long way."
Then he abruptly sat down again. Presently he
started talking about conditions in Russia. He had
not a good word for the Russian system. His brother
with his wife and child, he said, had just escapedfrom
a village somewherenear Kiev. All the land in the
district where they had lived was not yet in the collective farms, bui the independent peasant had a
wretched time, and was driven into a collective farm
sooner or later. The authorities would come along to
a richer peasant,he said, and on some trumped-up
charge, that he had not paid all his taxes for instance,
confiscatehis land. They would then give him a very
poor piece of land somewhereelse. The peasantset
to work again and improved the new holding. But
as soon as it had been made into a paying concern,
along would come the authorities and repeat the
charge of non-payment of taxes. The peasantwould
then be again forced off his land. Russia, he concluded, was a very poor place indeed for a man who
wa;rted to work.
By dinner time we had finished our lunch and started
to walk home. On the way we were met by one of the
boys who rvas dancing along in great excitement from
the school. It was the " Comic." He seizedhold of
Ivan and whispered to him with great excitement that
there had been a skandalin the school,a real revolution.
When I arrived at the school I found there certainly
had been. The schoolwas in an uproar.
In the morning, almost immecliately after I went
out, the boys had made a mass attack on the young
Jews who came there for apprerrtice classes,and had
then turned on the masters. They had set on theJervs
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in the courtyard as they came out in an interval
betweenclasses,
had beaten them with sticks,and, by
threatening them with knives, had forced them to eat
bacon fat, which for a strict Jew is taboo. For twenty
minutes there had been pandemonium. Altlrough
there were eighteenJews they had been too surprised
and frightened to make any resistanceand the eight
boys from the school had had it all their own way.
TheJews, apparently, always defend themselvesbadly.
After finishing with the Jews the boys turned on the
technical instructor, a Czech,who had only just come
and could not speakany Ukrainian. They hustled him
badly and then went to Nikendaj and demanded the
recall of all the Czech stafl r.r'ith the exception of
Nikendaj himself, who was always tolerated as he
could speak perfect lJkrainian. Nikendaj replied by
ordering a lock-up, and when the boys ignored this
and disappearedinto Jasina, he further ordered that
there should be no supper. This led to a riot in the
kitchen and threats to the cook, who was forced to work
at the point of the knife.
Nikendaj was very worked up, angry perhaps, but
more upset and disappointed that such a thing should
have happenedin his school,for it seemedto indicate
that all the Czech work of the last few years was
definitely beginning to fall about his ears. In his final
.judgment he was torn between his sympathy for the
boys when they maintained that the technical teacher
should have learnt Ukrainian, and his sympathy for
the teacher as a fellow Czech. The cook was on the
verge of hysterics, and old Holesolvski,who was only
waiting for a train to take him to Prague again, and
who had for days been pottering about in an apron,
taking a picture down here, pulling a nail out tiiere
and looking generally benign, was afraid to go out
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alone. Nothing could be done, for if the boys had been
beaten or otherwise severelypunished the Klempus's
would have immediately got the Czech teachersinto
far worse trouble. For the next two days there were
continued minor disorders,and in the end an inspector
was obliged to come up from Chust. He gave the
technical master immediate notice and appointed a
Ukrainian elementary school teacher from the village
to the post of Director.
His arrival was decidedly awkward for me. He
gracefully refrained from turning me out of the
inspector'sroom, but as we had to share it I did not
care to leave my notes about. For two days I carried
them hidden in my pocket.
The inspector was a Ukrainian to the core.
"This room is painted avery ugly colourr" he said
to me as we were going to bed. " Fancy having people
in charge of an art school who have so little taste.
We must get this altered. A much better colour would
be something cheerful-yellow with a blue border,
for instance" !

ON my last day in Jasina Ivan took me to a peasant
wedding. We arrived at nine in the morning, to find
the guestsalreadv dancing, and spent the whole day
there. It may sound a long time, but even then we did
not seeanything like the complete celebration; for a
peasant, when he marries, takes at any rate two days
and two nights over it, and, if he is rich, three days
and three nights!
We were invited first to the brideeroom's house.
The younger guestswere just starting io dance in the
hall, while their elders were engaged in conversation
round tablesin the living room. All were in their usual
bright work-a-day clothes. I was placed at a table
next a man who had worked on the Austro-Hungarian
railwa;'s in Galicia and who could accordingly speak
Polish. We talked of eeography and agriculture. He
knew roughly where Germany and Russia lay, but of
England he had scarcelyheard; and if the peoplethere
did not grow maize how ever did they manage to live?
Almost immediately food and drink were served.
The bridegroom's mother set out plates of rice balls
wrapped up in sour cabbage leaves-of which some
hundreds had been prepared in an enamel cauldron
-and little cakes that were as hard as stones. We
ate with our fingers. When no one rvas looking I
ma.naged to slip my lood under the table, but the
spirits, raw local products, I had to drink. A glass
9r
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and a bottle were passedrourrd the table and each
guest was toasted by his neighbour on the left, had
the glass filled by the neighbour, toasted the neighbour on the right and filled the glass-and so on round
the party. The bridegroom, in Hucul clothes except
for a brown Homburg hat, wandered about and
seemedto have been forgotten by everybody.
After a time I managed to escape into the hall,
from which came the even beat of music. The small
spacewas by that time so full of people that it was almost impossibleeven to push open the door. The front
door was blocked, and had it not been for three shafts
of light that streamed down from a hole in the roof
the room would have been in complete darkness. The
only empty spacewas at the bottom end of the room
where a circle of some ten people, their arms clasped
behind each others'backs,were dancing the Huculka.
Three peasantmusiciansw'eresitting on an improvised
shelf well above their heads. The dancers steppcd
round in a circle first in one direction then in the
other, and after each reverse the music went more
quickly until at last they were flying round like a
rnerry-go-round. Suddenly the music would stop, the
circle break up, and the dancers, laughing and panting for breath, melt into the crowd and give piace to
another circle which was immediately formed.
We ate and danced until midday, when a little
ceremony took place preparatory to our departure
for the bride's house. Members of the family sat in a
row in front of one of the tables. The bridegroom, the
best man, who carried as symbol of his office a kind
of big artificial sprig decoratedwith coloured leathers
and bells, two groomsmen and a violinist processed
round the table. Then the best man threw down a
towel and the bridegroom, kneeling on it, thanked his
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mother for bearing him and caring for him. The old
grandmother came forward and in a high squeaky
voice sang a song about filial duty, and everyonein the
family group cried and kissed the others. In a processionbehind the best man and bridegroom we all
marched down to the bride's house.
Here there was a mock battle round the door. The
bride's friends pretended that the bridegroom was a
robber and must be prevented from capturine the girl.
After much friendly punching and rice throwing some
of us managed to push our way into the house with
the bridegroom.
On the threshold we were given the bread and salt
of welcome. The hall was somewhat larger than that
in the bridegroom's house and much more turbulent.
People were dancing, drinking, loving, sitting on each
others' shoulders, clinging to precarious footholds on
the wall. In the living-room the bride was being
subject to a mock sale. She and the bridegroom sat
behind the table, while their respective best men,
standing at either end of the table, argued in humorous fashion about the price to be paid. This part of
the proceedingsis particularly popular, and such of
the guestsas could sqlleezeinto the room hung on the
words of the argument with bright eyes and bated
breath. Bursts of laughter and rejoinders marked the
wittiest sallies.
The windows were of course quite blocked up, and
the room was lit only by a group of candles on the
table. Beside the candles I could just distinguish a
loaf of bread and some pieces of sugar, symbols of
plenty and sweetness,and the wedding crown of silver
tinsel and flowers made by Ivan's mother. The
bride's grandmother came in as the sale was in progress and, singing the while in a high voice like her
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counterpart at the bridegroom's house, placed the
crown on the bride's head and decorated the bridegroom's hat with flowers and rosettes. For a reason
which I could not discover the bridegroom cannot sit
uncovered,and, while his own hat was being decorated
had to wear another.
The auction lasted nearly one and a half hours.
The chief parties to the procedure both looked
acutely miserable. The bridegroom sat the whole
time with a dazed wooden face, gazins in front of
him, while big round tears streamed slowly down the
bride's cheeks.
Finally, at about three o'clock, when the bride had
been sold for twenty crowns (three shillings) and the
farewell ceremony of the bridegroom's houserepeated,
we went in processionto the adjoining church. The
guests formed a chattering half circle, the priest
gabbled through a service, and in ten minutes the
ceremony was over. One of the groomsmenhad stood
the whole time balancing a hat, with a loaf of bread
and a candle on it, against the bridegroom's back.
Symbolic customsvary in every village, but not even
in J.rsina was there anybody capable of explaining to
me what this one meant.
Back in the courtyard of the bride's house the bride
and bridegroom, before crossing the threshold, were
wrapped up in a large woollen blanket. I imagined
this was to wish them married happiness and many
children, but apparently it was only to wish them much
wool, that is to say, riches.
We danced and ate for some time longer, and then
Ivan and I went home. " If you want to take more
photos," the guestssaid. "come back to-morrow, \4/e
shall still be here." They were to make merry in the
bride's home all that night and the following morning,
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and then go back to the bridegroom's home for the
afternoon ind the second niehi. I asked where the
newlymarried couple*et. going to live. That question
had not been decided yet, they said; perhaps they
would live with his family, perhaps with hers. It did
not seem to matter very much, for in either casethey
would have had to share the familv's one room.

I went back to Chust one morning. The valley of
the Tisza, which the railway line follows, and which
had been in darknesson my journey up, proved to
be very beautiful. At first the valley was broad and
dotted here and there with sky-bluecottages. On the
hilltops were pines. Then the hills began to converge,
and soon the railway line and river were sharing a
deep, gorge-like valley hemmed in on either side by
grass-coveredhills studded with great oaks. The immediate scenewas a pastoralone; but occasionalside
vallevs allowed splendid views of the higher snowcovered peaks and the sweeping shoulders of the upland pastures. Then the treesbecamethicker and soon
the train was running down through miles of oak and
beechwoods.
Just beforeRachov we passedthe Duma, Carpatho
Ukraine's concentration camp, an institution which
seemsto be an inevitable concomitant of the oneparty State. It ctid not look very forbidding. Right
besidethe road was a small disusedfactory and agroup
of wooden huts. These had been surroundedby high
barbed-wire fencesand served as the main section of
the camp. Sentrieswere patrolling the wire, and in an
enclosureI saw a prisoner walking about and trying to
fight his misery by playing the violin. Further up the
mountain side were tlvo other sections. A new militarv
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road curved alvay round a shoulderin a seriesof sweeping hairpins, bringing the eye first to the snowline,
where more huts were visible, and then, right away
up in the middle of the snow, to the third and final
section. The prisoners were usually brought down to
the bottom section to work, but for a time the two
upper sections were so cold that no one could live
there at all. To find out the exact number of prisoners
in the camp was always impossible. Officially there
were said to be about forty, and it was added, as in
arry " Nazi" land, that they consistedof a fewJews or
others who had raised their prices r,r'ithoutreason,and
of one or two personswho.had been found guilty of
currency smuggling or similar anti-State activities, or
worked as agitators for foreign Powers. In fact, it
seemsthat most of the prisoners confined there were
village schoolmastersor members of the liberal professions who sympathized rvith the Great Russian
political gropp, and there were also of course the
emigrants who were undergoing precautionary examination. The total number was variously estimatedin
non-official circles at between one and two hundred.
Rep6115from Prague, supported by the information of
the official news agency of one of the neighbouring
Powers, stated that there were two further concentration camps in Carpatho Ukraine, one at Fancikovo,
the other at Velky Berezny. The camp at Fancikovo
was said to be in the middle of a large wood near the
Hungarian frontier. A French woman journalist, who
was determined to find the camp, marched backwards
and forwards through the wood for a whole day but
found nothing. I myself found no traces of a camp at
either place.
At Rachov the train was searched. Probably an
escapehad been made from the Duma. Gendarmes
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came and looked under the seats but no one was
found.
Further down the valley hundreds of lumber rafts,
complete already with the big wooden bars that serve
as rudders, were lying on a shingle bank by the Tisza
waiting for the opening of the Hungarian frontiers.
They were impressive evidence of the complete disorganization that the closed frontiers were causing to
the economic life of the province. At Akna Slatina,
too, the chimneys by all the salt mines were smokeless. The mines were being worked only two days a
week; partly because the reduction in size of the
Republic had decreasedthe demand for salt, but more
especially becausethere was no means of getting the
salt arvay. Experiments with lorries, which might
at any rate have served to prevent the salt stocks
from increasing, had proved that this method of
transport was too costly.
This action of the Hungarians and Poles in blocking trade probably played no small part in preparing
the stage for the final downfall of Carpatho Ukraine.
For it produceclnot only want but idleness,and the
two combined gave the extremist agitator, whether
Ukrainian or foreign,just the stagehe needed. There
is little doubt that their action was carefullycalculated.
The Hungarian frontier had never been opened since
the Vienna Award. Trains had been promised many
times, but each time just as they were to start running
there was a new frontier clasir, and on account of this
the Hungarians r,vould cancel all the plans. Not
only.did it mean that the province could not export
to Hungary, but also, as the only line to the west
passed through Hungarian territory, that no rail
communication was possiblewith other parts of the
Republic. The three iines that lead acrossthe Car(j
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pathians into Poland, and so to the port of Gdynia,
had by this time also been closed. The Polish authorities had somewhat speciouslydeclared first one line
and then another unfit for traffic. The bridges were
falling down, they said, or the track was loose,
and repairs would take months, if not years, to
effect.
One of the few sure meansof subsistenceat this time
of crisis was having a relation abroad. For with a
flourishing black exchangemarket in existenceholders
of foreign currency were rich people. The price of
the pound sterling, for instance, had always been
round one hundred and thirty-seven crowns in a bank,
but privately it would fetch very much more. The
chief buyers were Jews or other accepted enemies of
Germany lt'ho, ever since the threat of invasion in
May 1938,had been increasinglyeager to leave the
country, but who, if they did so, could not take their
money with them. Thus, the price of the pound
sold privately, which in June r93B was round two
hundred crowns, had by January last risen to four
hundred crowns, and by March to the neighbourhood
of seven hundred crowns. In Slatina alone nearly
fifteen families managed to live by selling, on this black
market, the small sums of money they received from
relativesin England. One girl, hearing that England
was an eldorado for domestic servants,had set off to
seek her fortune. Unlike most imagined eldorados,
England fully came up to expectations. Within three
months there were fifteen other girls from Slatina in
England too. Each was sendinghome from one to two
pounds a month, and r,vith this to supplement their
own incomes tlie family managed to live quite comfortably. Much money also came to Carpatho
Ukraine from locai inhabitants' relations in America.
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where there are over 5oo,ooo Ukrainians, and in
Canada.
Some fifteen miles to the west of Chust lay the small
town of Sevlus. It soon became more familiar to me
than any other town in Carpatho Ukraine, with the
exception of Chust, for it was here that C was banished
to hospital. It was a pleasant place, lying to the
south of a steep hill at the point where the Tisza
valley spread out into the great plain. All over the
hill were terraced vineyards, someadorned with queer
little "Gothic" and "Classical" summerhousesborn
of the fantasy of their owners, while the flat watermeadows beyond the town were studded with groups
of walnut-trees. The town itself consisted of one
long street, with side streets running off it at rightangles, and most of the houses,one-storied and built
'eighties, were the usual temples of ferny
in the florid
gloom. But the pleasant first impression of the place
was further enhanced by a spacious eighteenthcentury house, set in a park full of lilac and syringas,
the home of an Hungarian magnate, and by a big
whitewashedGothic church, the only authentic Gothic
church that I saw anywhere in Carpatho Ukraine.
The Gothic church was a surprise. For in southeastern Europe practically every Gothic building was
destroyed by the Turks during their two hundred
years' occupation. From I5z6 to r697 the Turks did,
in fact, control Sevlus and other parts of Carpatho
Ukraine. But they were there as friends not as conquerors, having been called in to help Jan Zapoly, the
local overlord, in his revolt against the Emperor
Ferdinand I, and it was due to this fact that the church
was preserved. The "Turkish" house, a curious
rectangular building in faintly Turkish style, is still
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pointed out by romantic local historiansas being the
place in which one of the local governors kept his
harem.
The Sevlus hospital was a State institution. It
consistedof a seriesof whitewashed bungalows with
fretworked gables standing in a damp tree-shaded
enclosure on the outskirts of the town. The Czech
stomachspecialistto whom C had been recommended
turned out to be a gynrcologist. This fact was hardiy
reassuringto begin with. Then there was the appearance of the waiting-room, which looked like a scene
from the Congo, with fierce horns of every shape and
sizejutting out from the walls, and exotic ferns clustered thickly about on tripods, from between which
grimy, unkempt patients, more like animals than
humans, peered furtively at each new arrival. My
mistrust was soon further heightened, for some of the
rooms in the hospital itself were even less modern or
hygienic. Take the lavatories for instance; they all
had brown walls, the majority of the local inhabitants
who frequented the hospital preferring their fingers to
paper and a subsequentrub on the wall to a wash.
But this was not the worst inconvenience. After C had
been in the hospital for three weeks the Ukrainian
authorities decided that too many Czechs were
employed there. The doctors were forced to dismiss
half of the excellent Czech nurses and take raw,
untrained Ukrainian girls in their stead. The new
recruits, all ardent members of the Sitch, could cry
"Slava Ukrajini" to perfection,but they did not even
know how to put a pillolr,-caseon to a pillow correctly,
and far less how to take a patient's temperature.
However, the doctors were excellent,and in spite of
all, C made a steady recovery. Also his English came
to birth. Weeks of study at Berlitz schoolsand at
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home had produced no great result. In the hospital,
however, in the presence only of convinced Czechs
and Ukrainians, with both of whom Poland was
unpopular, he u'as afraid to speak a word of Polish.
English became the only possible medium of communication between us.
In Carpatho Ukraine C's Polish nationality was a
source of constant embarrassmentto him, and several
times nearly landed us in trouble. On one occasionwe
were travelling in the train near Rachov. C, having
taken various photographs of the mountains, also
took a quick snap of the Duma concentration camp.
A railway policeman immediately came forward and
asked for his papers. Although a Ukrainian he could
scarcely read the official photographer's card. He
seemed satisfied, however, and, saluting politely,
apologized for the interruption, excusing himself on
the ground that C "might have been a Pole," of
whom he said there were a Freat many spying about !
He then sat down with us and became verv friendlv.
I was eager to be rid of him, feeling that'to talk io
him when we had in amusingfashionjust escaped.
what
might have been an awkward situation was to tempt
providence. But C, bound by the canon of Poliih
politeness,said that agreeableness
called for agreeablenessin return, and that we certainly should not shake
him off. Only trouble elsewherein the train eventually
rid us of him.
Not far along the street from the hospital was the
Polish Consulate. It was the only Polish Consulate
in Carpatho Ukraine and should thus by rights have
been in Chust with the German and Rumanian
Consulates. There being no Polish subjects in the
province it was not clear what regular work there
could be for a Polish Consul-other than that of pray-
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ing for the collapse of the autonomous province and
for its incorporation r,+'ith Hungary-and
Father
Volosin, it is said, had been extremely unwilling to
grant the Consul an exequatur.To the entreatiesof the
Polish official who had been sent to negotiatewith him
he replied only in monosyllables until, his resistance
finally worn down, he closed the interview with a
laconic " Let there be a Consulate". Subsequentlyhe
stated that there was no accommodation suitable for
a Consulatein Chust, and had banishedit out of sight
in Sevlus. There the Consul, who had acquired much
knowledge of the Ukrainian question at Kiev, had
made an attractive flat and office out of a series of
rooms he had hired in the houseof a small Hungarian
noble. Life cannot have been cheerful for him.
From behind the curtairrs that protected his bedroom
doors and window peeped out steel trellis-shutters,
while beside his bed was a loaded revolver. Before
the front door sentinelsstood perpetual guard, nominally to protect the Consulate, but in fact to take stock
of all who enjoyed the Consul's charming hospitality
and telephone reports to Chust.
One afternoon while waiting for the train to take
me back to Chust I went to see the magazine of the
Tobacco Monopoly. My attention had several times
been attracted by the sight of peasants struggling
through the snow with big wooden stretchers piled
high with brown bundles, but it had not occurred to
me, there in the snow, that the bundles could be
tobacco leaves.
Tobacco has, in fact, been grown in the Sevlus
district in small quantities since time immemorial. In
bygone days the peasantsthemselvesused to roll the
leavesinto simple cigars. But a few years ago, when
Great Britain reduced her sugarimports from Czecho-
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slovakia, the cultivation of tobacco received a great
impetus. The Government was faced with the immediate necessity of finding a substitute crop for the
sugar beet which the peasantshad hitherto been
encouragedto produce, and one of the crops they
decided on was tobacco. A Tobacco Board was
founded and given complete control over production
quotas for the various districts and for individuals, and
also over prices.
The magazine and its attendant offices consisted
of a splendid seriesof modern buildings erected by
the Czechson the outskirts of the town and not far
from the hospital. The magazine was not beautiful, but its imposing six stories, and the height and
solid girth of two Czech-built silos standing on an
adjacent site, suggestedan order and vitality, a presentduy "awareness", rarely found in that corner of
Europe.
The Czech official who took me round the magazine
gave me an outline of the life of tobacco. The harvest,
as I had already learnt in Slovakia, comes at the end
of August. The leaves,which are usually about two
feet long, are picked and hung up to dry in big communal drying houses built out in the fields. These
drying houses,in the shape of barns, have walls built
of wide spacedpoles which allow the wind and air to
circulate freely round the leaves. These are threaded
on to strings stretched across the barn. Early in
November, when the weather begins to get damp and
foggy, the leaves are graded by their owners and
gradually taken to the magazine.
In the hall which we first visited the tobacco was
being received,weighed and graded by the Tobacco
Board officials. As the peasantstipped the contents
of a tray on to the scales,the weighman called out the
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weight and the tester, quickly picking up one or two
bundles of leaves,beat them over his arm, smelt them,
and decided what classthey were worth. Thence the
bundles were taken into a ground floor storeroom and
split up. The leaveswere arranged into piles by delt
fingered women, working at incredible speed. These
piles, some six feet in height, reached the whole length
of the room. The scenereminded me of a giant antheap, and the smell of tobacco, already pungent
enough in the hall, was now so strong as to be almost
suffocating. The women, I was told, could only
acclimatrze themselves to the work slowly, and small
wonder, I thought !
Pushedinto the middle of each row of leaveswere bis
thermometers on the end of stout sticks. The leaves-,
when piled up, gradually increasein temperature and
moisture, and each time the temperature rises above
a certain level the pile must be taken down and remade in another place, the heat being releasedin the
process. A pile, when re-made, is taken one floor
higher up in the building. One pile that we inspected
had been moved up five floors in eight weeks, but in
damp weather the piles increase their heat very
quickly and can usually be left standing only for about
a week. At each removal, however, the speed of
heating diminishes. By the end of March the annual
work is finished. The leaves are by then quite dry.
They are pressedinto huge bales and are ready for
transport to the factories.
Tobacco from the Sevlus district is not of a fine
quality and can be used only for pipe tobacco, or for
mixing with imported tobacco for the manufacture of
low-gradecigarettes. Not more than ten per cent of it
can be used even in Vlastas,the cheapestCzechoslovak
cigarettes. But the Government's schemehas worked
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well, and the average price received by a peasant for
a one-acrecrop of tobaccois dz6.
The story of the jasina revolt of lgrg to which
referencehas already been made (pp. 6t and 66), was
a tiny historical episodeof its own-with more of the
ingredients of saga and legend than any other isolated
historical happening of modern times.
The revolt was led by a group of young students of
whorrr the most important were the three brothers
Klempus, Vasil, Ivan and Dmitro, Stefan Klotchurak
and one Alexei Motcherniak. Ivan Klempus, who had
been in close touch with the Ukrainians in Galicia,
went thither early in January to try and obtain
military help frorn them, while Dmitro, who was a
soldier,wascommissionedto studythe local Hungarian
army, r,vith a view to seeinghow it could most easily
be disarmed. Dmitro worked quickly, and on
B January, a force of 16o local lads attacked and
disarmedthe Hungarians,and seizedcontrol ofJasina.
A mass meeting followed by the bridge and all the
inhabitants proclaimed their allegianceto the Ukrainian State.
The next objective was Rachov. A rpy, a young
widow who later married Vasil Klempus, was sent
down the valley to discover the strength of the Hungarians encamped there. The spy was caught and
sentencedto death, but later her life was exchanged
for that of two Hungarians who had been taken as
hostages.When shearrived back shereportedthat the
Hungarians \,verevery weak, so the Huculs at once
started moving. They had nothing to wear but their
local sheepskin coats, and the force included every
male in Jasina. They captured all the villages easily
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enough and advanced to the outskirts of Rachov
without loss of life. Then there was a good deal of
shooting and, it seems,a certain element of musical
comedy. Vasil Klempus went to a telephone,rang up
the commander in Jasina and requested that the
Hungarians should retire. The commander, surprised
by these new methods, or ignorant as to the strength
of the Huculs, at once agreedto do so.
The capture of Rachov meant the acquisition not
only of large numbers of new rifles and recruits but
also of a number of badly neededmachine-guns.The
Huculs pursued their victorious course so quickly that
within a few days they were already within striking
distance of Marmoros Sziged. The Hungarian military commander then summoned the rebel leaders to
come and negotiate. On January z6 Vasil Klempus
went to Marmoros Sziged,but the Hungarians, finding
him intransigent, threw him into gaol. This precipitated the Huculs' first tactical error. They
advanced on Marmoros Sziged and captured it.
But peasants were not the people best qualified to
manage a town with a large urban population of
Hungarians and Jews. Besides,they had weakened
their strategic position for the town was across the
river Tisza. The Rumanians, who had long wanted to
seize Marmoros Sziged but had not dared to do so,
saw their opportunity, brought up a whole division
and, after a long and fierce battle, forced the Huculs
to retreat leaving twenty-six dead and over three
hundred prisoners. The Rumanians, the new enemy,
drove the Huculs up the valley again, and advanced
as far as Rachov in a few days. But they were then
occupied with war against the new Bolshevik r6gime
in Hungary and had no more force to waste on what
they consideredto be only a few mountaineers.
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The Huculs meanwhile set to work to organize an
independent State. They electeda kind of Parliament
of forty-two members, including two Jews and two
Hungarians, and appointed four ministers, local
Huculs, to deal with military, economic and home
affairs and also feeding. The Ministry of Food was,
curiously enough, the most important, and the food
question presented serious difficulties. The Huculs
managed to exchangewood spirit for food.
The Republic lasteduntil the end of r9rg, when the
RumanianscapturedJasina.The Klempus'sran away,
but their father got left behind, and is said to have been
beaten to death by the Rumanians.

THBnB was a loud banging on my bedroom door. A
man from the police-station said that Bilej wanted to
seeme. I had no idea what it might be about, and all
the possibilitiesI consideredseemedvery unlikely. But
I felt uncomfortable all the same. I gave the address
of our Consul in Bratislavato an American colleague,
and askedhim to telephoneto the Consul should I not
be back by lunch-time. Bilej, the Police Director,
was standing in the hall of the office in a magnificent
green and gold uniform. His assistant,a humourless
man with thin lips and pince-nez, who used to act as
interpreter for us, was there too. We all went into
the grandest room, sat dorvn in big leather arm-chairs
and looked very solemn.
" The Police Director wants to ask you a few painful
questions,"said the interpreter.
"What exactly are you doing here?" was the first
question.
"You know I am writing a book," I replied.
"What is your profession?"
I saw at once that he had the inevitable suspicionof
all itinerant Englishmen, and that he thought I was
a spy. I was only apprehensive then that he might
expel me, as he had done an apparently harmless
American film reporter. I saw the discomfort of the
last few weeks thrown away for nothing, and already
pictured myself climbing into the omnibus again and
setting out west rvhere no definite work awaited me.
IOB
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"I am a journalist by profession,"I said, "but for
the moment I am trying to get some general idea of
Carpatho Ukraine. Are you perhaps worried about
the telegram I sent yesterdayto a Polish woman?"
I regretted my remark at once for I saw that his
spies had not told him about the telegram, and the
confessionwould probably only add another black
mark to my name. However, he quickly brushed
asidemy questionand came nearer to the point.
"What exactly were you doing in Jasina?"
I gave a truthful account. The cart journeys
certainly soundedharmlessenough.
" I have a report from Jasina that while you were
there you showed an undue interest in the Orthodox
Church. In fact you have done so ever sinceyou came
here."
He was so fal afield that I smiled.
" I don't know where you have got your information
from," I said, " but I have not spokento one Orthodox
priest since f came here. I do not usually ask people
I am talking to what their religion is, but I don't think
I have spoken to any member of the Church. I am
going to seethe Orthodox Bishop this morning, as you
may already know."
" It has also been reported that in Jasina you had a
meeting with a Polish agent," he went on. This was so
absurd that I laughed outright. Bilej looked very
solemn.
"That's impossible,"I assuredhim, "at least I certainly did not do so wittingly. I rvill tell you whom I
saw; Nikendaj, Hurka, Klempus and Baczynski. I
know Baczynskiis not-well not exactly pro-Ukrainian,
but still I don't think he could be a Polish agent. I
must say I arn very curious now to know which of these
gentlemen was masquerading under false colours! "
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At first he was still dubious and started explaining
that none of these could have been agents. Then it
seemedto occur to him that he was on a false trail and
he became less serious. I told him about the school
director's reception, and suggestedthat all the trouble
was probably due to that. Soon we seemedto be on
quite friendly terms.
Then came a barbed thrust.
"You have not been in very closetouch with 'us'
sinceyou came here. Major Moss,l when he was here,
worked very closelywith us and gave no trouble at all."
" I only wish I could often talk to you," I said, " but
unfortunately we have no common language."
In the end he patted me on the back and said he
hoped I had not thought that he suspectedme of being
a spy or anything like that. But I was to notify him
in advance when I was going to make any more jo*neys, so that if he got reports from the gendarmeshe
would know that he could discount them. I did not
think that this showed much nlus on the part of the
police-officers,and on reflection I wondered whether
the whole interview might merely have been staged
with the object of warning me that visits by foreigners
to the Polish Consulate, where I had lunched two
days previously, were not desired.
Later I learnt what was perhaps the true explanation. There were inJasina two youths of nineteen who
had received at Chust a fortnight's training, as detectives, and theirjob was to look for foreign agents. They
were obliged to send a weekly report to Chust, and
often they had nothing to put in it. So everyone in
Jasina wondered whether it would be his turn next
to. be reported, and perhaps this time it had been
mlne.
r The novelist, who had been touring Carpatho Ukraine in a caravan.
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Out in the street again I saw six peasantsbeing
bundled out of a military lorry. They had on their
white frieze coats bound with blue braid and over
their shoulderslinen bags filled with pots. Then I
saw that they were bound together two by two with
chains round their wrists, and were being led offto the
prison. I thought it was rather an object lesson.
After Bilej's gentle hint that I ought to keep in closer
touch with "them", I made an appointment with
Fedor Revay for the afternoon. Fedor Revay, elder
brother of the Minister, was an important man in
Chust. President of the Ukrainian National Council,
one of the three national councils in Carpatho Ukraine
which had a hand in deciding the fate of the country
in r9rg, and which still exists,he was now Presidentof
the Government political party as well. By profession
a printer, he had before the troubles managed a small
works in Uzhorod, but they had failed. Then it had
been his good fortune to receivethe directorship of the
new State printing works in Chust at 5,ooo cro\,vns
(dSS) a month, a very big salary in Chust.
I was received by him in the works, a one-storied
white building occupied until the recent confiscation
by the Jewish high school. He was a heavy, stoutish
man with a pendant face enlivened now and then by
a humorous smile. He could speak quite good
German, but like so many people in Carpatho Ukraine
he preferred to have an interpreter lest he should
"give me any false impressions". The interpreter,
however, spokemuch worse English even than Revay,
and eventually Revay and I got on spJendidly in
German.
It proved as difficult to get anything out of Revay as
out of other leading Ukrainians in Chust. But here is
some account of our talk :
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Snr,r: " Could you tell me what programme UNO
(Government party) has besidethat of promoting
the Great Ukrainian idea?"
Rnvay: " ft has got a fully r.t'orked-outplan for
every sphereof life, for the economic development
of the country, for socialimprovements,for raising
the level of culture, for public works and so
forth."
Snrr': o'Could we be a little more preciseabout this?
I feel it is a very important question, for if
Carpatho Ukraine were to become a kind of little
paradise it would serve as a splendid magnet for
the other parts of the Ukraine now included in
Poland, Rumania and Russia. Let us take, for
instance, the question of agricultural development. What exactly is proposed in this direction? "
RBvev (like a sltip in ful,l sail): "We are going to
tackle the question both of the mountain pastures
and of the plains. We are going to increaseproduction and raise its standard. We are going to
raise the level of prices and to improve the
conditions of the worker and his hopes for the
future. We are going to put eve.vlhing on a
sound economicbasis.. . ."
Snrn (beginningtofeel that tlte endwasfurther awa2tltan
euer): " Could you please tell me exactly by
what methods you propose to do this? As far
as the mountain pastures go I know what the
present conditions are. Peasants t;':raygraze a
horse there for the season for forty crowns, a
cow for thirty-five crowns, and a sheep for
fifteen crowns. They go up to fetch the milk once
a week and sell it in the valley. How are you
going to alter this system?"
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Here the interpreter, who had the townsman's casy
inclination to attribute all troubles to the Jews, intervened.
"They are going to be taken out ofJewish ownership," he said shortly.
SBrr : " But the mountain pastures are State
property."
Here Revay intervened and squashed the interpl'eter. Then there was a long pause.
Serr: "Well, what is going to be done to alter this
bad system?"
RBvav (becoming
suddenl2
nzlrereasznable):,,We are
g-oingto alter the systemof marketing. At present
the peasant markets his produce himself. He can
sell only a small part of it and always gets a bad
price. We are now going to organize the sale of
milk, butter, cheeseand other farm produce on a
co-operativebasis."
There was the answer in a few words. But it had
taken a lot of getting. Colleaguestold me that eminent
personsy,'hom they interviewed nearly always talked
in this fashion, doubtlessbecausethey had not got
any definite plans worked out yet. Maybe this wasio.
I then asked Revay what he thought were the
chancesfor the Great Ukraine.
"We have so many enemiesabroad that I,d rather
not discussthat question," he replied shortly.
But he soon came round to it from a different angle
by inquiring r.t'hat information I had had about
Carpatho Ukraine beforecoming there, and from what
sourcesI had acquired it. It was probably false, he
said, and if it came from the British press it was
certainly tainted by self-interestas well.
H
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Revay, and all the rest of the group that worked in
close co-operation with the more active Germans,
believed that England was definitely opposed to the
Great Ukraine idea, and consequently anticipated
hostility from every Englishman. I insisted that
England would never go to war about the Ukraine
question, that she was (ut I then believed) disinterestedin Eastern Europe, and that sheonly wanted
peace and would certainly not fight a preventive war.
But he was not to be convinced.
" As England has interests in every corner of the
world," Revay said, "she cannot be disinterestedin
any one part of it, least of all in this-for it is clear
that she must feel that the creation of a Great Ukraine
would be unfortunate for her in the future. Germany
and a Great Ukraine would be a formidable combination that could well deal England a very nasty
blow."
"English policy," he concluded, "is selfish and
illogical. If England were logical she would force
Poland, a state with seven million Ukrainians, two
and a half million Germans,as well as Lithuanians and
White Ruthenians, to partition herself just as she
forced the break-up of Czechoslovakia. That's what
she ought to do. But she won't, for she is afraid of us
Ukrainians, and, as always, wants to put a spoke in
Germany's wheel."
Then I went on to see the Orthodox Bishop. His
"palace", an enlarged edition of a peasant'scottage,
was next to a little blue onion-domed church on the
outskirts of Chust. I was welcomed by the old
Archimandrite, whom I remembered from my first
visit, and a young priest. The priest, who had the
delicate features and lithe swaying gestures of a
woman, and whose long chestnut hair was done up in
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a bun at the back of his head, led me down a gallery
to the Bishop'sbed-sitting-room.
It was the most pleasantly furnished room in Chust.
There were a big sofa and two wing chairs covered
with blue velvet, and a deep arm-chair. On the floor
was a finely woven tapestry carpet, and there were
more on the walls, while in the corner was a fine
ikon surrounded with embroideries. Clerical austerity
was limited to a white enamel washstand.
The Bishop, a huge man with a long black beard,
rose, locked the outer door of the ante-room, looked
all round it for possibleeavesdroppers,and locked the
door of the room in which we were sitting. Then he
drew his robes about him, settled down in the armchair and sat toying with a jewelled medallion of the
Virgin that hung on a gold chain round his neck.
ThJugh the atmospherJ appeated outwardly calm
there was battle in the air even here. The Bishop
did not want to discusspolitics,he said. But he added
almost in the same breath that the Orthodox Church
was of course violently opposed to the rdgime-how
could one expect it to be anything else, he asked, as
Revay had announced in a recent speech that the
Government would only support the Greek Catholic
Church? The priestswere constantly being tampered
with. Those who were at the meeting of the committee that was to draw up an Orthodox list for the
elections had of course been seized and thrown into
gaol, and only the day before there had been a new
piece of chicanery. Telegrams had been sent out by
the authorities summoning various priests to " a
meeting of Orthodox priests in Chust". Not all of
them had come, but the twenty who did arrive were
shepherded into the Koruna Hotel and there forced
to sign a declaration of allegianceto the Government.
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This explained the unwonted visitors that I had
myself seenin the Koruna that morning; a group of
young and rather dazed priests sitting round a table
and watched over by two Sitch men with revolvers
at their hips.
Then the Bishop went to fetch the Archimandrite,
who, apparently, was more expert than he in local
history. At first the long white beard of the Archimandrite and the baldness of his head, save for
the uncut grey-brown hair which he wore hanging
down his back in the manner peculiar to Orthodox
priests,made him seen very old. He sat down on the
sofa.
" Could the Archimandrite tell me anything about
Kabaljuk," I askedthe Bishop.
The Bishop swept out his arm towards the sofa.
"This is he," he said.
It was a dramatic moment. I had read about
Kabaljuk, a kind of Ruthenian Savonarola and bitter
enemy of the Ukrainians, whosepreaching in the years
shortly before the War had swept thousands of
Ruthenian peasantsinto the Orthodox Church, but I
had imagined him only as an historical figure. Possibly
this was becausein lgr4 his careerhad been cut short
and he disappearedinto a Hungarian prison.
In my bewilderment I looked closer at him and
saw that my original estimate as to his age was quite
wrong. His eyeswere as bright and alive as a child's,
and he could scarcelyhave been more than fifty years
of age. While the Bishop and I were talking he sat
there all the time turning a thick black cord rosary.
He understoodonly a little French, but if he gleaned
anything that pleased him or awakened his imagination he would start gently purring. He did not say
much, but when prompted to do so he would go off
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into a flow of energetic language. Then he would
stop as suddenly as he had begun.
"Many times when I was preaching I had to go
about in disguiser" he said, "often as a Jew or a
beggar. Once when I was coming from the old frontier
down to Chust I had to go into the forest three times
to change my make-up." I asked bim what times
were like now. He only smiled and then started to
turn his rosary u*ut:

Next day I learnt that wirile I was with the Bishop
an attempt had been made on the life of General
Prchala. The General, who had been in conference
with Father Volosin, was walking along the corridor
on the way to his car, when a Sitch lad stepped
forlvard and fired three shots at him at point-blank
range. Fortunately all the shots rvere fairly wide of
their mark, and the bullets buried themselvesin the
wall. Prchala, with unruffled dignity, continued his
way downstairs. Whether the lad had been stirred by
Ukrainian propaganda and felt that in shooting the
General he would be serving the national cause,or
whether his action had been inspired by others it was
impossibleto tell. The latter stoiy was tire most rvidely
believed, and colour was lent to it by the fact that
official circles not only failed to give any account of
the affair, but even refusedto admit that it had taken
place.
The Czechs in Prague now felt that one of their
actions had been justified. Before General Prchala
had left for Chust to assumehis duties as Minister they
had insisted that his life should be insured, and that
the Chust Government should pay the premium!

THB feud between the Ukrainians and the Orthodox
Church, which has always been closely allied with the
Great Russian political movement, is not a new one.
Moreover, it is one of the most important of the many
feuds that divide this tiny land. With its history is
bound up the whole story of the development of
national consciousnessin Carpatho Ukraine in the
Iast hundred years.
The story is long and complicated, and has been
told in many different ways so as to suit the politics of
various nationalist writers. Lest the reader is still
uncertain as to the exact difference between a Ukrainian and a Ruthenian, here is a brief outline of the
history of Carpatho Ukraine from the point of view of
national consciousness.
For many centuriesthe people of Carpatho Ukraine
-in common with the inhabitants of the area now
claimed for the Great Ukraine-were known as
Little Russiansor Ruthenians (a word adapted from
and were said to form one of the
the German Ruthener),
three branches of the Russian race; Great Russians,
Little Russiansand White Russians. The Ruthenians
were backward people living in the mountains and
forests, cut off from their fellow Ruthenians in the
north by the crest of the Carpathians. They attracted
no outside attention, appearing merely as one of the
smaller and least important groups of Slavs situated
rrB
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within the confinesof the vast and ramshackleAustroHungarian Empire.
Then the Russians,whose ambition was always to
expand south as far as Constantinople, saw in these
Ruthenians a possiblelever for acquiring a first foothold beyond the Carpathians, and a Pan-Russian
movement was fostered in Carpatho Ukraine, having
as its ultimate object the annexation of the province
to Russia. The first step was taken in IB43 when a
certain M. Pogodine travelled through Carpatho
Ukraine and made contacts with local people who
favoured the Pan-Russianidea. By r86o we find the
headquarters of the movement in Vienna, r.vhere
several propagandist newspapers in the Russian
language had been founded, while propagandistswere
working all over the province, minimizing the difference between Little Russians and Great Russians
and spreading an interest in Russian literature and
culture. The patriotic writings of Dukhnovic, a local
poet who becameone of the prophets of the movement,
were in a language that differed scarcely at all from
pure Russian. Then, towards the closeof the century
the supreme control fell into the hands of a Count
Vladimir Bobrinskij, Presidentof the Galician-Russian
Society,a Pan-Russianof tremendousenthusiasm,but
as later events showed, little prudence. Bobrinskij
was dissatisfiedwith the progress of the movement,
which up till then had attracted followers only from
among the students and intellectuals and was almost
unknown to the peasantry. He decided that the only
way to arousethe interest of the thousandsof illiterate
peasantswas through religion. A ready instrument
was at hand in the Orthodox Church. As the Tsar
was Supreme Head of the Orthodox Church, the
words Orthodox and Russian were often svnonvmous
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in the peasant mind, and a convert to Orthodoxy,
therefore, would be virtually a convert to the PanRussianmovement.
Bobrinskij discovered a certain Alexis Kabaljuk, a
butcher's assistant,with a natural aptitude for preaching, trained him and sent him out to preach Orthodoxy
in the countryside. Kabaljuk had tremendous success
and whole villages, the most noteworthy being Iza,
close to Chust, went back from Greek Catholicism to
Orthodoxy.l The Hungatian Government then came
down with a heavy hand. Iza and other villages were
completely devastated,and an agentprouocateur
was able
with little difficulty, to extract from the enthusiastic
and verbose Bobrinsky all the details of the organization. The result was the famous trial at Marmoros
Szigedin r9r3-r4, whereby Kabaljuk and ninety-four
peasantswere sentencedto long terms ofimprisonment.
The Ukrainian movement in Carpatho Ukraine is of
comparatively recent growth. It sprang from a
declaration made in the Vienna Diet at the close
of the last century by M. Barvinskij and a group of
Ruthenian deputies from Eastern Galicia, to the effect
I The idea of battlingTor the alle-gianceof the peasantry through
religion
.
is no new one in eastern Europe. All through the late Middle Agei the poles
and the Russians were dispr"'Jing the vague confines of their terriiry.
Behind
Russia stood the Orthodox, behind Poland the Roman Catholic Church. and
then, as now, to win the peasant's soul usually meant ro win his national
consciousnessas well. In r563 Polonism lvon a signal victory. The Orthodox
Bishops of south-eastern Poland signed a Union at Brest-Litovsk with the
Roman Catholic Church. The Orthodox were to acknowledge the pope. and
to recognize the supremacy ol Rome in all questions of dogma. On the other
hand they were to_retain their own rite, the much revered "old Slav,, liturgy,
and to be allowed independence in matters of habit or custom. A beiief"in
the Immaculate Conception or Papal Infallibility, for instance, are regarded as
questions ofdogma, the marriage ofpriests or the use ofcertain colouied altarcloths are matters of custom. The Bishops and their followers were in future
known as Greek Catholics, or, more correctly, Roman Catholics of the Eastern
rite. 1'hey were ahvays regarded rvith suspicion by the Russians, and in
r863 all those who were living in rhe part ofPoland then in Russian iaptivirv.
were "received" or forced back into the Orthodox Church,
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that thev no longer consideredthemselvesas belonging to one of the three branchesof the Russian family,
but as members of a Slav race that was completely
individual (seepp. B-9). Members of this group, in
order to differentiate themselvesfrom the Ruthenians,
began to refer to themselvesas Ukrainians, a term
invented long ago by the Poles and meaning people
who lived "on the frontiers" (u. graniqt). For their
literature they began to employ exclusively the
language of Kiev, which came to be acceptedas pure
Ukrainian.
Barvinskij's propaganda soonbegan to spreadacross
the Carpathians,but on the south side, in Carpatho
IJkraine, it had markedly less success. The Hungarians endeavoured to close the frontier between
Eastern Galicia and Carpatho Ukraine to any persons
who might be propagandists, and repressedall attempts at expressionwithin the province itself. The
League of Saint Basil managed to issue a number of
religious and school books in a language that was a
mixture of O1d Slav and Ukrainian, but no Ukrainian
cultural organization was allowed. The only newspapers published in Ukrainian r.t'ereNauka (Science),
a weekly organ edited by Father Volosin, then director
of a priests'seminary at Uzhorod, and an agricultural
sheet produced in Budapest. There was no writer of
even local importance using the Ukrainian language.
The movement in Carpatho lJkraine, as far as one
can make out now, had no pronounced political
programme, and in the years immediately before
the War it was growing t:ud"uttl weaker.
At the close of the War the leaders both of the
Great Russian and of the Ukrainian movements
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claimed to represent the people of the province. The
Great Russiansformed a National Council at Presov,
and advocated union with the new state of Czechoslovakia; the Ukrainians formed a National Council at
Chust and proposed affiliation with a Great Ukraine;
while a third National Council at Uzhorod, consisting
of Magyarophil Great Russians,wanted the province
to remain with Hungary. Finally, as a result of the
efforts of M. Zatkovic, a member of the powerful
Ruthenian Nationai Council in the United States,
the Members of the three Councils in Carpatho
Ukraine were persuadedto unite together at Uzhorod.
There, on 16 Muy, r9r8, they voted unanimously for
union with Czechoslovakia.
The Great Russian group in Carpatho Ukraine
found itself in an awkward position. The hated
Hungarian rule had ended, only to be replaced by
Czech rule, while the Russiaof the old days had disappeared for ever. The group divided into several subsections, but the general policy was to demand
provincial autonomy within the framework of the
CzechoslovakState, and to continue to look towards
Russia linguistically and culturally. Its enmity with
the Ukrainians naturally continued, and was even
intensified, for, whereasbefore the War the chance of
creating a Great Ukraine had been very remote, it
had now become appreciably nearer.
The Ukrainians emerged from the War greatly
strengthened. A Ukrainian State had narrowly missed
being formed to the north of the Carpathians, and the
movementhad become actual.
The Czechs,the new rulers, in contrast to the Hungarians (as was pointed out in the Introduction)
pursued a policy not of suppressionbut of diuide et
impera,favouring first one group and then the other.
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At first the Ukrainians seemed the least dangerous;
for the Czechsfeared territorial claims on the province
both from the Poles and the Russians, and the
Ukrainians clearly hated both. Ukrainian was made
the language of instruction in the schools,and Prosaita,
the newly founded Ukrainian cultural organization,
received liberal subsidiesand the gift of a magnificent
new theatre in Uzhorod. Masaryk himself gave the
organization a grant of 6oo,ooocrowns.
In rgz4 came the first important change of policy.
Ukrainian ceasedbeing the obligatory language of instruction, and a new seriesof rules were introduced,
allowing individual teachers considerable latitude.
The Czechs,like the Hungarians before the War, had
decided to foster a local spirit, and a new grammar,
written by Father Volosin, and purporting to be a
grammar of the local Ruthenian dialect, was enforced wherever possible.
Twelve years later it was decided that the attempt
to build up a new regionalism was moribund. A
change was needed. The Ukrainians had by this time
become very much stronger and the Ukrainian movement was becoming something of a menace. Russia,
meanwhile, had clearly lost interest in a possible
acquisitionof Carpatho Ukraine. In r936 a plebiscite
was held, and parents were askedto vote on the question of the language of instruction in schools. The
alternatives were Ukrainian and Russian. The voting
went in favour of Russian. This, it is usually agreed
however, gave an incorrect impression of the people's
real desire. Even Czech teachers have admitted to
me that the majority of the peasants,many of whom
are practically illiterate, voted for " Russki" (Russian), under the impression they were voting for
"Ruski" (meaning the local Ruthenian dialect).
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Experts are universally aareed that the language of
the district is a Ukrainian dialect and is almost identical with the dialect spoken on the north of the Carpathians in the Polish Ukraine.
The Orthodox Church, the mainstay of the Great
RussianMovement, and arch-enemyof the Ukrainians
has, since the War, increasedits power to an unprecedented extent. Once the oppressivehand of the
Hungarians was removed more convertswere made in
one month than in all the years of Kabaljuk's evangelism. The Czech Government with its policy of
diuidee,timperacertainly had no interest in suppressing
this revival, and the wave of Orthodoxy that swept
over the country was allowed to follow its orvn course.
Before the War there were only r2,ooo persons of
Orthodox faith in Carpatho Ukraine ; no\,v there are
approximately r 5o,ooo.
In most cases the change over was made very
simply. A majority of the peasantsin a village would
announce their conversion to the Orthodox from the
Greek Catholic faith, the priest would be bundled out
and his place taken by another willingly supplied by
the Orthodox bishop. In rgz4 and rge5 (the time at
which the Czechswere beginning to turn away from
the Ukrainians) some one hundred and seventy
villages went over in this way. The Greek Catholics
claim that the movement had the full support of the
Czechs, and that in many casesthe priests were removed by force, lorries being sent to pack up their
furniture and drive it away. The main allegation is
without doubt true, but to what extent the tales of
terrorism are to be believed it is hard to say.
A great outcry was raised and the Bishop of Munkacevo lodged an astuteprotestin Prague. He claimed
that the churches were the property of the Church as
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a whole and not of the parishioners, who therefore
had no right to choosewhat sort of priest they would
have. InJanuary 19z6, the Government replied that
all churches which had changed hands since the War
were to be handed back to the Greek Catholics progressively. This was fairly carried out, and the last of
the churcheswas handed over in r9z8. The Government, faithful to its policy of diuideet imperagave a
substantial subsidy to the Orthodox Church for the
building of new churches.

RrcHr in the middle of Carpatho Ukraine lies Svalava.
It was in the public eye for two reasons; firstly as a
possible alternative capital to Chust; and secondly,
as a reputed stronghold of the Great Russian movement. The omnibus w'hich w'as to take me there
should have left the railway station at twelve o'ciock.
By twelve-thirty there was no sign of it. No one knew
whether it would eventually go, whether it had gone
already, or even whether it ought to go at all. In
reply to my inquiries, a gendarme, the stationmaster,
and an officer who was sending off lorries laden with
farm produce and mails, all denied any knowledge of
it. Eventually it turned up at about one-fifteen, and
then broke down three times on the journey. A full
complement was sixteen persons sitting and nine
standing, but actually we numbered far more. In my
corner we were an oddly assorted party; a road
mender with spades,two Czech soldiers, a Jew with
side-curlswho read a Yiddish newspaperall the time,
a Sitch man in uniform, a huge gendarme with a little
Jew on his lap, a Ukrainian peasant and myself. At
first we all sat very glum, and it was only later, in
face of constant engine trouble, that our tongueswere
loosened and we all became friendly. But in such
mixed company we could only talk of the weather even
then.
The country was not attractive; miles of great hills,
r2b
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covered on their lower slopeswith scrub beech. The
only cheerful note was the deep blue cottages,which
here had a naive distinction of their own. Local
custom decreed that the front door side and the two
ends should be painted blue, but that the back, which
was at right angles to the road, should be left its
natural earth colour and decorated with rows of big
blue spots. Yards of coarselinen had been strung out
on the fences to bleach. Higher up in the hills the
cottages were not plastered at all.
We bumped and swayed into Svalava at about four
o'clock. The town seemed to be a long dirty street
and nothing more. The house belonging to the Risdorfers, with whom I was to lodge, turned out to be
just by the omnibus stop. Going round into a courtyard I found myself confronted, through a glassdoor
that led off a verandah, by the opera singer from the
Koruna. She was the sisterof my hostess.I\{y hostess
herself was sitting just inside the door, but was having
her hair cut and set by a child from the local hairdresser's,and appeared unable to move, much lessto
speak.
We went into a large salon, facing the street. It
was decorated with six dtagireson which were a collection of variegated ferns. Presently other people
came in; the president of the local administration;
Rohac from Chust; the elder Klempus, still in his
sheepskincoat and Hucul shirt; Klotchurak, who was
said to be destinedfor ministerial rank within a week;
Risdorfer, who, besidesbeing the local doctor, was
head of the Government Party organization in
Svalava, a candidate for the election to the Chamber
which was to take place on the following Sunday, and
the recently appointed Government Commissar in
the Svalava factory for the production of timber by-
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products, and one or two others. When we all sat
down to tea-tea in glasseswith slices of meat and
grey bread-the conversationwas mainly political. I
felt as if I were in a den of conspirators. Any who were
suspectedof opposition to the r6gime, or of being out
of sympathy lvith the leaders on any points, were
marked down as peopleto be "ruthlessly eliminated".
As in Germany they were referred to as " dangers to
the State," and it seemedas if no treatment could be
severe enough for them.
My hostess,who liked to play a political rdle, had a
heated discussionwith the president of the local administration. The president was complaining about
Risdorfer's assistant. Not only had he worked lor the
Great Russian movement for the last ten years, but
he had now even dared to be "impertinent" about
the Great Ukraine movement. He must be dealt with.
Risdorfer's wife said she had worked with him for
twelve years on the Red Cross Committee and could
vouch for him. He was a splendid doctor, had
worked wholeheartedly for the Red Cross and had a
wife and many children dependent upon him. Why
must the president choose just this man to make
an example of when there were so many others
who would serve the purpose equally well? If he
were sent to the concentration camp his family
would starve. But the president was adamant; impertinencewas inadmissible,the man must be publicly
penalized.
Rohac came up and asked me whether I thought
Commander Wedgwood-Benn, who had recently
been in Chust, was in favour of a Great Ukraine.
They were all hoping he was, for they very much
wanted sympathy in the House of Commons. They
badiy needed the help of countries other than Ger-
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many, he added, for they had no desire to become a
German colony, whatever people might think.
"Didn't you ask him?" I said.
"Yes, of coursewe did, and he said he was in favour
of it. But how can one know whether he was speaking
the truth? "
That this was the first question they asked Commander Wedgwood-Benn is certain. It was the first
question they asked all visitors, and it seemed to
indicate the same lack of self-assurancein political
matters as that which made their leading personalities
dislike talking to anyone whom they thought might
not be "in sympathy with us." Far from trying to
convert a visitor who might not have been favourable,
they would leave him right out in the cold. Both a
British visiting correspondent and the correspondent
of one of the leading French papers were on four
different occasionspromised interviews with Revay,
but rvhen they arrived they were invariably sent
away again with some excuse; while an American
correspondent was told that he would be able to
obtain all the information that he required about
Carpatho tikraine from Kleiss!
How Wedgwood-Benn coped with the authorities
I do not know, for I only saw him on the first evening
of his twenty-four hours' stay. Coming back from the
country, I found him seated with a Greek Catholic
priest at a table in a small cafe in the town. The
two men had no living language in common, and so
the priest was reading the news from the local
Ukrainian paper to him in Latin. "Hitler, bonus
vir," I heard Wedgrvood-Benn saying. The remark
must have cost him a lot, I thought-or did I detect
a note of irony in his voice?
Later I managed to steal out and have a look at
I
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Svalava. The long streetwas borderedby white, grey
and blue one-storiedhousesbuilt in the period when
ornament was more valued than comfort, while here
and there were little blocks of modern flats. A short
distance away from the street was the residential
quarter with a pre-War colony for workmen employed
in the factories, and a handful of modern villas in attractive gardens. There were four white churches,
indicative of religious differences rather than of the
size of the population, and some splendid modern
administrative buildings and a very large school, put
up by the Czechs. On a piece of wasteground at the
end of the town was the Sokol House, belonging to the
Czech gymnastic society, with a restaurant and a
cinema. Music from a loud speaker on the roof
blared out over Svalava, so that the Czechsheld the
air if nothing else. They probably also controlled
Svalava's amusements,for I did not see even a cafd
anywhere else. Svalava was on the whole a pleasanter
place than Chust. It r,r'asbetter spaced and on all
sideswere attractive views of the tree-clad mountains.
When I got back to the Risdorferseveryonewas still
sitting round the table just as I had left them. Rohac
and another man decided to go to the cinerna. Good
Ukrainians though they were, they had to go to the
Sokol building for their entertainment. The rest of
us followed. The film, which was beautifully clear,
told of adventure and robbery on an Atlantic liner.
For an hour it took me away from the dirt and intrigue
of Carpatho Ukraine, and my pleasurein walking on
the soft carpets of the ship, sitting in its comfortable
chairs and talking to its attractive unpolitical passengersmay have been vicarious, but it was none the
less real. Then we came to the final kiss, the lights
went up and I was back again on a hard wooden chair
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in a dingy cinema gallery. All illusion vanished. We
pushed down the narrow stairs and walked home
through the slush and snow.
I went straight to bed on a couch that had been prepared for me in the salon. At midnight I was woken
by a heated political argument next door. One was
"p
always being woken up by politics in Carpatho
Ukraine. At the hotel in Chust I was often roused in
the night, usually a Saturday night, and even while I
was half asleepwould recognize the familiar drunken
dialogue in the passage:
"You are a lJkrainian."
"No, IamaRuthenian."
"What, you are a Ukrainian, yes?"
"I am a Ruthenian."
" Come along ; you-are-a-IJkrainian."
Then at last the reply would come, drowsily and in
bored fashion:
"All right, I am a lJkrainian."
But at Svalava the argument was not so simple nor
so quickly over. After about an hour it was broken by
a banging at the window, and drunken voicesdemanding my hostess. Three young Germans from the
factory were outside. Mrs. Risdorfer came in and
handed them brandy out of the window. "They are
my three special pets," she said. I heard the pets
being not very agreeable about England and the
English, and I had a strong suspicion that Mrs.
Risdorler agreed with them.
Every room in the house was occupied that night.
I was in the salon, two men were in a spare room, and
two more were in the hall. In the morning I found
there was a bath, the only real one I saw in Carpatho
Ukraine. It was only accessiblethrough the spare
room and the Risdorfers' room. One of the guestshad
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on a crochet nightcap, which he said prevented him
catching cold. The other was sleeping without
pyjamas. A doctor, he said, had told him that the
time one catches cold is just at that moment in the
morning when one is taking off one's pyjamas preparatory to putting on one's clothes, and that was the
moment therefore that one must eliminate. Mrs.
Risdorfer disappeared under a huge pile of feather
pillows. The bathroom was decorated with three
|tagires of ferns.
At breakfast we were plunged into politics. A
deputation of young peasants headed by a Greek
Catholic priest arrived. They were from a neighbouring village and wanted to protest about the
composition of the election committee there, which
they said contained a majority of people sympathetic
to Hungary. Presumably they wanted Ukrainians
appointed so as to take no risks.
Feelingin needof a changeof atmosphere,I decided
to go and look at the wooden church at Bystry just
outside Svalava. I crosseda small bridge at the end
of the town, then a large expanseof grasswith herds
of geese, and climbed a hill between two rows of
country cottages. It was already as if I were in a
country village. A peasantwho was driving two cows
in a cart asked me how I lil<ed his animals. I said I
did not speak Ukrainian, to which he replied quickly
that he did not either.
" I speak Russian, that is to say Little Russian, the
languageof our Ruthenia," he said.
Then I met another man who also said he was a
Ruthenian. And how was it that I spoke "Slav". he
asked me politely, not knowing what to call my
language which by this time was such a mixture of
Polish, Czech and Ukrainian that I did not know what
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to call it myself. He said that the church, of which
he appearedvery proud, had been moved down the
hill from another village somefour hundred years ago.
A film company had wanted to buy and remove it,
but the people loved their church and had not agreed
to sell it.
The church was in fact the best I had seen. It
stood in a little churchyard above the road and was
sheltered on three sides by a ring of tall lime-trees.
It was tiny, only seventeenpaceslong and eight broad,
while the chancel measuredonly some sevenfeet from
ground to eavesand scarcelv twice that from ground
to roof apex. It was built in three sections,chancel,
nave and tower, the order ascending towards the
tower at the west end, and their deep shingled roofs
came down almost to the ground. The tower had two
bulbous domes, shingled like the roof, and from both
chancel and nave roofs sprang little white boxes also
supporting domes. Each dome bore a tall Orthodox
cross. At the west end the projecting roof, supported
by delicately carved pillars, formed a tiny verandah.
While walls had weathered silver grey the tiles were
in general rather darker, and the whole church was a
study in grey shading which lent the woodwork added
interest. The interior, which was practically dark,
was lit by a few minute windows, scarcely a foot
square, with their original roughly made glass. The
building left me with the impression of something
joyful, like the music of Mozart; and as I went down
the stepsto the road, I had a new and lively impression of the many different lines of the roofs, converging upwards into little domes and crossesin much
the same way as various threads of melody are woven
into an ordered fabric of soundsby the ingenuity of a
master.
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From Svalava I drove in a taxi down the valley to
the monastery of Podhorajny, which lies on the outskirts of Munkacevo. The valley was broad and
bordered with low hills coverecl with beech woods.
On the way I visited Beregvar, the only large estate
in the province. It is owned by an Austrian, Count
Schonborn-Bucheim. The house is large and stands
in a well-kept park with a drive bordered by neatly
clipped beech hedges. So much order was quite unexpected. In the house was the hospital evacuated
lrom Munkacevo when the Hungarians took over the
town in November. The Schonborn familv. one of the
richest in Central Europe, once owned some r To,ooo
acres of the surrounding forests,but had sold them to
a limited company.
- I4y driver, like all other taxi drivers in Carpatho
Ukraine, was aJew and spokeGerman. He lamlnted
the situation during the whole journey. Everything
had been going all right lor the last twenty years, he
said, but in the last few months it had all been disorganized and no one knew what the future was going
to bring. There had been hard days between r93o
and 1936,but they had been due to the economiccrisis
and the fall in price of timber. In rg37 prices had
gole up again. The troubles now were of a very
different order and businesswas at a complete standstill. Everyone was feeling the pinch. With the export
of timber stopped no one had any money to spend and
the small traders were as badly hit as the wage earners.
Also anyone who happened to have money did not
want to invest it but preferred to sleep on it. A lot
of the unrest arosepurely from this laCk of work and
economic disorganization. During the Czech period,
the country had progressedthree hundred per cent,
he added. In the Hungarian times it had been a
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lost land. It was the Czechswho had put the roads
in order, built the bridges,taught the people to read,
put up hospitalsand so forth. I askedhim ifhe thought
the peasantsappreciated the work of the Czechs. He
thought very few had an active appreciation of it, but
that the majority of them were well content under the
Czech rule and did not want to have anything to do
with a new movement which threatened to upset it.
The best way to approach Podhorajny, which lies
slightly asidefrom the mouth of the valley, would have
been through Munkacevo. But since the cessiop of
Munkacevo to Hungary in November 1938, all the
normal lines of communication in the district had
been upset. We were obliged to take a rough by-pass,
built by the Czechs, with their usual dogged acceptance of facts, which permitted travellers on the main
east-west road skirting the bottom of the hills to
circumvent the new frontier round lVIunkacevo,and,
incidentally, to reach this main road from the SvalavaMunkacevo road. The by-pass went through Podhorajny.
At first we ran acrossthe wet fields of the valley on a
little embankment, and then skirted a cliff which fell
steeply into a river. Suddenly we came on the
monasterylying just where the cliffwas giving way into
a gentler slope covered with vineyards and beech
woods. The monasterywas a big square block of buffcoloured buildings in a simple baroque style, with
the chapel standing slightly behind it. It looked out
acrossthe river at the suburbs of Munkacevo. I rang
at the door and was admitted to a small waitingroom. A brother told me that I had chosenthe monks'
lunch-tinre to arrive and asked me to wait. It was
bitterly cold in the little room and there was a strong
smell of damp linen. Soon, however, the brother
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came back with a large tray of food. Monks who had
been working in the fields, and peasantswanting alms
or help, passedby, and there was a constant coming
and going of soldiersfrom the frontier guard who were
billeted in some of the cells.
At length I was taken inside. As the brother who
showed me round was an emigrant from Galicia we
could talk Polish. The principal object of my visit was
to see the ethnographical collection which had been
evacuated from the museum in Munkacevo; but this
did not give me the impression of having any particular value. I had already seen, in their natural
setting, and in fact still in use, objectssimilar to many
of thosedisplayed. Interesting, however, was the large
collection of the painted eggswhich the peasantsgive
to each other at Easter. Their design, like that of the
cottages, varied with every valley and showed a
large number of different influences. The only other
points of interest were the refectory with the large
pulpit in the centre from which a brother reads the
scriptures during meals, and the chapel with its
picture presentedby one of the Popesand said to have
come from Constantinople.
On the way back through the cloister we passedtwo
young monks with black cowls over their heads and
missalsin their hands. They moved with a swaying
walk and had the complacent smile of a middle-aged
woman. In the garden outside a group of more active
young monks, some of them not yet in robes and
looking to have scarcely the sixteen years that is the
minimum for entering the monastery, were chopping
wood with great vigour and much merry laughter.
"It's their gymnastics," the brother said. "We set
them to chop wood three times a week to let them work
off their energy." Had they really felt a call at that
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age, I wondered, and, if so, could it have been a
God-sentone?

The existing frontier ran through a village lying only
a few hundred yards beyond the monastery. We
walked along to the barrier and looked across into
Hungary. The Czechshad made a temporary barrier
but it was neverthelessa solid one. The Hungarians,
on their side, however, forecastingcorrectly the future
course of events, had only thrown a rough barrier of
logs across the road. The actual frontier line ran
diagonally over the crossroads and then cut a farmyard in half. For the moment the peasant'shen might
have been Hungarian, his cock Czechoslovak. The
Frontier Demarcation Commission then sitting in
Budapest was to rectify matters of details such as this.
Whatever it could do in this direction, however, the
general position seemed illogical.
This frontier resulted from the Vienna Award of
November 1938. The Munich Agreement, it will be
recalled, settled a basisfor the delimitation of the new
Czechoslovak-German frontier, but left open the
questionof the new frontierswith Poland and Hungary.
They were to be settled by direct negotiationsbetween
the parties concerned. The Czechswisely left the new
autonomous governments of Slovakia and Ruthenia
to negotiate with the Hungarians, for the common
frontier u'ith Hungary was with their parts of the
country and not with the Czech districts. The Czechs
thus avoided a likely cause for future recrimination.
No decision could be reached, however, and the
matter was finally submitted to Germany and Italy
for arbitration.
The question was indeed difficult, for the population
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was very mixed. During the hundreds of years previous to the War when both Slovakia and Ruthenia
had been integral parts of Hungary, the Hungarians
had been slowly pushing the autochthonous populations northward. The Hungarians, who in general
had a higher level of culture, kept to the plains and
the valleys and edged the local people up into the
mountains. By rgr4 the position was roughly that
the Hungarians had swamped the southern part of
the Slovak and Ruthenian plains, founded and dominated towns at the mouth of the valleys, and to some
extent penetrated up the valleys themselves. These
towns, such as Kosice in Slovakia, Uzhorod and
Munkacevo in Ruthenia, were depots for the whole
trade with the mountainous hinterland. The main
Iines of east-west communication skirted the mountains and at the same time connected the towns
one with another. In lglg the Hungarians had to
surrender the whole of the two provinces. But there
is no doubt that in r93B Hitler would have liked to
overlook the census of r9ro, on which the new
Czechoslovak-Germanfrontier had been based, and
award to Hungary only the southern part of the plain,
retaining for Slovakia and Carpatho Ukraine not only
the predominantly Slav mountains but a strip at their
feet with the towns and the direct west-eastcommunications as well. For by that time he was already vitally
interestedin Carpatho Ukraine which had value both
as an outpost in the east and as a core for a possible
future Great Ukraine. In fact, when M. Tiso, the
new Slovak Prime Minister, returned from a visit to
Herr Hitler in November, he brought to Bratislava
an assurancethat all the towns would remain in the
CzechoslovakState.
Before the Award was made, however, Italian
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diplomacy had been at work. Italy, who was an old
ally of Hungary, pressedHungary's claims. In the
end Germany, which had gained so much, felt
obliged to make some concessionto her Axis partner,
and Hungary was'given the towns, to which on
ethnographical grounds she had full claims. The
resulting Hungarian Carpatho Ukrainian frontier has
a curious line. It ran straight along through the plain
with two long tongues shooting up north through
purely Slav villages, their tips just encircling Uzhorod
and Munkacevo. Hungarian pride may have been
justified, but from the economic point of view the
result was as disastrous for her as for Carpatho
Ukraine.
To the north of Munkacevo the new frontier ran
between an outlying suburb of the town and the town
itself. This suburb, to which I drove, was a collection
of little villas and a few shops and was absolutely
dead. Previously its whole life had been directed
towards Munkacevo; then it was left in the air. The
branchesof shopswere cut offfrom their headquarters,
there was no work for the occupants of the villas all
of whom had previously been small Government
officials or clerks in private undertakings, and no one
to come out to the two attractive little garden restaurants. The frontier was a level crossing at the
southern end of the houses. Across two ploughed
fields I could seethe town and smokelesschimneys of
Munkacevo proper.
There the position was just as bad, if not worse.
The population had fallen from z6,ooo to 16,oooin
three months. Whereas Munkacevo had previously
been an important centre of trade it was then merely
a frontier town, and one thatlay not even on a straight
frontier but up at the end of a tongue. The large body
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of officials and lawyers who had previously worked
there had been liquidated, and both sourcesof supply
and markets had been cut off. Both masters and
labourers were impoverished at a stroke. Everything
was shutting down and even the cinemasonly opened
once a week. One of the worst temporary inconvenienceswas the almost complete lack of firing. All
the stoves in Munkacevo were constructed to burn
wood, but owing to the complete closing of the frontier
the normal plentiful supply of cheap timber from the
surrounding mountains had been shut off. The price
had quadrupled.
The day I spent there was the first on which the
frontier had been open. Nearly a hundred peasants'
carts had come down from the hills with wood. They
stood blocking the road in two long lines. No one was
allowed out, but the Hungarian merchants came in
under special guard, and were allowed to make their
purchasesand take them away. For a time we stood
by the level crossing. Then my driver said that we
were arousing interest among severalpeople whom he
recognizedas detectivesin the disguiseof countrymen,
and suggestedthat we had better drive on again.
Back in Svalava I sat in a small cake shop where
officers were eating large piles of cream buns. Of
course, the battle about the omnibus had already
begun. No one knew at what time the expressomnibus
from Presov was due, nor where it stopped. No one
knew either at what time the railway omnibus was
due. At length the general consensusof opinion was
that both the railway omnibuses had already gone
through, and that the expresswas usually full when it
arrived. A little Jew and his elegant young wife, with
whom it appeared I had travelled when we first went
to Chust, then came along. By the taxi stand three
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dark, bearded men in long black cloakssuggestedthat
we should share a taxi with them. Two people were
packed into the back of a tiny taxi with my suitcase
between them, three others shared the two spare seats
and I got up beside the driver. Later when the
dividing window was opened for a moment I was very
glad I had, for the heat and smell of unwashed flesh
inside was nauseating. Apparently the elegant young
woman found it so too, for she was violently sick all
over her fellow passengers. Then, somewhere away
up in the hills, we punctured. We all got out into the
bitter cold. One of the black bearded sentlemenimmediately seized hold of me, started speaking in
English and led me away into the night. I thought
he was a Jew, but it turned out that his long hair was
that of an Orthodox priest. He immediately askedme
what I thought about things and then, before I had
had time to answer, started on a first-hand tale of
terror.
Half of the village near Chust, of which he was
pastor, he said, hated the presentrdgime. They did
not feel themselvesto be Ukrainians and lived in an
atmosphere of constant terrorization. Onty a fortnight ago two young Sitch men had burst into his
house in the evening, pulled him up from his table
and askedhim what he was. "You are a Ukrainian,
aren't you? " they had said,and when he had deniedit,
and defended his political activities as.justifiable,they
started to threaten him. One of them pushed a revolver into his chestand said he should count three and
then fire. "Are you a Ukrainian? One, two-"
and
then the other had knocked up the revolver and
said that they had better go but that they would get
him another time. They bolted off into the night,
with the priest, according to his own statement,in hot
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pursuit. There had been a gendarme walking in the
road and the men had been caught. Neither of them
came from the locality; one being an emigrant lrom
Galicia, the other from Jasina. The people in his
village, he began to emphasize again, felt themselves
Ruthenians. They welcomed autonomy, but wanted
a true autonomy, not an autonomy that meant giving
the province over to the terrorizing rule of a small
band of Ukrainians. When I asked him how they
would vote in three days' time he said that they
certainly did not want to vote Ukrainian, but that
there was no knowing what they might do under
present conditions.
By this time the driver had repaired the tyre and
was hooting loudly. The Jews and the priest clasped
their robes closelyround them and everyonesqueezed
in somehow. The driver, however, thought there was
still spacefor another fare, and by the time we arrived
at Chust there were six passengersinside and I was
hidden beneath luggage.

Back again in the Koruna I found tremendous
activity. All the world was converging on Chust for
the elections that were to be held on the Sunday
(r z February). In the hall I met a Swede,an American,
an Englishman and his wife, all of them journalists,
and in a large private room was a group of German
journalists and film reporters. Two Berlin registered
cars, the first foreign cars to be seen in Chust, stood
outside the hotel where they had attracted quite a
little crowd.
The electionshad long been freely referred to as the
"second important milestone in the building of the
free Ukrainer" and had aroused great excitement.
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They were the first elections to be held in Carpatho
Ukraine, and it was hoped that they would provide a
final justification for the Government's claim that
the land was solidly Ukrainian, and so strengthen the
Government in its relations with Prague and in the
eyes of the world.
German interest in Carpatho Ukraine seemed at
that time to be as great as ever. German arrivals,
apart froni the journalists, included a Consul with a
full stafl and a deputation of foresters headed by
General Goering's second-in-comrnand. The foresters
were to inspect the State forests and report on the
possibilities of timber export to Germany. In the
presence of Ukrainians and Germans we felt like
intruders at an intimate family gathering.
In the evening we discussedthe possible lines of
development for the future.
A Czechjournalist, who had come down from one
of the best Czech papers, said that the feeling in
Prague about Carpatho Ukraine was one of mixed
shame and confusion; shame that such a state of
affairs could exist anywhere within the Czechoslovak
Republic, confusion as to what was really happening.
About eventsin Slovakia, he added, people had a good
idea, but Chust was onlyjust a vagueplace somewhere
beyond. With regard to the future, he said, there were
two forecastscurrent in Prague. One was that Germany would go slowly and concentrate on the creation of a wholly free Great Ukraine consisting of all
the four parts, Czechoslovak, Polish, Russian and
Rumanian. Critics were pointing out, however, that
realizatton of this schemewould mean a lons frontier
for Germany to defend against Russia, at-any rate
for the first years until the Ukraine was on its feet,
and that Germany would not want to undertake such
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a task. Germans in important positions had always
told me that a cardinal feature of German policy was
to avoid this frontier. The other and more often
heard forecastwas that Germany would limit her aims
for the time to encompassingthe downfall of Poland,
and to incorporating Galicia, and the other Ukrainian
districts of Poland, in the present CzechoslovakState
as a part of Carpatho Ukraine. By so doing she would
acquire complete control of territory containing
valuable raw products, but have the Czechs to look
after it for her, to spend their money on it and defend
it for her. In Prague this possibility roused little
enthusiasm. Birt in Slovakia, where there was less
dread of close German control, and where the people
were lessbound by realities, it met with a good deal of
approval, and many Slovaks were already dreaming
of a big federal pan-Slav State, which would include
not only Czechoslovakiaand the Ukrainian parts of
Poland but even the whole of Poland. The Ukrainians
in Chust, one may add, were no longer claiming from
Poland only the recognized Ukrainian districts. The
so-calledWhite Russians,who inhabit the country to
the south of Vilna, were also in reality Ukrainians,
they said, and their territory too must be recovered
from the Poles.
The possibility of a close relationship between the
Ukrainians and the Czechs has now been removed
from the field of practical politics. But in discussion
of the various plans for the re-formation of the Slav
States it is one that has frequently recurred, and in
consequenceshould not be overlooked. In the future,
should the map of Europe again be in the melting pot,
it might well acquire actual significance.
I was discussingthe idea at a little place in the
mountains with a teacher who was an immigrant from
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Kiev. He started by telling me that in the days before
the War no enthusiastic Ukrainian has stopped to
consider Carpatho Ukraine, which they had thought
definitely swallowed up by Hungary and lost. Then
I asked what he thought would be the next step in
the building up of the Great Ukraine.
" The Great Ukraine is a dreamr" he said, " and
we should limit our aims to the creation of a new
federated State that would include both Galicia and
Czechoslovakia. The Germans will never attack
Russia, for that would mean losing their strength as
Napoleon lost his. Havelicek, the great Czech writer
who died a hundred years ago, said that the Czechs
could not hope to stand alone, but must form a
federated state with the Slovaks and Ukrainians. His
idea still holds good to-day. The Ukrainians and the
Czechswould complement each other in many ways.
The Czechshave money and industries; the Ukrainians agricultural produce and rich supplies of raw
material. Moreover Ukrainians and Czechshave had
a certain similarity in their historical development
and have a similar psychology. Both have lost their
native aristocracies;both are democratic in spirit.
The samemethodswere usedby the Ukrainians against
the Poles as by the Czechsagainst the Germans, the
Ukrainian Sokol and Luha being modelled on the lines
of the Czech organizations. Also the co-operative
organizations,which play so important a part in our
iife, the sport associationsand the school systemhave
all been copied from the Czechs."
I asked what he thought of the possibility of the
Poles being included in this new State too. The
Poles would never join in, he said, they were far too
proud to work in the same yoke with anyone else.
They w'ere not a work-a-day people and always had
K
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their heads in the air. In the last century, following
on the three partitions they had thought they were
the Messiah among the nations, expiating the sins of
others by their sacrifice, and now they thought they
were fit to take over the patronage and domination of
the Slav world that Russia had previously held.
Besides,he added, in a momentary accessof racial
antipathy, the Poles were the traditional enemies of
the Ukrainians. Had not Havelicek written, " There
are two wolves, Poland and Russia, and the Ukrainians are the lamb; but one day the lamb will also be a
wolf. "
Asked if he did not think that the nerv ljkrainianCzechoslovakState would be entirely under German
control, so that the Ukrainians would merely have
exchanged one master for another, he replied very
definitely "No." When the new State was prepared
and as soon as Germany was occupied elsewhere,it
could turn round on Germanv. But Germany would
probably not rnake too many demands on it for she
would always be aware of this danger. This was the
answer that I usually received when discussingthe
relationship of any kind of Ukrainian State- and
Germany. It r,vouldeven be given by those who appeared to be working in the closestco-operation with
the Germans.
Communication with his friends in Russia was very
difficult, he went on. Previously there had been a
certain amount of coming and going across the
Rumanian-Bessarabian frontier, but that was now
difficult as the Russians,for strategical reasons,had
completelydepopulateda belt someone hundred miles
deep all along the frontier. Houses,churches, farms,
everything had disappeared. Such a clearancehad
not been difficult there for the country was open
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rolling steppe land with no intensive cultivation or
settlement, but in the neighbourhood of the Polish
frontier it would have been quite impossible. News,
however, doesfilter through, and is carefully collected
at the Party headquarters. Czech legionariesare still
returning home, peasantsescape,people read between
the lines of the local newspapersand, as I was often
assured,there is always the work of the Konawaletz
Society. Apparently the Ukrainian nationalist organizations find that the task of getting propaganda
into Russia is far harder than getting news out. Their
best means, they say, is the wireless.

Ox the morning before the election Kleiss paid me the
unusual compliment ofjoining me for breakfast. He
made the waiter change the cloth which he said was
insufferably dirty-it certainly was, for we had only
clean cloths on Monday and as one always had to
clean one's knife on them before eating they were
fairly streaked by Tuesday already-but he managed
to carry it off with a laugh and I thought all would
go peacefully. But the storm soon came. His nostrils
dilating and twitching with anger, and his mouth
more twisted than ever he delivered a fierce diatribe
against the habits of foreign journalists. I had asked
if he had met my English colleague.
"No, I have not," he said, "becausehe has not had
the common decencyto introduce himselfto me. The
habits of English, American and Swedishjournalists
are really extraordinary. Isn't there a singleone that
has beenproperly brought up? Not one of them seems
to know that in common decencya new arrival should
introduce himself to those already established by
offering his hand or sending a card."
I said English people at any rate hated introducing
themselves,and then suggestedthat perhaps he had
not met the Su'edeeither.
" No, I should think I have not. He did senda card ;
but how? Seeing me sitting at a table with other
people he had the effrontery to send it over asking if
rt-B
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I would care to come to his table. I have never heard
of such rudeness."
" Perhapsthat's a Swedishhabit," I said.
His nostrils twitched even more violently.
"I am not in the leastinterestedin Swedishhabits.
People must conform to my German ones. The most
remarkable of all," he concluded, "was the young
American who sent me a messagethrough Minister
Revay that he would await me in the Koruna at
five o'clock. To treat me like that one would have
to be at leastthe Duke of Kent." (To do justice to the
American I must add that Revay had proposed and
made all arrangementsfor the meeting himself.)
In the evening the final election meetingswere held
all over the province. Bonfires were lit in all the
villages, and speecheswere made about the rising
flames of freedom.
In Chust a huge trident, the badge of the Ukraine,
was lit at dusk on the castle hill. Komarynsky made
a speech from the balcony of the Koruna. We all
stood in the slush and falling sleet and iistened.
He started by saying how the Ukrainians had been
oppressedby the Hungarians, and then, after hopes
of freedomin rgIg, had fallen under Czechrule. The
Czech oppressionhad lasted right up to the last, and
only a few weeksbefore the great days of October the
Czechshad tried still another method of denationalization, the abolition of the cyrillic alphabet. Then had
come the Vienna Award and the cutting offof historic
Ukrainian cities.Afterwards there had been hard days;
some people saying they were Russians and proclaiming their sympathy for Russia, others that they
were nothing at all, just autochthonousRuthenians.
But to-morrow they were going to show the world
that all rumours and all former divisions were without
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meaning. They would show that they were a united
people and a part of the great Ukrainian race. They
would move forward as one man. Anyone who refrained from voting would be a traitor to the nation.
Slava Ukrayini!
There was not one word of constructivepolicy-only
Hitlerian bombast.
Then we all trooped off in a long column to the
Government building to hear a speech by Minister
Revay. Nearly all the houseshad put festivecandlesin
their windows, and even the humblest cottages had
used their best candlestickto light their one *indo*.
The effect of hundreds of little points of yellow light
flickering down the length of the snowy streetwas good.
At one place, just where we turned out of the main
street, a little group of aged side-curled Jews were
standing watching the fun. The big iron shutters,
with which all the shops in Carpatho Ukraine were
provided, were already drawn down over the windows.
Then a Sitch column came swinging down the street.
Like rabbits the Jews darted through their doors and
lowered the final shutter behind them with a rattle.
The Sitch lined up outside the Government Buildine
looked real villains that night-poor, bedraggled,
undergrown ruffians from the lowest grade of society.
Here there was a greater attempt at German stagemanaging than at the Koruna. A single figure
stepped out on to the balcony, at first silhouetted
against the lighted room behind him, and then
caught up in a burst of floodlighting. He was saluted
loud and long. Then came the news that Revay had
been held up in the country and could not qpeak.
We were all asked to go home quietly and in good
order. Revay's movements were always a mystery;
it was a measureof public security, so we were told.
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In the evening there was a big dinner "for the
journalists". Each of us except the Germans had
noticed that we had not been invited, and felt slightly
offended. Then we learnt that others had met the
same fate. So we arranged a nice one for ourselves.
Election day dawned cold and grey with a thick
fog all over the valley. The streetswere crowded in
Chust from an early hour, but I wanted to seehow the
election was conducted in the country districts and
drove out to a group of villages to the east of Chust
and somewhat off the main road. In the first village
we went to everything seemed quite dead. No one
was moving in the streets and the only signs of life
were the flocks of geesepecking in the dust and the
smoke oozing slowly out from between the roof tiles.
Only one flag was out. On the cottage wall beneath it
was a carved Orthodox cross,so the flag was probably
a little attempt at insurance, rather than a sign of
loyalty. The election booth was in the former school,a
low thatched hut with the tiniest windows imaeinable
and the rotten walls tumbling in all directions. In the
yard was the electorate;peasantsof all ages,the men
in white frieze coats with the seamsoutlined with thin
black cords, and sprigs of palm in their hats, the
women in the fleecy woollen coatsof the lowlands that
made them look like shaggy sheep. A gendarme,
almost as tall as the cottage itself, was standing by the
door with a crowd of men pushing round him. Inside,
a peasant in a high white astrakhan hat barred the
door of the actual voting room with his arm and admitted the voters in batches. The room had an
uneven earth floor and two low windows. At a rickety
table the committee of four who conducted the voting
were sitting surrounded by a mass of papers. The
voting slips, consistingof a sheetof paper bearing the
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names of the thirty-two Government candidates, had
been sent out to the voters several davs before bv the
local authorities. Each voter brought his slip'with
him, had his name ticked off on the committee's list
and was given an envelopein which he placed the slip.
There was a kind of screenconsistingof two piecesof
linen hanging from a string, but few people worried
to go behind it. Most of them looked round at the
assembledparty, smiled nervously and then with a
show of covertnessput the paper into the envelope
and dropped it into the urn.
Far from being a free election the whole thing was
of course farcical. How farcical, however, I only had
brought home to me then. In the first place, it was
only possibleto vote for the Government or to express
dissatisfactionwith it; one could not vote for another
party for there was only the Government list. But
how could one even expressdisapproval? There were
two courses open. Either the voter could stop at
home, in which case he would be fined, for voting
was obligatory in Czechoslovakia, and be marked
down as an opponent of the rdgime, or he could go
to the polling-booth and put an emptv envelope into
the urn. But in this manauvre too he would almost
certainly be marked down, for the envelopes were
quite transparent and anyone who was watching
could see whether the voting slip was inside or not.
I myself saw several empty envelopesgoing into the
urn. At this first booth I did not see anyone openly
spying, but in many of the other booths up and down
the country, and in Chust itself, a man was seensitting
all day long watching the urn, which was conveniently
placed directly between liim and the light from the
window. Furthermore one must remember that a very
large number of the peasantsare illiterate, so that they
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probably did not realize the import of the procedure.
With so many illiterate voters the open electionsthat
used to be held in the old days probably had their
merits; for in that event the voter did at least realize
what he was being asked to do.
The head of the Commission,who suddenly noticed
me standing in the background, came and asked for
my identity card. He spelt the Czech out haltingly
and then, after gazins at the card from all directions,
said that it was certainly not valid, becausealthough
it was signed, it had not the Foreign Office stamp
on it. Then another man came up who could speak
French and he assuredhim that all was in order.
At Danilovo the whole village was decorated with
flags. Everywhere they were blue and gold, except
on the housesof the two gendarmeswhere the blue and
gold flapped lazily beside the red, white and blue,
symbol of allegianceto the ^Republic. There the voting
was going on in a modern Czech-builtschool. The old
peasantwho was holding the door greetedme warmly
in English. He had been in Chicago for twenty years
and seemedto know all the Middle West. Our talk,
however, was soon cut short, for the schoolmastercame
along, saying that my presence was strictly illegal,
and bustled me ofl perhaps with reason, for a brief
glance into the room had shown that there was not
even a pretence at a screen there and that the urn
was under the very nose of the voting officer.
At the next village I was again greeted in English
by a voting officer who immediately took me inside the
booth. The voting was nearly over, for the whole
village had been askedto go to Church at eight o'clock
and then go and vote in community. The booth had
by this time become the village club. The peasants
were all standing about discussingtheir affairs and
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commenting on a few laggard voters who trickled in.
It was a festive scene,for the boys all had flowers or,
more often, long feathers in their hats, and all the
men wore pleated white linen shirts, decorated with
red and blue glass buttons, which were drawn in
slightly at the waist and then hung down outside the
trousers like short skirts. Voting slips were tightly
clasped. One doubled-up old woman came in and
produced hers, wrapped up in a long piece of white
linen, from somewhere in the depths of her clothes.
In the corner a mattresshad been stuck up, and for the
sakeof appearancesa man or woman would occasionally be pushed behind it; but few seemedto feel the
need of it themselves. Later I heard that the villaee
had voted gg.5 per cent in favour of the Governmerit.
It was hardly surprising, for in many casesas the voter
went to the table the commissioner,instead of handing
him the envelope, had taken the slip from him and
put it into the envelope.
Outside in the street was a huge gathering of
peasants. Two old men were holding forth. Up to
now things had gone all right, they said, with plenty
of work and bread, but who knew what was going to
happen in the future? No one seemed to have any
idea. Then an oldJew came along, bent with age and
supporting himself on a stout stick. "Are you going
to vote for the Government?" someonecried. "Of
courser" he said with emphasis. Then he turned round
and added with a sly smile, "And if I vote for the
Government what sort of treatment are we going to
get afterwards?" Everyonelaughed good-humouredly.
By the early afternoon the coveted white flag which
signified that a village had given a vote of more than
gB per cent for the Government list, was flying from
many of the church towers.
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In the evening the faithful gathered in the Koruna
restaurant to hear the results from outlying villages
which were being broadcast. So much brandy and
liquor was sold that the supply ran out.
Two men with Sitch armbands were arrested outside the hotel, on the grounds that they were Polish
spies in disguise, and at about three o'clock the
evening ended in a fight. One of three Czechs who
had suddenly come ir, all rather drunk, started
abusing the Ukrainians and Germans. There were no
Ukrainians in the province, he said, thev were all
Ruthenians; it was a Czech land and all the trouble
had been stirred up by the Germans. A crowd of
people led by the young hotel-porters set upon him,
beat him and threw him headlong down the stairs
into the street. Three policemen came to arrest the
ringleader of the porters, but he had hidden in the
attics. Next morning the police returned, armed
with rifles, but again went away empty-handed.
According to the porter, the Czechswere a cowardly
crowd, and he had held all three policemen at bay
with a drawn knife.
The final figure was a 92 per cent vote in favour of
the Government. The local officials were jubilant,
and the German Consul, who had sent to Berlin
twenty telegrams relating the course of the day's
events, said that Hitler would have been quite
satisfiedwith only a 65 per cent Government vote.

For some time before the election there had been
constant doubt as to whether there would be an
opposition list. At elections to the Czechoslovak
Parliament all parties had been represented. These
parties, however, had been dissolvedwhen provincial
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autonomy was granted, and, in view of the new
issuesat stake, which cut clean acrossthe old political
affinities, it was obvious that they could not be
revived. The only opposition party that could have
been formed would have been one that incorporated
on a broad basis all people who considered themselvesRuthenians and were unwilling to subscribeto
the ideals of Ukrainians.
Developments were clouded by secrecy and false
rumours, and it was not until somedays after the election itself that I was eventually able to piece together
the surprising story of what had really happened in the
opposition camp. Leaders of the Orthodox Church,
and certain members <.rfthe former Agrarian party
who were representativesof the Great Russian idea
had attempted to form a joint opposition party, but,
as rumour correctly whispered, they had all been
thrown into gaol and kept there until after Sunday,
zz January, the day on which candidate lists had to
be presented.
The Orthodox Church had at first considered
running independent candidatesof its own, but when
the leadersapproachedFather Volosin on I7 January
they were told that it was too late to do so as no time
remained for the organization of a party. Volosin
offered to put a certain number of their representatives
on the Government list, but repeatedly refusedto state
how many. Kosse and Stefan, the former Agrarian
leaders, then suggestedto the Orthodox leaders the
organization of a big joint party. And a meeting of
sixteenpersonsto discussmeansfor putting the scheme
into practice was held at the former Agrarian party
office in Chust on 20 January.
Hardly had the meeting begun when the door was
burst open and in marched the police, headed by
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Bilej in person. Bilej accusedthose present of holding
a meeting without having obtained permission. But
he allowed Kosse,who maintained it was no meeting,
but only an informal gathering of friends whom he was
informing about conditions in Prague, to go and see
Volosin. Volosin upheld Bilej. Kosse returned to the
hall, and he and his fifteen friends were carried off
to the local gaol. This was on the Friday morning
before the election Sunday. All sixteen were kept
there until Sunday afternoon, and some of them until
Monday or Tuesday.
So much for the ringleaders. The Government
flattered itself that it had settled with the opposition
easily enough. But on Friday evening it had to be on
the alert again, and on Sunday, in spite of everything,
two opposition lists were presented.
As soon as the arrests on Friday became known a
Dr. Bathory, who had been in close touch with the
various leaders, drew up a second list. The police
got wind of this and a kind of relay race ensued.
Bathory started darting about from place to place,
hunted by the poiice. He was captured in a car at
Sevlus on Saturday morning. But the police did not
get the list, for Bathory had handed it to a friend
named Vassilenko exactly ten minutes before the
arrest. By this time the affairs of the would-be party
were in a fine state of muddle. The news of the arrests
had spread among the faithful like wildfire, and the
peopleof Iza,loyal membersof the Orthodox Church
ever since their conversion by Kabaljuk, themselves
decided to make a list. It was a noble effort, but they
had no sort of organTzatron,no political experience
and little knowledge of anything outside their own
village. The assertionmade by officials, that they put
the name of a Government candidate, one of their
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fiercest opponents, on their list, may well have been
uue.
Both lists were killed. The people of lza went
with their list to the Government buildings on Sunday
morning and asked for the official competent to
register it. They were sent from room to room until
at last they became fogged and desperate. Then they
returned to the official whom they had first seen.
"Yes, I am the man who acceptslistsr" he said,
"but you have come too late, for it is now four
minutes past twelve and, as you know, all lists must be
presentedbefore twelve."
Vassilenko managed to get his list presented by a
friend. But it was rejected on the ground that it was
not backed by a party organization.
In this comic interlude, worthier of a musical
comedy than of serious preparations for an election,
the Government appearsto have had at any rate some
measureof right on its side. For in Carpatho Ukraine
it was the law that every political party must be
registered with the authorities, and recognized by
them, before it could have any corporate life or enjoy
the right to take part in elections. Up to the Friday
on which the leadersof the potential opposition party
held their meeting, no effort had been made by them
to organize any party, and, judged by western standards, it is hard to see how they could have done so
in the two days which remained. The weak part of
the Government's case was that they chose to resort
to force.
One of the chief difficulties with which the Government of autonomous Carpatho Ukraine was always
faced was that of financing the country. The annual
expenditure in the province had been about 35o
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million crowns, of which Carpatho Ukraine had been
able to provide only roo million crowns. The balance
had always been paid by Prague. Ever sinceOctober,
however, the Czechs had shown an increasing unwillingness to pour money into a province which, at
every turn, showed a desire to emancipate itself more
and more from Czech control. At first this had not
worried the Ukrainians, and apparently did not do
so even in January of this year, when it had become
quite clear that, if they were to carry out the investments which they had in mind, their budget would
be bigger than ever. Germany, who through her
foreign policy was directly interested in Carpatho
Ukraine, would, they naively believed, provide them
with ali the money they needed, either in the form of
loans or direct subsidies. As far as I could ascertain,
however, no German money ever came to Chust, nor
was there ever any real question of its doing so.
By the time of the elections, the Government's
sanguine belief in this financial help seemed to be
weakening. Hope turned towards the American
Ukrainians, who had already, in a smaller way,
shown a marked readiness to help, and, somewhat
unwillingly, negotiationswere started with the central
Government in Prague. Of the negotiations with
Prague, which all along were particularly stormy
(being intimately bound up with the presence of
General Prchala) we were to hear plenty more later
on.
The Germans, however, although they would not
provide money, showed great interest in the proposed
economic development of Carpatho Ukraine. In
the twenty years of the first CzechoslovakRepublic,
Carpatho Ukraine had been the Republic's source of
supply for timber and salt and an increasingly
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appreciated playground for tourists. This r6le, however, no longer satisfiedthe Ukrainians. They dreamt
of a little State in which forestry and industry would
be neatly balanced, and where the level of life
would rise to that of western or at any rate central
Europe. They asked nothing better than German cooperation.
The group of foresterswho had suddenly appeared
in Chust on the eve of the elections were to inspect
the State forests and gauge roughly what amount of
the timber which Germany still needed could be
provided by Carpatho Ukraine. Negotiations were
to follow for a Trade Agreement, by which Carpatho
Ukraine would export timber to Germany, and also
eggs, butter and any other agricultural produce that
might be available, acquiring in return the machinery
needed for the construction of factories and the
exploiting of such rarv products as oil and iron. It
was also suggestedthat the Germans should start an
omnibus company for the improvement of communications. It was estimated that in three years
Carpatho Ukraine would have absorbed all the
machinery she required. A three-corneredagreement
with Rumania was then suggestedas a possibility. By
this agreement Carpatho Ukraine would continue to
export timber to Germany, Germany would export
to Rumania, and Rumania would pay Carpatho
Ukraine for the timber by sending her maize. Such
an agreementwould have suited Germany very well, as
shewas exporting large quantities of goodsto Rumania
and was unable to take sufficient Rumanian goods to
balance the payments. The Ukrainians could have
taken a large amount of maize, anything up to two
thousand waggon loads a year, for rnaize is one of the
customary staple foods, and since October most of the
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level maize-growing land had been in Hungarian
hands.
Among the factories proposed were one for canning
fruit and another for the production of cellulosefrom
the timber that had previously been exported for this
purpose to Hungary. Brick and cement works, to
provide the materials for an anticipated building boom
were also envisaged. Bata, the famous shoe manufacturer, was considering the erection of a factory at
Akna Slatina for the transformation of the salt from
the mines into various chemical products.
The production of oil and iron, on which both
Ukrainians and Germans set great store, seemedto be
very problematic. Two German geological missions
came down, but they can scarcelyhave been excited
over what they found. The Czechs,who had searched
the province pretty thoroughly for oil, had only
thought it worth while to start boring operations at
Jasina. By February they had already been boring
steadily there for six years. They had bored to a
depth of r,zoo metres and, according to the experts,
rvould not have to go much further as the oil was
believed to be at a depth of r,3oo to I,5oo metres.
But they were then progressing only three-quarters
of a metre per day, in spite of working all round the
clock. The lvork was said to have been held up twice,
owing to a spanner falling down the bore-hole, and
on each occasion it had been several weeks before
it could be recovered. It was extremely unlikely
that oil would have been worth boring for anywhere
else.
The iron works, which it was proposed to reopen,
had been disusedfor over sixty years, and one of them
had been worked only by the old charcoal method.
A grandioseschemewas now on foot for working them
L
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with the brown coal fiom a reported large seam near
Dovhe, an attractive littie toivnship in tlie hills not
far from Chust.
Plans for the reconstructionof direct rail and main
road communication with the west of the Republic
were of coursea subject of constant discussion.The
idea of building an autobaluz
down to the Rumanian
frontier (to connect with the one already begun near
Prague) was soon given up. It would have cost in
that mountainous country ten million crowns per
kilometre (drl3,ooo per mile). A normal-gauge
railway from Presov, the nearest point in Slovakia,
to Chust would have cost nearly drr,ooo,ooo. German sponsorshipof theseschemes,so much discussed
in the foreign press,seemsnever to have been more
than a matter of wishful thinking on the part of all
concerned. The only schemewhich was likely to have
been realized was the provision of throua'h communication between P.esov and Chust by ireans of
rail-cars on a small-gauge railrvay. Large sectionsof
small-gauge railway already in existencecould have
been utilized, and, if r.l'ork had begun this spring, as
arranged,it would have been completebeforethe end
of the year. This would have been paid for out of the
central budget.
Of the mammoth broadcasting station that was
being constructedin Chust with German money for
the spreadof Ukrainian propagandain neighbouring
countries, about which so much is heard abroad,
nothing was to be found in Chust. Visiting journalists,
who would never believe the story \,vasa rnyth, spent
many hours hunting for traces of it, and much money
on paying for the drinks of possible informers-but
their search was always fruitless. Of the pipe-line,
on the other hand. which mav now be constructed
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from Rumania to Bratislava to bring the oil which
Germany will be buying within easy reach of the distributing centres, we heard reports as long ago as
January, and I was officially informed that such a
pipe-line was in fact under construction. Was the
supposedly sudden German-Rumanian Economic
Agreement, which so startled the world in March,
perhaps under consideration even then?
Help from the Ukrainians in America and Canada,
if on a small scale, was at any rate tangible. They
formed groups, based on locality or political outlooks
and acted in common. Sometimes they sent gifts of
money, but their much appreciated charity more often
took the form of gifts in kind. One group would send a
consignment of shoes for schoolchildren, another
clothes, while others still would agree to provide a
certain township with a hospital, a new school, a
library, a clinic or someother public building. To the
special delight of the Chust authorities a very large
number of different groups were formed, and the
resulting competition was of marked benefit to
Carpatho Ukraine. A large financial loan, securedon
thc State forests,was also said to be under discussion.
Then, too, there was an extraordinary interest shown
by many individual Ukrainians all over the world.
A Ukrainian, naturalized Norwegian some ten years
ago and occupied in the timber trade in Oslo, arrived
in Chust with the intention of setting up a sawmill at
Jasina. Another Ukrainian came from America and
decided to build a studio for the production of
Ukrainian films in their naturai setting. Others were
planning to come from America, and there is no doubt
that if Carpatho Ukraine had continued to exist,
much could have been accomplishedwith the help of
individual Ukrainians, many of whom were willing
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to take a businessrisk if it could helo the mother
country.
The Chief Rabbi of Chust lived in a flat in the main
street. On the stairway, which, although comparatively new, was peeling and neglected and littered
with bits of paper-for Jews seldom trouble to make
repairs-a servant girl told me to go to the top flat
and walk straight in. I passedthrough a small hall,
neither furnished nor carpeted, and found the Rabbi
in a large room beyond. This room, too, was neither
carpeted nor curtained, and was quite without furniture, save for two large glass-frontedbookcasesfilled
with tall books bound in red leather and stamped with
Hebrew inscriptions, and for a table in the middle of
the room at which the Rabbi was seatedon one of
two chairs. He had on a long padded black satin coat
like a dressing-gownand a round black velour hat.
(For once, I had remembered that Jews keep their
hats on indoors and had not removed mine.) The
Rabbi, without getting up, motioned me to the chair
on his left hand. He was young and, although his
face was almost covered with hair so that one could
see bnt little of it, I had the impressionthat it was
finely moulded and that he was definitely handsome.
His hands, bony and soft and fish-like,were unpleasant
to the touch, but in appearanceexceptionallybeautiful; delicatelymade, rather fine and tapering toward
the finger-tips. I had plenty of time to study him, for
in the morning he keeps open house for anyone who
wants to ask his advice. When I arrived, an old
Jew with a long white beard and gnarled hands
was at great length asking advice about the marriage
of his grandson.
The grandson's life happily settled, I asked the
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Rabbi what future he saw for the Orthodox Jews in
Carpatho Ukraine.
"All we ask is that the situation should not be any
different from what it has been during the last twenty
years under the Czechs. We lived very happily with
the Czechs. The last few months have not been too
bad for us either, better in any casethan in Germany
and other lands. But we hope that things won't
changer" he said.
There was at that time little prospect of an immediate change, for the Jervish community, one of the most
compact and curiousin Europe, managedto dominate
public life and yet not to come into conflict with the
native inhabitants. While the wealthier, more educated of its members controlled higher commercial
life and the law courts, the rest ran the town shops
and village stores, owned the inns and restaurants,
made the clothes, repaired the watches and drains
and were in fact responsiblefor everything except those
few undertakings that had fallen into Czech hands.
A number of them, too, were settledon the land where
they lived as peasants. Together they numbered
65,ooo souls,or nearly thirteen per cent of the total
population, a bigger percentage than in any other
land in Europe.
With the Ukrainians theJews fitted in well enough.
The Ukrainian is a backward person, to whom systematic work is unthinkable and who thus is not at all
jealous of the Jews' position. Moreover, the Jew,
apart from his business,is interested in little save
religion, and his life, dominated by the old Jewish
ritual, proceedsquietly in the artificially conserved
spirit of the l\{iddle Ages. He is almost as fanatical
as his Rabbis, who live only for bible-teaching and the
Old Testament laws. want to know nothine of modern
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science,and are strongly opposed to any new habits
or ideas. Hardly any of the Ukrainian .|ews have
been baptized, and there are no Jewish organizations
save the old Orthodox Church. But although the
Jews knew that at that time no anti-Semiticlegislation
was contemplated, they were nevertheless feeling
uncomfortable. A Jewish rag merchant, told me that
his father, a butcher, had been Mayor of Akna Slatina
for forty years. That had been in the good old
Hungarian days; now no suchthing would be possible.
Change was in the air, and they were all afraid of what
it might bring.
The Rabbi's visitors were numerous, but the only
woman who appeared was his wife. She came in by
a side door, a big dark woman in a kimono, with thick
black hair and full face and breasts. For ten minutes
she stood in the corner, silently watching us, and then
walked disdainfully off. Suddenly the door was
pushed brusquely open and a nran with a big red
beard strode in. He started a long tale about a discussion he had had with a neighbour, over the price
of a load of timber. He was dressedlike a peasant,
had an astrakhanhat on the side of his head, and his
gestureswere those of a peasant. When he took his
hat off for a moment, I saw that in spite of his beard
his head was quite clean shaven; only the side curls,
demanded by ritual, were there. They were tied up
with tapes and hung down in neat little bunches
besidehis ears.
When the visitor had gone the Rabbi arose,and led
me into the adjoining room where lectures are given
twice a day to candidatesfor the Rabbinate . The room
was empty, but one evening, in another town, I had
looked through a window into just such a room as this,
and seena classin progress;white faced lads studying
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with avid concentration open copies of the Talmud,
their only light tiny oil-lamps. On the wall, above a
banner embroidered with the lions and crown of
David, the Rabbi sholved me tu,o framed setsof rules
in Hebrew. These were the rules of the school as
drawn up by his father and grandfather. The position
of Rabbi, he explained, is more or less hereditary,
and there exists almost a Rabbi caste. He was only
the third representative in the direct line in his
family, but some families, such as that of the Spira in
Munkacevo become real dynasties. When the last
Spira died the Rabbinate passedon to his son-in-law,
a young Rabbi from Galicia. According to the law
the son of a Rabbi must always be proposedas one of
the candidatesfor the successionwhen his father dies,
and unlessthere is anything particular against him, or
unlesshe himself doesnot u'ish to becomea Rabbi, he
is usually elected. The Rabbi of Chust informed me
regretfully that as he had not been blessedwith a son,
he was determined, like Spira, to chooseRabbis as
husbandsfor his daughters.When I took my departure
I went out by a back door, through a muddy yard, lest
one of Bile.j'swatchersshould have seenme and given
the Rabbi a black mark for talking to a foreigner.
Throughout the interview, I had pa"rticularly
wanted to ask the Rabbi lor an explanation of the
ritual bath. In every small township in Carpatho
Ukraine, or wherever there was a synagogue,I had
noticed a largish nondescript looking building, often in
faintly moorish style, bearing the interlocked triangles
of the Jewish faith. This, I was told, was the Jewish
bath-house,but what exactly happened there no one
would explain. At length, one evening, as f was
coming out of a yard where I kept my car, I ran into
a Jew with whom we had once travelled in the train.
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He was a stalwart young fellow with a strong voice
who, although he wore a caftan, did not appear to
regard ritual as a particularly sacred matter, and was
always ready to volunteer information. As we walked
up and down the street, I at last learnt the meaning of
a ritual bath. It must be taken before praying. A
strict Jew goes to the Synagoguethree times a week,
on the Sabbath, on Monday and on Thursday, taking
the ritual bath as a preparation each time. Others
take it only before the Sabbath. The bath-house
contains normal baths and also the ritual bath, which
consists of a sunk basin approached by steps. The
bather must go into the water and completely submerge himsel{ taking care that all his haii is covered.
Strict rules regulate the depth of water in the bath,
and there are penalties for the bath-keeper if he
infringes them.
The provisionof bath-houses,
the young man added,
is one of the duties of the Jewish " Community."
These Communities, to which all who recognizethe
Jewish faith belong, are independent organizations
of theJews within the normal organization of the town
or rural district. All memberssubscribeto the common funds, out of which provision is made for the
erection of synagogues,Jewish evening schools for
the study of the Talmud, and other purely Jewish
institutions.
The young man also explained why it was that we
so often saw people walking about in Chust with one
chicken, or one duck, under their arms even if it were
not market day. The Kosher rules apply to fowls as
well as to animals, he said, which means that they
must be killed by a processof bleedins. Also they must
be carefullyinspectedto ensurethat they are " clean'' ;
a chicken, for instance, with a leg broken below the
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knee is clean, while one with a break above the knee
is unclean. Both the killing and the complicated
businessof inspection are in the hands of a special
ritual slaughterer, who charges fourpence for killing
a chicken, and tenpence for killin$ a goose. Another
important matter in the Jewish ritual is the condition
of the knife used for slaughtering. The blade must
"shine like a mirrorr" be absolutely sharp and have
no dents in it. It must be inspectedonce a week by
the Rabbi who tests it for dents by running it over
his nail.
Ritual of this sort dominaies the whole life of the
community. It is willingly followed-for in the psalms
it is written " God fulfils the wishesof the righteous,"
and to be righteous, the Rabbis say, all the laws of the
Old Testament must be obeyed to the letter. Thus it
is that women shave their heads on the eve of their
wedding day and wear wigs all the rest of their lives,
or that after a strictly celebrated wedding the boys
may only dance with the boys, the girls with the girls.
Thus it is that on the SabbaththeJew may not do any
form of work, even if it be winding up a car or pushing
a cart that has stuck in the mud; may not travel in a
train or tram, becauseit would mean making someone
else work, and may not accept money or even carry
money in his pocket if he goesbeyond the confinesof
his courtyard. Ritual obligesthe women who frequent
the synagogueto sit like unclean things in a purdah
gallery, while age-old custom, which has acquired
something of the force of ritual, makes their home life
that of married nuns. They work for their families,
but know neither the world, nor friends, nor even
their nearest neighbours, and scarcely go into the
streetssave for the weekly visit to the synagogue.
This supreme interest in the externals of reiigion is
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not without its advantage for the Jervish people,
especially in difficult times, for it keeps their minds
from dwelling overmuch on actualities. The only
Jews, in fact, who were in a really sad position were
the members of the small band of intelligentsia,the
doctors and lawyers, who, without the possibility of
leaving Carpatho Ukraine, were yet tortured by a
growing fear of the future.
Every day Jews asked me about the rules for entry
into England, the dominionsor the colonies,and their
efforts to fit themselvesfor life there, should they be
able to obtain a visa, were pathetic. Most of them
thought that if they could assemble two hundred
pounds and speakEnglish, they would be in a position
to demand a visa, whereas, in reality, such assets
would only enable them to qualify for one if there
happened to be a vacancy for a possessorof such
specialist'squalificationsas they had. Englisli lessons
were in such demand that every teacher had a long
waiting list, and the sale of English books was phenomenal. Even in quite tiny placesI cameon plentiful
stocks of Hugh Walpole, John Buchan and other
English writers. Towards the end of my stay the
stocks were beginning to run low, and owing to the
difficulty of obtaining foreign exchange were not
being replenished. When I went into the Chust
bookshop to buy an English book to while away a
journey all I could find was SexIn Prison. It had been
speciallyordered by a local inhabitant of Chust who
had subsequentlyrefused to take delivery. For three
years, the salesman said, with a look of mournful
resignation, it had been offered to each successive
customer.
On a table in the little room behind the cake shop,
that provided Chust with a genteel and much fre-
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quented tea room, I found one afternoon an Easy
English Course in the German language. It turned
out to belong to a large fair-haired Jew, who told me
that he had not been able to find a teacher and was
working by himself four hours a day. His case was
typical of many others with which I came in contact.
He wanted to go to Australia, rvhere he had heard
there were openings for doctors. Previously he had
worked as a doctor in Karlsbad, Pistany and other
spas,and was then deputizing for his brother who was
a doctor-dentist in Chust. His fluent Enelish was
scarcelyrecognizable,but perhaps it did not matter
much; for unknown and unprotected he had little
chanceof obtaining a permit to work in Australia.
One of the cruellest tricks played on these unfortunate people was the "selling" to them of British
passports. I first heard of these saleswhen coming
back in the train from Sevlus one evening. Opposite
to me was a young man who asked for my Times. He
was an HungarianJew of good family, who had been
employed in an insurance firm at Uzhorod. When
the Hungarians obtained Uzhorod the firm had
transferred to Chust and he had come with it.
Naturally he wanted to obtain British citizenship,
rvhich, he said bitterly, would not be difficult if he had
money. In Uzhorod several Jewish lawyers, and
others, had bought British citizenship, the cost of
which r,r'asfrom d6oo to dr,ooo. None of the people
had ever been to England and none could speak
English. They did not intend to go there either, but
would stop in Uzhorod and continue with their normal
work, protected by British nationality. Later I heard
similar storiesfrom a number of other people,and all
believed that they were true. If I questioned the
stories, the inevitable reply was: as England had
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recently sold a slice of another country to ensure her
own peace, why was it unlikely that she should sell
her own citizenship?
The truth of thi matter I eventually learnt from
one of our passport control officers. Certain lawyers,
it appeared, had discovered a good and safe way of
making money. They would tell rich Jews that they
could probably obtain a British passport for them in
return for a certain sum of money. The Jew would
pay the money, but after a period of supposednegotiation between the lawyer and his friend in authority,
he would be informed that in this casethe lawyer had
been unable to do anything. The innocent who had
hoped to obtain the passport was of course not in a
position to sue the lawyer and his money was irrevocably lost. As the English money would have had
to be bought on the black market at about three
times its official value, and could be sold at the same
rate, the prospectiveEnglishman came out of the deal
very badly, the lawyer very well. In most casesthe
lawyers were Jews themselves.

10
BErwnBN the elections and the first meeting of the
newly electedDiet, a period of calm was expected. So
we decided to escapefrorn the enervating atmosphere
of intrigue in Chust and go up for a few days to
Rachov, where we should have the chance of seeing
something of the conduct of one of the great State
forests,which together employed over 75 per cent of
the population. On the way we had decided to visit
salt mines at Akna Slatina.
We left Chust by train early one morning, changed
at Camera Le Sziged,a waysidestation in Rumania,
into a tiny narrow-gaugetrain that brought us back
across the Tisza into the Republic, and arrived at
Akna Slatina at about mid-day.
Slatina is a place that is still in its growing pains.
The centre of the scattered township is a muddy
street with modern steel and concretehouseson one
side, and on the other a large modern Czech hospital
and a group of villas arranged in a decent plan. In
the vicinity are the usual wooden houses,debasedand
urbanized examplesof the peasantstyle, a big wooden
cinema dating from the pre-War "fretwork" period,
and, on a hummock, a group of large eighteenthcentury villas in spacious tree-filled gardens belonging to the mine directors. Behind the hummock are
the three groups of mine chimneys and the big
openwork wire wheels, turning first this way and then
r73
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that as the lifts rattle up and down the mine shafts.
On the whole it is a bleak and rather squalid place,
but its position and the lovely view of the mountains
are some recompense to the officials forced to live
there.
The mine was a great surprise. It was a thing of
real beauty, not merely curious. We raced down
in a cage that moved so f;ast that I thought we
should lose our stomachs,or else be thrown out and
killed en masse,and then suddenly came to a halt
by a gallery. At the end of this we came out into
one of the loveliest halls I have ever seen. It was
some sixty feet high and several hundred feet long,
with many big transepts like those of a cathedral.
The whole was of a clean whitish grey colour and
immediately produced an atmosphere of cheerfulness. The walls at the top ran straight down to a
gallery, cut out like a triforium, and then sloped
gradually backwards. Their texture varied in bands,
a broad quite smooth band, where the salt had been
cut clean off with a saw, and then a band furrowed
like granite by the axes of handworkers. These
furrows all ran in the"same diagonal direction and
produced a splendid symmetry. The roof was cut
like stylized waves. I had none of the usual impression of being in a mine, stifled somewheredown
in the bowels of the earth, disorientated by the lack
of sky, and dismally oppressedby a vague claustrophobia. It was more like being in a house of fantasy,
an exceptionally cheerful and in no sense macabre
fantasy.
The mine consistsof several of these galleries one
below the other. In the lowest one the men had
only just started working. They start near the roof,
cutting the salt away round the base of the walls with
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a machine saw, and then, beginning near the walls,
hacking up the floor, so that the gallery gets gradually
deeper and deeper. The most spectaculargallery is
said to be the topmost. It was three hundred feet
high, with the roof curving gradually inwards like
the roof of a Gothic cathedral. The salt had turned
dark green and the air had made the surface quite
smooth.
Back in the office the manager told me something of
the mine's history. Salt, he had said,had beenworked
in that neighbourhood ever since the Middle Ages.
As soon as one shaft was exhausted another would be
opened up. The one we had just visited had been
worked since rBoo. The three shafts produced
together about r 75,ooo tons of salt a year, and the
workers were among the best paid in the whole
Republic. They earned from fifty to sixty crowns
(sevenshillings to nine shillings) a day, but owing
to the closing of the frontiers they were then only able
to work two days a week. Out relief was only a hundred crowns a month, and as they had never savedup
during the good days many of them were now in a
very poor wa,v.
The workers at Slatina are descendedfrom generations of salt mine workers,but few of them are of local
stock. The local inhabitants, always few in number,
had shown neither the aptitude nor the desire for
sustainedand skilledn-ork. Thus,just as Germansand
Austrians had to be imported for intensive working of
the forest so had Rumanians been brought in from
neighbouring territory for the intensive working of the
salt mines. In talking of these rvorkers the mana.qer
had used the term " Magyarized " Rumanians. I
was always hearing of Magyarized Germans and
Magyarrzed Rumanians, but never of Magyarized
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Ruthenians. I asked the manager the reason for
this; why, if the Germans and Rumanians had
succumbed to Magyar influence, the much simpler
Ruthenians had not done so, too. The root reason,
he said, was because they had never learnt the
Hungarian language. The Germans and Rumanians
had usually settled in the small industrial centres,
such as they were, while the Ruthenians had remained
rooted in the country villages and in isolated settlements in the forests. In the towns there had been
schools, and after a people for several generations
had spokenHungarian in the schools,and, more important, learnt to read and write in it, they began to
speakit at home. Also if they had wanted a Government job, or any better paid one, they had had to
learn Hungarian. In the country districts, on the
other hand, schoolshad been few and far between,
and even if the Ruthenian children had attended
them they had often finished their schooling illiterate. For the Hungarian language was not studied
as a subject,and right up to the end, many of the
children only half understood what they were being
taught.
We lunched in a little Czech restaurant, where we
had already breakfasted, and enjoyed the luxury of
fresh butter and tea in clean glassesat half the price
that was charged at the Koruna. We then drove out
to Niszky Apsza, a village where the peasants were
said to keep buffaloes.
Niszky Apsza is about six miles from Slatina. We
crossed a tract of brown heath country, where one
could almost seethe wind blowing, and then bumped
along a wet sandy track over a shoulder of hill to a
broad valley with three villages in it. The population
here is very mixed. The tlvo villages at the bottom
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of the valley were exclusively Rumanian, that at the
top Ruthenian.
Just before the first village we were met by a procession. Bareheadedpeasantboys in white frieze ioats
and trousers were carrying silken church banners
ornamented with long tassels. I supposedit was one
of the many feast days of the Greek Catholic Church,
and C who had got out his camera, ran back through
the mud to photograph the processionasit came along.
Behind the boys was a large crowd of peasants,and yet
further behind a small orchestra rather thin and
scrapy, its notes biown away by the wind, consisting
of a violin, viola, and guitar all held well in the air.
The tune, when heard, seemedcheerful. Then came
three rows of girls, in bright embroidered dresses,each
carrying a lighted candle.
Suddenly, I saw that it was no holiday procession,
but a funeral. For behind the girls, borne along in
the midst of another seething mass of peasants,some
weeping, others gossipinggaily enough, was a coffin.
It was painted sky blue and decorated all over with
sky blue paper roses. I was told it was the funeral
of a rich demoiselle. I wanted to escape from this
macabre scene and was afraid that C taking photographs might give seriousoffence. But apparently he
did not, for the demoiselle'sbrother darted out from
the processionand told C that he knew what he was
doing, he was taking photographs,and that he wanted
one. C promised that he would send him one. But
no, this was no good, he said, he wanted it at once;
he knew where it was, it was inside the black box
already, and C must take it out. Just then another
brother came along and dragged him back to his place
by the coffin. We pushed on through the mud to the
middle of the village.
M
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These Rumanian villaees show the Rumanian influencevery strongly. The houscshave steeperpitched
roofs and the posts that support the verandah roofs
are much thicker and more heavily carved than in
the rest of Carpatho Ukraine. The church, like those
near Chust, was purely Rumanian ; a very tall slender
tower with a gallery round it, and, above this, one
big spire and four little spires. Then the dress is
different, and there is quite a different tradition in
weaving. The women have little embroidery on their
dressesand their aprons are made of a coarsewoollen
material with bold stripes running acrossit, usually
red and yellow or black and yellow. Everything, in
fact, is much coarserand bolder. The women's 6ags,
in which they carry their pots and so forth when they
go to market, are made of a coarse linen in a tattan
pattern, the ground usually dark red with much
purple over it. Someof the women are really first class
weaversand make their bags of woollen tapestry with
beautiful floral designs. This tapestry is also used
for carpets and for the long strips of material that
conceal the piles of pillows placed on the rails above
the beds. They clothe the walls much better than
embroidery work or the strips of ordinary thin striped
material, and against the background of the ptairt
brown wooden walls, make a setting of which no
interior decorator need be ashamed.
The men, too, have their own dress,characterized
by their hats and belts. Their hats are amusing.
They are little round straw hats with tiny crowns and
falling brims, and with a pale blue silk ribbon round
the crown surmounted by five rosedu Barri cords.
The ribbon crossesat the back and hangs down in two
short ends, and this and the elastic band with which
the hats are held on givesthem a singularly childish ap-
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pearance. The elasticis worn under the chin or under
the back of the head according as to whether the
wearer choosesto have his hat perchedon the back or
the front of his head. In contrast to these light hats
the men often wear stout leather belts, anything up to
a foot broad. They are not made localiy, but have to
be imported from Rumania, and their heavy studding
and tooling clearly shows an eastern influence that
has little to do with Ruthenia proper. A man who
came out of one of the cottages strapped his belt
round him, shook himself a little, and patted his sides
contentedly. It was a tradition in the village to wear
these belts, he said, but he liked them becausethey
braced a man up and made him feel stronger.
We found the buffaloeswithout difficulty, for nearly
all the Rumanians and Jews in the village kept them.
C made friends with a man who had two cows and
he willingly brought them out into the yard. They
were not very large, but as all buffaloesare strong and
apt to get restive, the village, which by this time had
collected,was kept behind a stout fence. A good cow
buffalo they said, costs about dZ. She will give less
milk than an ordinary cow, but the milk has a bigger
fat content and is sweeter than either cow's or goat's
milk. The male buffaloes are used for draught purposes and when full grown can easily pull twice as
much as an ox. The only thing against them is that
they always like to get into water when they are hot.
In summer, if a buffalo scentsa river or pond nearby,
off he will go, cart and all, and a tremendous tugof-war ensuesbetween him and the driver. As the
buffaloes are very strong they usually win, and into
the water goes cart, driver, and everything else. I
asked Ruthenian peasantsin a neighbouring village
why they did not keep buffaloes too. They admitted
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but added, with a shrug of
their value and usefulness,
it
"not
the custom there."
that
was
shoulders,
the
At Camera Le Sziged, the main-line junction, we
found that someone had removed C's photographic
satchel from the little platform at the end of the railway waggon, where we had set it down with our cases.
C, being a true Pole, was not at all disturbed; it had
gone, so what was the use of worrying about it? But
the Czech gendarme who was standing by the train
took up a different attitude. At first he searchedthe
train, but, finding nothing, decided that it must have
been removed by someone at the one halt between
Slatina and the main line. No one had any suggestion
to make. Then somebody said that he had seen a
young peasantclasping somethingunder his short coat,
get off the train and walk away across the fields.
Others then remembered they had seen him too, but
no one knew who he was, or whencehe had come. The
Ruthenians said he was a Rumanian, the Rumanians
that he was a Ruthenian. Then a tremendous
argument ensued as to exactly what he had worn.
His straw hat fixed him as a Rumanian, but to
which of the Rumanian villages did he belong?
Every detail of his dresswas discussed,and just as the
other train was coming in they had managed to decide
that he must have come from a certain village far up
in the hills. To the great credit of the Czech gendarmerie they managed to trace the lad down that
very evening, and two days later the satchel with all
its contents was returned to C in Rachov.
The train was crowded. A Rumanian peasant, a
broad bovine fellow in white, with a smiling face and
two huge linen bags full of beans,came and sat down
opposite us. He was on his way to Jasina, he said, to
sell his beans, for he could get a better price foi them
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there than in his own village in the valley. He would
stand by the bridge at Jasina until they were all sold.
As no one would buy more than a pint he would
probably be there for three days or so. He said he
scarcelyrememberedthe Hungarian times,but added,
as peasantsinvariably did, that the Czech days had
been very good. Everyone had been.able to seli his
produce then, but now it was all very difficult, for the
Czechsdid not want to buy anything from Carpatho
Ukraine.
On the first evening at Rachov we saw little save
the dark street in which the houseslooked better than
those in Chust and in which everything was much
cleaner, a great triumphal arch put up for the elections, and the Tourist Hostel, built recentiy by the
Czech Tourist Association,in which we were stopping.
It was much better than the Koruna. We had a clean
little room under the roof, with two white beds, a
strip of carpet and running water, the latter an
unexpected luxury even though it was only cold.
Downstairs was a good simple restaurant, full of
Czech officials. The food was excellent, and I
realized that the longer I stoppedin Carpatho Ukraine
the more I came to appreciateall things Czech. There
was even a bath upstairs. Unfortunately, however,
the service was not Czech, so we could not use the
bath. Although the manager promised us baths,
nothing that he could say would induce the maid to
put a few logs into. the geyser and light.the fire.

The Director of Forestshad been called away to a
funeral and nobody else knew anything about our
coming. Faced with an empty day, we decided to
walk up into the hills.
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We set out acrossthe deep valley in which Rachov
lies, traversed the river, and started rp a narrow
valley on the other side. The view aheadwas enclosed
by high snow mountains. For the first hour's walking
we were too near the town to find anything of interest.
Unlike the lovely cottages of the Jasina district, the
houses here seemed to be only poorly proletarian.
They were marked by no particular style and were
among the most squalid that I had seen anywhere;
roofs falling ofl walls patched with odd bits of wood
or tin, the inhabitants dressedin rags. In one house
were two tiny rooms, each about nine feet square,
one for the family and the other for some hens and a
pig. The family room was full of steam, and moisture
was trickling down the walls and dripping slowly on
to the pile of rags in the corner that served as a bed.
The father was out of work, and the family's one
source of income, apart from what they could scrape
from their plot of land, was the threepencesthat a
little boy earned by the sale of home-madeflutes.
Further up the valley, at a place where, with the
help of an expert who made the door and window
frames, a family was building itself a new house, we
turned up steeply into the hills.
Above us was a big expanseof sloping hillside on
which peasants' houseswere scattered thickly, while
here and there were little groups of fruit trees,a sheep
pen, or an isolateddutch barn. A woman was kneeling
by a small waterfall fixing the blue, yellow, red and
orange wool that she had dyed at home. The snow
was far above us, beyond a dark patch of forest.
No tracks crossedthe hillside and no vehicle could
have reached the cottages,not even a peasant'scart.
Holdings were fantastically intermixed and each plot
was so tiny that there was little scopefor improvement.
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No wonder, I reflected, that in such a community,
life tends to follow the traditional pattern from
generation to generation. Most of the Tamilies have
been there from time immemorial. If I askeda peasant
how long he had been in his presenthouse,he replied
either that he had been there " always" or that he
ttcame from over there." For t'over therer"
I used
at first to envisage some littie corner in the next
valley, but hardly would the processbe cornpietebefore
I realizedthat the placeat which the man was pointing
was quite closeat hand, perhapsscarcelya hundred
yards down the hill. The houseused to be there, he
would say, but it had got burnt down, or perhapshe
had had to leave it when he married, and his brother
now lived there. Few of the families seemed to have
had connections with Galicia, as had those around
Jasina; and, although it was always reputed to be
a centre of Ukrainianism, I personally found little
enthusiasmfor the cause.
By u small sheep pen a man in blue homespun
trousers,bound tightly round the leg, and a heavily
embroidered shirt, was practising on his twelve-foot
horn. The tune was alwaysthe same; a long expanding note, then a series of trills on two notes only,
followed by a long note fading away again. I noticed
that he had a gold ear-ring like a little badge in one
ear. He said that when he had been in the army he
had had to go to hospital where he had been constantly troubled by bad headaches. The doctor had
prescribed all sorts of pills, and eventually given him
this charm. The charm had n'orked wondersand the
headacheshad completely and immediately ceased.
He had lost the first charm, but when he had replaced
it the headaches had immediately stopped again.
Pills, he said, destroyed the blood and nerves. The
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gold ear-ring was like a magnet, he thought. It
attracted the pain, and sometimes when he lvashed
in the morning the ring was quite dirty.
While we were talking to him another man, short
of stature, with an alert, shy expressionon his face,
and wearing deep wine coloured trousers, came
running out from his hut with a flute. He fetched
us blirgt (stuffed pancakes) on a big round dish and
we all sat down in the shelter of a haycock. The
little man played the flute well, but he preferred
talking.
" I hope we are not going to have another warr"
he said. " I was in the last one for three years and I
don't want another. I know what a lot got destroyed
here then. The Hungarian soldiers took our crops,
and then later the Rumanians robbed us. But the
next war will mean the destruction of everything here,
and probably of all of us too. I only want peace so
that I can go on working undisturbed."
His wife, who had come and joined us, nodded
appreciation.
" I have seen many different rulers here," he said
later, "but I don't mind who comes in the future.
They are all the same in the end; not so good and
not so bad."
I asked him what he was. Of course he rvas a
Ruthenian, he said, and, like everyoneelsewith whom
I spoke that day, added that he could not understand
Nowa Swoboda,the new official newspaper. His own
trouble was that he had difficulty with ihe Ukrainian
language itself; others, who spoke more or lessperfect
Ukrainian at home, had not had an opportunity of
learning the cyrillic alphabet.
Fortified by the blin2 we started to climb the hill
to a hut where it was said that Michael the musician
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lived. Michael, who supplemented the meagre income from his two acres by mending watches, was, I
had heard, a skilled player of both the zither and the
violin. Inside the hut we found a woman sitting on a
straight-backedchair by the hearth, her hands crossed
on her lap and a scarf over her head. She was conversing aimlessly with two men who were sitting at a
table. Michael brought down his zither from somewhere in the roof of the hut, and set it on the table.
He had made it himself out of pinewood, and it
closely resembled an English zither save that the
strings were made of seven small strings each, and
that it was played with two small hammers instead of
with the thumb and fingers. The other man brought
out a violin and they started to play.
They started off with the best known of the many
melodies to which the Huculka is danced. Its very
pronounced rhythm at once took me back to the
wedding atJasina. After repeating the samefew bars
many times without variation, they suddenlystopped.
Then they played some of the other forty melodies
to which the Huculka can be danced. Few of the
people can read music and none of the tunes are
ever written down, so that although they are in
general outline much the same, they are liable to
considerable variation from district to district. The
actual dance changestoo. In the olden days it was
nearly always taken slowly, but now the people like
to take it faster and have introduced many variations
into the step.
"You have danced the Huculka in.]asina?"
Michael said. " That's no place to do it. They are
too old-fashioned up there. You should see my wife
danceit."
After some persuasion the wife got up, threw off
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her scarf and tooh the old man whom we had brought
up from Rachov lr,'ith us by the arms. At first they
stood facing each other, gently marking trme. Then
they began slowly moving round, bringing one foot
up to the other. At each reverse they went quicker
and quicker, until at last they were flying round like a
top. Suddenly they stopped,and startedbeating with
their feet on the ground and clapping their hands.
Then off they went again, first one way and then the
other, varying the step after each reverse. Then the
music faded away, and, as suddenly as they had
previouslyhalted, the dancersnow stoppedaltogether
and flung themselves down on the hard wooden
bench by the window.
A violent snowstorm had come on and outside the
little windows we could see nothing but swirling
snowflakes. C and I started dancing, and soon we
were all four swinging round merrily enough. But
although it is easy to dance the Huculka it is very
difficult to dance it well. Michael's wife did not think
we could dance it at all, for we were never able to
acquire that even up-and-down motion and lightness
of tread that turns the dancing circle into a single
living thing.

As we were eating a combined lunch and tea in the
hostel restaurant Kleiss, his wife and a German friend
walked in. They had been ski-ing from a hut in the
mountains. Kleiss and I soon started discussingpolitics, whereupon Frau Kleiss at once became very
embarrassedand tried to change the subject. She
knew her husband a great deal better than we did,
for he was soon whipped up to a fury, and his conversation was more illuminating than discreet.
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Kleiss said that he and I never agreed. I replied
that whereas I personally had no grievance against
either Germany or himself, he evidently did not
reciprocate that feeling. There was no answer.
Then he proceededto analysethe position of our two
countries. Germany and Italy, he said, were "right"
states; England, France and America "left." The
terms had lost their original meanings, and a right
state was one that had ideals for the future, while a
left State clung to the past. A11Stateshe added, had
an upward period, a peak period and a period of
decline; England was clearly on the decline. There
was, he continued, another important difference
between England and Germany, namely this, that
England was richer than her position and qualities
merited, while Germany was poorer. But in twenty
years everything would be different; England would
no longer be where she standsto-day. It was in fact
very fortunate, he said, returning to his earlier statement, that England was a left State, otherwise
Germany would never be able to riseto world domination. For whatever might be said about England, she
\vas still powerful, and had England, even now,
chosento concentrateon the future instead of on the
past she would have been an insuperablebarrier in
Germany's path.
The German friend then asked me where I stood
politically in England. I said I was supposedto be on
the right, but that the degree of my political orientation did not justify me in standing up and saying, as
the Nazis did, that my ideas were infallible. I could
not be a Party member and at the same time an
impartial judge.
"What would happen if an army were run on those
lines?" demanded Kleiss.
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" But neither the German people nor any other
people can be regarded as an army."
Kleiss started laying down the law. " Only by treating the people as an army can one co-ordinate thought
and obtain unity of direction; only by first attaining
theseendscan the Gerrnan people hope to rise to world
dominion," he announced in loud, clipped tones.
Frau Kleiss, who had now become extremely
nervous and kept looking this way and that, started
patting her husband's arm and said, " Of course you
mean mastership of our own country; we have been
subjectedpariahs for twenty years, now we want to be
free." But it was quite obvioushe did not.
England must recognize Germany's demand for
colonies, Kleiss went on. She always recogrrized
things too late. Take the caseof Spain; why had she
only recognized Franco at the last moment and by so
doing made another enemy for herself?
"Because one can't go about recognizing insurgents," I said, "until the legitimate Government
has been definitely overturned."
"Other peopler" he said with a leer, "recognized
what was going to happen years ago, and knew how
to benefit from it. But it doesnot matter what England
does about the colonies, for in twenty years she will
have lost them all anvwav."
Frau Kleiss was by inis time really frightened. But
she need not have worried. Kleiss was so comic in
his fury that I could only laugh; moreover I wanted
to hear what elsehe had to say.
Germany, Kleiss went otr, needed colonies to
provide for all her surplus population, and he quoted
figures showing population per square mile of the
various other European countries. I suggestedlaughingly that if there were over-population it would-be
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better if Hitler gave gold medals to mothers who had
no children, insteadof to thosewho had eight or more.
Then C, who had so far remained silent, butted in.
"Aren't the Germans rather illogicai?" he said
bluntly, " they preach the racial basis, Germany for
the Germans,Poland for the Poles,every nation a compact racial group, but yet they want our Galicia and
also overseaslands where there is not a single German
at all."
Then the storm really broke. Everyone shouted.
Kleiss said C's arguments were childish, that he
refused to discuss such matters with anyone who
spoke with "Polish arrogance." "Things have been
said which I as a German cannot allow to be said in
my presencer"he screamed.
By this time the whole room was looking at us. I
managed to silenceC, and Kleiss got up and without
shaking hands walked off His car was waiting, he
said, and they must be getting back to Chust. Outside
I heard him remark that I was a democrat who " still
believesin moral principles".
" His " carrl noticed, was Volosin's private car which
had been sent up to fetch them. They were given it for
any little expedition they might like to make. But this
t'as their last. For in a few days he was recalled-on
instructions from the Wilhelmstrasse, I was told by
other Germans. He had been playing for the Great
Ukraine, they said, conducting a diplomatic action all
on his own (in conjunction with the Vienna group presumably) and the ideas he had been putting forward
were not thoseof official German circles. Kleiss'srecall
seemed added confirmation that the official attitude
was getting the upper hand at home, and that Germany warrted to keep the Ukrainian question on ice.
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On Sunday, a week after the elections, I went up
toJasina inablizzard. I did not go to the woodwork
school for the new Ukrainian director had arrived
and the school had been completely reorganized.
The reorganization was destinedto turn it into a handworkers' school, where the Ukrainians could be
trained in the various trades then usually in the control of the Jews. The idea was constructive, but in
practice it worked out badly. As a first step a leatherwork course had been initiated; but thirteen out of
the fifteen boys who had subscribedwere Jews, while
the other two were a German and a Hungarian. The
authorities had had to accept the boys, however
unwillingly, as they badly needed money.
The local Czechswere in a state of grave concern.
The air was full of rumours about their future. Two
things were certain: that two thousand out of the
five thousand Czech officials still left in Carpatho
Ukraine were to be given definite notice for r March,
and that the choice of those who were to go from
Jasina rested with Vasco, the Greek Catholic priest
in the village, who was a member of Volosin's secret
committee. Vasco had said openly in the local
Government officesin Rachov, " Those whom I wish
to stop will stop, those whom I wish to go will go."
The secret committee, which met once a week in
Chust, was the most dreaded organization in the
province. Its members, one of whom came from each
district, gave reports on the general atmosphere, and
on local events, special attention being given to the
behaviour of the Czechsand of members of the other
minorities.
The general position of the Czechs, however,
seemedbetter at that time. Since the election things
had calmed down, for the Ukrainians now felt assured
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of their position and no longer needed to carry on
anti-Czech propaganda in the hopes of influencing
the vote. Volosin himself, and, more important perhaps, the Germans, seemed determined to exert a
calming influence. A few days previously the new
German Consul, who representedthe ofiicial Wilhelmstrassepolicy, had said to a responsiblepersonwhom I
knew in Chust, that the Czechscould not all be eot
rid of at once. They were necessaryfor the profer
running of the country, and would be for some five
years more. They could only be supersededslowly,
and as the Ukrainians had been trained to take their
places. If expertswere neededthey could be recruited
from Germany, he added. As if to implement such a
policy Volosin had declared in a private circular to
officials that all anti-Czech aeitation must stop. and
that anyone who instigated iny agitatio.r wouid be
liable to fifty days' imprisonment.
Preparations for the first meeting of the Diet were
already in full swing. A group of leading people had
arrived in Rachov and were drawing up plans. The
meeting was to be held in Rachov, because,in view
of that town's connection with the .]asina Revolt, it
rvas considered to be more closely bound up with
the Ukrainian movement than Chust. As no public
hall was available the recreation haii of the Czech
Tourist Hostel was to be adapted for the purpose.
One evening I went to call on the Director of
Forests. He lived in the ground floor flat of a beautiful
houseset in the middle of a secludedgarden. I found
him sitting by the wirelesswith his young brother, a
good-looking lad who seemedto find it amusing to
wear a small but flourishing black beard protruding
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from the tip of his chin. The director, in appearance
like a miniature Mussolini, at once impressed me as
an odd mixture of shrewdnessand absurdity. His
father had been a simple woodman on the Schonborn
estate. He himself was the only Ukrainian on the
Rachov forestry stafl and the importance of the
position to which he had recently been appointed
obviously gave him great pleasure. Having deposited
me firmly in the middle of the dining-room he said
that he would give me a basic idea of the forests in
those parts. The younger brother brought us in a
bottle of sweet syrupy wine and left us with a smile
on his face-probably he knew what to expect.
The basic idea which the director had promised
consisted first of a detailed list of the districts into
which the Rachov area is divided; then detailed lists
of the personnel employed in each of the districts;
here there were three clerks, two inspectors, an
engineer in charge of the dams, an inspector of
diseases,there two clerks, two engineers, etc., etc.
The number of districts and officials seemed interminable, and I began to wonder if I should have to
hear full particulars of the number of foresters and
other manual workers as well. Then he suddenly
came to the Head Administration in Rachov and
ended up, beating himself on his fully expanded little
chest by saying, "And at the head of all this great
organization, with full control over all the officiais
whom I have named to you is a Director in Chiet
and-that-is-7ns.))
For a few minutes he was
breathless,but even this was not the end. I had to
suffer lists of the treesthat grew in the various districts,
lists of the soils,lists of the meansof transport.
None of this meant much to me; but the director
had such a store of enthusiasm that I could not well
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escape, and the hypothetical man whom I had
waiting for me in the cafb had to wait a very long
time. I at last went home through the swirling snow
to a savoury omelette served with stewed whortleberries. Either this unusual mixture, or the wine,
disagreedwith me so badly that for three days afterwards I had to starve.

11
ONB of the chief preoccupationsof the Reich Germans
in Carpatho Ukraine was with the German minority.
According to Czech figures this minority numbers
some 7,ooo persons,but the Germans estimate it at
some r4,ooo, and claim that there are an additional
r4,ooowho no longer recognizethemselvesas Germans
and need to be "reminded of their origin." All are
descendedfrom colonistswho have been coming into
the country sincethe Middle Ages. As the French and
English colonized lands overseas,Germans colonized
Iarge territories in eastern Europe. The colonists are
to be found not only in Carpatho Ukraine but scattered
over south-easternPoland and southern Russia, in
Hungary, Rumania and Slovakia. Apart from those
who founded the many small German townships in
Slovakia and worked the silver and lead mines, they
are nearly all peasants. Rulers with empty territories,
devastated by the Turks or other invaders, or with
forests, such as those in Carpatho Ukraine, that
needed to be scientifically developed, were always
willing to receiveGerman settlers,and even gave them
lavish encouragement to come, for they were a hardworking lot.
The first German settlers in Carpatho Ukraine
made their appearance soon after the Tartar invasionin rz4r. The Tartars under Batu burst through
the mountain passesby Jasina and Varecky, swept
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down as far as the Slana River and then, when it was
heard that Jenghiz Khan had died, disappearedhome
as suddenly as they had come, bearing with them
twenty or thirty thousand of the local peasants as
slaves. King Bela IV (of Hungary), who had been
forced to flee to Dalmatia, returned to find a largely
depopulated land, and it is said that he himself
invited the first Germans to come.
To what race exactly the small and scattered
population inhabiting the district previous. to the
irrival of Batu belonged, is a matter of serious dispute. Some people say it was Ukrainian; others that
it wus autoclithonous and of no marked family. The
first Ukrainians in the district, the latter maintain,
were those that came from Podolia with Theodore
Koryotowic in r36o. (Theodorehad had a feud with
his uncle, Witold, Grand Duke of Lithuania, and
sought the permission of the King of Hungary to
settle south of the Carpathians. The king willingly
granted his requests,gave him the title of Dux Podoliae
CastriMunkaci, and atranged a marriage
it Gubernator
between his daughter Anne and the local Prince
Palatine.) However it may be, a few wild spirits were
heard suggestingthis spring that it was the Germans
lvho, in virtue of their having come to Carpatho
Ukraine a hundred years before Koryotowic, were
really the first settlers, and that the Ukrainians were
" newcomers." In official German circles the idea was
naturally laughed at, but I did not notice that the
Ukrainians, who were particularly touchy on such
subjects and not at aII sure about eventual German
aims, were at all disposedto treat it lightly.
A much more important influx of German settlers
came much later, in the secondhalf of the eighteenth
century. Maria Teresa, the energetic Queen of
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Hungary, wanted to develop the vast untracked State
forests that at that time covered almost the whole of
the province, and, in order to put her scheme into
action, imported large numbers of foresters under
contract from Germany and Austria. The local
mountaineers, the Huculs, whose name meaning
"Wanderers" had beengiven them by the Rumanians
living at the foot of the vallies, were apparently of
little use as foresters. Their primary interest was in
their flocks, and they only cut such timber as they
needed for building or firing.
Some of the German villages, such as Nemecka
(Deutsch) Mokra, have preserved their German
character absolutely untouched, and to visit them is
to step into that part of Germany from which the
original settlers came. Others, in which for some
reason or other there has been a large infiltration of
alien elements, have tended to become Magyarized.
The twenty years of Czech rule brought surprisingly
little change for the German minority, although its
position was somewhat complicated by the introduction of Czech as the ofl&cial language. The mixed
nature of some of the families, and the number of
languages which people had to speak, was clearly
shown by a railway employee who jumped into my
cab as I was leaving Chust station one night. He
spoke German as he had a German father, Hungarian
as he had a Hungarian mother, Czechbecausehe had
lived in the CzechoslovakState, and nolv Ukrainian
becausehe was working on the railways !
After October r a3B,all the Germanswere in clover.
The Ukrainians, having just won their own autonomy,
felt bound by honour to pass on similar privileges to
the small German community. The Germans were
granted everything they wanted: a State Secretary
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chargedwith protecting German interests;permission
to form a National-Socialist Party, professingthe full
National-Socialist ideology, and all the subsidiary
organizations; schools, built and maintained by the
State, with German as the language of instruction;
and their own school inspectorate which was to be a
subsidiary branch of the Party organization. Significant of the interest which this small German minority
then aroused in wider German circles was the fact
that the new leaders were not of local extraction,
but were all imported from the Sudetenland. Herr
Oidofredi, the State Secretary, was from the neighbourhood of Eger, while his assistantswere from
southern Bohemia. Others were also to have been
imported, with the task of developing an " S.A." and
women's organizations.
Zipserei was the first of the German villages that
we visited. It lay some two miles up the river valley
from Rachov, and we walked there one snowy
afternoon.
The village, which consistsof a long street running
parallel to the river, immediately impressesone as
being different from the others in the neighbourhood.
The houses,though still built of wood, were neatly
plastered and ornamented with pilasters and welldesigned mouldings, and each was set in a neat wellkept garden. But a more important difference,
perhaps, was in the atmosphere. At the entrance to
the village was a huge triumphal arch of wood and
greenery plentifully ornamented with swastikas and
bealing the inscription " Heil Hitler." Nearby was
the school, a small wooden hut with one large room
in it. I went in and introduced myself to the teacher
-a youngish man with the good German name of
Miiller. He said he had only been there for two months
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and did not know much about the history of the village.
But there was no doubt that he was thoroughly imbued
with Nazi principles. As we went into the classroom
the children rose to their feet as one, raised the right
arm in the Nazi salute and roared " Heil Hitler."
On the walls were plenty of swastikas,and catchwords
such as "All for one, one for all," or "Our Leader
orders, we obey." fn a corner I noticed a collection
of picture postcards stuck on a large cardboard and
labelled "The Fatherland." It came as quite a
surprise to see that they were not of German cities
but of Carpatho Ukraine ! Mriller said that owing to
the fact that all the German children were concentrated here, instead of attending parallel classesin
the neighbouring schools, there was serious lack of
space. He had to take three classesconcurrently in
the morning and three concurrently in the afternoon.
The systemwas bad, as it meant that he could give
each class only half an hour's preparation while he
taught the other two. But he was soon to have an
assistant, and he hoped the Ukrainian Government
would build them a new school. He must have had
a hard life, for in the evenings, he told me, he was
busy trying to " win back the lost Germans" to the
various cultural and other German organizations.
When I ieft, the children again rose and gave a fulithroated "Heil Hitler."
At the top of the street was the village store kept
by a German called Bogdanski. His name sounded
more Polish than German, and his ancestors were
presumably among the German settlers who at one
time or another wandered south over the Carpathians.
On the other side of the road lived his grandfather,
who was said to be the local history expert. We crossed
over to his house. On the door of his workshop was a
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little notics-((plsffs wipe your feet." We seemedat
once in Germany-such a notice on a Ukrainian
peasant'sdoor was unthinkable. The inside of the
house was unlike anything local. It was larger and
showed a quite different standard of life. There were
curtains at the windows, good solid mahogany beds
and cupboardsin the "best" room, and even in the
kitchen respectablefurniture, with a full complement
of dishes,plates, knives and forks. Here there would
have been no eating out of the pot as at the Popaduks'.
The grandfather, who was very old and hard both of
seeingand hearing, came into the best room and with
the help of his daughter read out the history of the
village from a sheet of paper. The first settlers, consisting of twenty-one families, had come in r 79o from
the Zips, a district near the Tatra mountains in
Slovakia that had been a German settlement since
the Middle Ages. They had been given plots of land
and sufficientwood to build themselveshouses. Their
pay had been largely in kind-corn, maize, sugar
and so forth-and had been held in a large storesimilar
to that which I had seen in Jasina. The first two
generations, he said, had remained pure German,
but sincethen, in that particular village, which lay on
an historic main line of communication and was not
isolated,there had been a good deal of intermarriage
with the local people.
Everyone in the village was employed in the State
forests,and every man we passedhad either an axe or a
saw under his arm.

Boghdan, said the Chief Forester, was a pleasant
place in summer. At the junction of five valleys and
lbur streams.it is set in broad water meadowsbacked
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by the rising slopes of dark green forests. Then, it
was still winter, and the forester had driven us the ten
miles up into the hills from Rachov in the draughty
car of the Administration. It was the first piace of
call on our long planned tour of the forests, now at
last made possibleby the hardening of the snow.
Even in winter, when deep snow almost covered
the fences and lay like a thick mat over the cottage
roofs, Boghdan still seemed an attractive enough
place. In the distance, the white slopesof Pop Ivan
were glistening in the clear sunlight, the village was
neat and prosperous-for nearly all the men were
employed as whole time workers in the forest-and
everywhere there were signs of a full life. Men were
setting offwith axe and saw, and from the forestscame
the shouts and bangs of those who were manipulating
timber.
The plan that had been drawn up for us by the
director was as thorough as the lists he had given me
on the occasion of my evening visit, and we saw at
once that there was little chance of carrying it all out.
Judicious selection on the part of the forester, however, enabled us to have a fairly comprehensiveview
of the work. Being of a thorough nature, like most
Czechs,he took us first to a nursery of seedling trees.
In the autumn they were to be carefully pricked out,
but not so long ago, he said-in fact, right up till the
War-a much more primitive manner of planting was
still the fashion in some places. First the area to be
planted was lavishly scattered with seed, and then
herds of pigs were turned out on it, the pigs by their
snouting up of the ground suff&cientlyburying the seed.
From the nursery we drove by a private road, of
which the Administration had constructed some
hundreds of miles, up to the head of one of the valleys,
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right beneath Pop Ivan, in order to inspect one of the
dams. These dams are an important and historic
feature of the forests. Their function is to hold up
the snow water in the spring so that the mountain
streamsmay be made sufficiently deep for rafting. At
other seasonsthey are not used. The water that can
be released from any one dam is sufficient to keep
the stream in flood for one day. Then the dam must be
closedfor upwards of half a day, according to the state
of the snow, while more water collects. During this
time fiesh rafts are prepared. The dam we visited,
like all others, was built entirely of wood. It is said
that their usual life is fifty years, after which period
they have to be completely rebuilt; but one is proudly
pointed out as having identically the same design as
when it was originally built by Maria Teresa.
In Boghdan it is every boy's ambition to be a rafter.
Little wonder perhaps, for the rafters are the kings of
the forest world. There is no sweating work for them,
dragging the great tree trunks here and there or
chopping them into shape. Theirs is the fun of shooting down the mountain streams on the flood water,
steering the rafts with great wooden oars, and then
floating leisurely along the lower reachesof the Tisza
to the railhead, or even down into Hungary. It is a
hard life while it lasts,they say, and one that demands
a keen nerve, but it is exhilarating-and the best paid
in all the forest.
All the way up the valley we had passed,in isolated
positions, curious little round wooden huts. These, I
\4/as told, were the weekday homes of the forest
workers. When employed at a distance from their
homes, they are obliged to live in these huts from
Monday to Saturday and are only able to visit their
families at the week-end. We had hesitated to stop
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the car lest it should refuseto start again on the snowy
road, but I was allowed to visit one of them on the
way down. The hut, which was some twenty feet in
diameter, was half buried in the ground, and had a
large opening, some twelve feet across,in the middle
of the roof. The internal arrangements were simple.
Pine twigs, laid round the circumference of the hut
beneath the roof, provided a big bed, while the whole
of the centre was given over to a huge fire of pine logs.
The open roof was a combined window and chimney;
rain or snow did not come in, they said, as they were
evaporated by the heat of the fire. The principle of
construction was identical to that of the Lapp huts
which I had seenin northern Sweden. It was lunch
time when we arrived and the men, in sheepskin
clothes blackened and greasy from age, were sitting
or lying on the tn'igs taking their meal. One old man,
to whom I talked, was eating sour milk and cold
maize porridge out of two big r.l'ooden pots. The
contents of the pots, which he had brought from
home on Monday, would be his only food for the week,
he said. I could not seethat the others had anything
very different, and it seemed to say much for the
nutritive value of milk and maize that anyone doing
hard manual work could subsist on them alone for
so long a period.
We were given lunch at the foresters' mess in
Boghdan. Several foresters, and a group of Czech
officials from a town some distance away) came and
joined us. The forester who had accompanied us was
one of the most melancholy, and at first, least friendly
people we met. I was afraid he harboured some
grudge against us. He had, indeed, no reason to
show me signs of friendliness, for I represented a
people who, in the opinion of all his countrymen, had
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let down the Czechs in quite inexplicable fashion.
Later, however, I found that he was struggling with a
special sorrow, namely that the constructive work of
the Czechs in Carpatho Ukraine should have been
brought to so suddenan end just at the moment when
it was coming to fruition. Of all the troubles with
which he had recently been faced this, for him, was
by far the worst.
Another more cheerful forester told me the legend
relating to Pop Ivan. A priest (pop) called Ivan, it
is said, went to the mountain with his wife. When
they reached the bottom he asked her how much she
loved him. "As much as the cold wind," she replied.
Feeling that the answer lacked affection, he stabbed
her. Then he climbed up the mountain. When he
reached the top he was very hot, and the cold wind
blowing about him seemed the loveliest thing in the
world. He immediatelyunderstoodhis wife. Touched
by shame and remorse he threw- himself over a preciplce.
Later the officials started hotly attacking the then
British policy, and askedwhen Eden and DuffCooper
would return to office. The Hungarians used to cry
"Everything back," they said, but now the Czechs
lvould cry it, with one difference, namely, that they
would cry it even more insistently. The Czechswere
in eclipse for the moment, but nothing could keep
them down indefinitely. " Of course all the officials
here are Czechs," they said, referring to Carpatho
Ukraine, " but England rules in her colonies,so why
should not we Czechsrule in this little corner of the
world." I should have liked to hear them making
that remark to a Ukrainian ! But then it is the fixed
belief of the Czechsthat the Ukrainians being naive
and indolent, and not feeling the need for thrift, still
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need guiding. They will go out and work, a forester
said, and continue at it just until they have some
money in their pockets. Then they will go home and
stay there until the money has gone. Systematic
work, to them, is unthinkable: they only seekit when
they have nothing in their pockets. " On the other
handr" an official went on, " the Germans here are a
haughty lot; they won't take any form of common
labour for they think that such work is only fit for
IJkrainians."
In the afternoon we went to seeone of the "runs"
that are used for bringing the wood over the broken
country from parts of the forest that are being cut, to
the rivers. For me this was the best part of the day.
The runs are of three sorts. When the ground is
slightly inclined they need a flow of water; when it is
more inclined ice or frozen snow is sufficient; when
it is steep they can rely on the slope alone.
The run we visited was steep. It closely resembled
a toboggan-run and was some two miles long. The
track was built of tree trunks, carried over streamsor
declivities on bridges and banked up at the corners.
At the top end two men were edging the tree trunks
on to it with long pointed poles. They started them
offwith a push and away they went at ever-increasing
speed. At points where they might get hung up men
were posted to help them on their way.
As we stood at the bottom end of the run in the valley
the arrival of a trunk was first heralded by the loud
shout of a boy who watched the men as they put the
trunks on the run. It came so clearly through the
thin cold air that the boys who relayed it from further
down, or the old man who was sitting in a little hut
made of brancheson a knoll overlooking the end of the
run, were hardly necessarythat day. We could also
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hear the tree itself from a long way off. First there
was a faint noisein the distance,then a growing rumble
and finally a loud swish as it came round the final
bend. The most curious aspectof the processwas that
the tree trunks were not at all stiff. They came twisting lithely round the corners, and then, their naked
sides shining silver in the winter sun, writhed from
one side to the other down the straight track like
exotic snakes. At the bottom of the run there was
already a pile of some hundreds of tree trunks. But
this did not mean that the run became blocked. The
latest arrivals slid gracefully and effortlesslyover them
and came

One of the gayest spired of the wooden churches is
in a village not far to the east of Chust. We drove out
there late one afternoon with a young American who
had just arrived. The tall tower at the west end, and
the spire and four little spires that surmounted it,
seemedhigher, and more attractive in their lightness,
than any others we had seen. We inspected it
thoroughly, and then the priest arrived, and we had
to begin the processall over again.
"Do you speak Latin?" was the priest's first question. None of us could, so we had to carry on all our
talk through C.
The church was interesting from several points of
view. It had been built, we were told, in r 7o6 to replace another, alsoof wood; but nearly all the internal
fittings, including the complete and unusually fine set
of frescoeson canvas that covered the wall and ceiling
space,had been transferredto the new church. These
were now scarcely visible, and the interior of the
church had a definitely archaic look, caused, I think,
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by the bulk and darknessof the woodwork, and the
close crowding of the furniture.
Round the west door was decorativecarving employing a rich vine leaf motif. In the hills we had never
found anything like this. As in the Slovak hills the
ornament there is splendid, but its splendour has
somethingabout it of the rude barbarity of the East.
Only in the plains, where nature is gentler and more
opulent, does one find those qualities of greater richnessof design and delicacy of carving which betoken
easierconditions of life. On the altar two women were
setting dishes. One contained some flour and three
eggs, the other some dried beans; both had been
brought in to be blessed.
As we left the church the noise of pealing bells
came through the mist from the next village, and all
around us was the welcome drip of melting snow.
A little boy and girl came along.
" Give her twenty hellers," said the little boy.
"No, I don't want any money," she said hastily.
But when she saw it was fifty hellers (three farthings)
in my hand she looked longingly at it, took it and then
went darting off down the village street telling of her
good fortune to her mother, her friends and anyone
else who happened to be standing by the cottage
doors. I noticed on the outside walls both Orthodox
and Catholic crosses. The church, the priest explained, was one of thosewhich had been in Orthodox
hands from rgzo to rg25. Then, as the result of the
Prague edict, it had passed back to the Greek
Catholics.
Having shaken off the priest by getting into the car,
we went for a drive round the village, calling at the
rival Orthodox church. As we arrived at the entrance
the priest with whom I had driven frorn Svalava came
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running up behind us. He was overjoyed to see us,
and led us at once acrossa field to his church-a new
and half completed brick basilica, in the shape of a
Greek cross, that was to replace the one which the
Greek Catholics had recovered. The priest told us that
the parishioners, numbering about twelve hundred,
were building it out of their own resources.
By this time it was nearly dark. We were taken into
the priest's house, a little two-roomed hut by the
roadside, where we all sat down round an open stove
and made scrambled eggs. The priest was a jolly
fellow with merry eyes set in a handsome face, and
he liked nothing better than airing the English he had
learnt when ministering at the Orthodox churches
in New York some seventeenyears ago. On cultural
and political matters he held decided views. The
people in Carpatho Ukraine, he said, form one of the
many branches of the Russian race and speak a
Russiandialect. They were quite content to live with
the Czechs,and were only interestedin Russia, at any
rate for the moment, from the cultural point of view.
A close union with Russia was only a vague and
generalidea, and in any case could and would not be
put into practice so long as the present rdgime in
Russia lasted.

12
WHer, we often wondered, in Chust, were the
Ukrainians doing across the frontier in Eastern
Galicia? What were they feeling about the happenings
in Carpatho Ukraine? Did they really believe that
the Ukrainian star was at last beginning to rise there?
The frontier had been closedsinceSeptember1938,
and all normal intercourse was at a standstill.
The emigrantswho slippedsurreptitiouslyacrosswere
simple people and brought little solid information.
Usually they could tell only of the " Polish persecutions" in their own villages, and were unable to give
any general picture of events. The one Ukrainian
of any education who reached Chust from Lwow was
a journalist-a Ukrainian enthusiast with a double
visiting card, his name and qualifications printed in
cyrillic characters on the front, in Latin on the back
-and he was only there by chance,happening to have
been abroad when the trouble started. Rumour,
however, stated that the whole district was in a
ferment; that wirelesssets were sold out, and that in
every town and hamlet throughout the country listening to the Ukrainian news servicesfrom Chust and
other stations had acquired the sanctity of a religious
rite; that the peasantswere leaving their work in the
fields, and that processionsand demonstrations were
the order of the day. Later these rumours were
confirmed, and I learnt that in Lwow itself the
zoB
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political leaders had been in as excited a state as the
country people. Even the leaders of UNDO
(Ukrainian National-Democrat Party), a party in
principle favouring co-operation with the Poles,were
affected. They scarcely believed that the Great
Ukraine could be realized through Carpatho Ukraine,
which they felt was not fit for the r6le that had been
forced upon it by the Germans; yet, with Hitler
moving, who knew what might happen?
The position of the Ukrainians in Poland, with
which I had become acquainted several years previously, formed a striking contrast to that of their
brothers in Carpatho Ukraine. In Poland the
movement was an old one, and there had been
Ukrainian deputies in the Galician Diet and the
Austro-Hungarian Parliament long before the War.
It had, in fact, been establishedlong enoughfor splits
to have occurred among the Ukrainians themselves.
In Eastern Galicia and in parts of the country further
north, national consciousnesswas highly developed
even among the peasantry. They knew they were
Ukrainians and needed no artificially puffed up
propaganda to tell them so.
Ukrainian territory in Poland consists of the
provinces of Stanislawow and Tarnopol and of the
province of Lwow as far as the River San, all in former
Austrian Poland, and of the province of Volhynia
and of parts of Polesia and Lublin in former Russian
Poland. Polish official figures give the total Ukrainian
population as 4,44t,6oo. The Ukrainians estimateit
at 7,ooo,ooo,and German propagandistsat grgoo,ooo.
In any casethere is also a considerablePolish population, Lwow being a predominantly Polish city, and
large Polish islands being found not only to the west
but also far to the east of Lwow. The Ukrainians of
o
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Poland are a simple people, but in no senseas backward as the inhabitants of Carpatho Ukraine. It is
generally recognized that their organizing capacity,
as shown in the various rural co-operatives, is far
superior to that of the Poles.
The Ukrainians in Poland were divided into two
main groups.l One comprised UNDO (Ukrainian
National-Democrat Party) which in principle favoured
co-operation with the Poles, and UNDO's allies the
Social Radicals; the other the small advancedparties
which had Fascist nationalist principles and relied
openly on force for attaining their ends. Above them
all stood Archbishop Szczeptycki, Metropolitan of
Lwow and head of the Greek Catholic Church He
has alwaysbeen in a sensethe "Father" of his people,
and is one of the most remarkable of men connected
with the Ukrainian movement. Born a Roman
Catholic, of a noble family that has for generations
considered itself Polish, he started his career as a
cavalry officer. While still a young man, however, he
turned to the Greek Catholic Church, entered a
monastery and proclaimed himself a Ukrainian,
from which race his family was said to have sprung.
His promotion in the hierarchy of the Church was
rapid, and he has been Archbishop of Lwow since
1922. His brother still considershimself a Pole and
is a serving General in the Polish Army, while he
himself is married to a Pole, a former Princess
Sapieha.
Of the political parties UNDO had usually been
considered as the representative Ukrainian minoritv
party, and with its developmenthad been bound up
much of the history of Polish-Ukrainian relations.
It was a democratic party and M. Mudrij, its leader,
lJuly,

t939-this

classification still holds eooci.
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had several times pointed out to me that it was
"national" as opposedto "nationalist." Outside the
towns the party had no organization, for in olderr
times, when UNDO and Ukrainian were practically
synonymous,no organization was needed. The party
leaders exerted their influence chiefly through the
Prosuita,a widespread cultural society with its hall
and library in every village, and the Rgwellul
and extremely well organized Butter and Milk Cooperatives, all of which they controlled. For many
ybars after IgIg (when the Ukrainians, who then
aspired to a free Ukrainian State in common with the
Ui<rainians in Russia, were overcome by the Polish
Army under General Haller), the leadersof UNDO,
although they sat in the Polish Parliament, refused
to treat with the Polish Government in arry way
whatever. Their progranlme was complete territorial
autonomy as promised to them when the territory^
was finaliy assignedto Poland by the Conference of
Ambassadors,and for which a plan was in fact drawn
up
^Inin Igzz but never put into practice.
rg35 UNDO and NI. Koscialkowski,the Prime
Ministerr-reached what was known as a "notmaliza'
tion " agreement. Autonomy was not to be granted,
but a number of concessionswere to be made. A
Ukrainian university was to be establ'ishedat Lwow;
the language of instruction in schools was to be
Ukrainiin; Ukrainians were to be granted higher
posts in the Government services; in Ukrainian
ditt.ictt land parcelled under the Agrarian Reform
Larv was not to be given to Polish peasants; and the
three provinces of Tarnopol, Stanislawow and Lwow
were to be formed into a separateadministrative area
preparatory to a grant of complete autonomy. Unfortunately M. Koscialkowski retired almost im-
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mediately after the agreement was made, and it was
at once pigeon-holed. The Camp of National Concentration was being planned and anything, such as
this plan, that might offend the susceptibilitiesof the
Polish nationalists, whom it was hoped to draw into
the Camp, had to be abandoned. Last May M.
Mudrij changed his policy and began demanding
autonomy again; but he had little hope of success.
The turn of events in Carpatho Ukraine put M.
Mudrij in an extremely awkward position. Having
obtained nothing from his policy of co-operation he
was beginning to be regarded by his followers as
something very akin to a deflated balloon.
"We are good Polish citizens," M. Mudrij said to
a friend of mine who saw him early in March, " but
with the Poles granting nothing, and with Russian
agents working in Volhynia, and German agents
working everywhere, we do not know how to plannot even for to-morrow."
Mudrij and many of his closecollaborators told me
at the end of March, that they at any rate had never
had any faith in the successof the German plans for
the creation of a Great Ukraine by way of Carpatho
Ukraine. Carpatho Ukraine, they said, was too backward and too unorganized ever to have formed the
basefor an irredentistmovement,and was at the same
time so surroundedby enemiesthat even the Germans
could have had but little hope of keeping it alive.
In the somewhatcalmer and more realisticatrnosphere
of Lwow, where nationalism was nothing new, such a
judgment was possible. Further, M. Mudrij, who
was a convinced democrat and thus not prone to
accept everything German at its face value, expressed
the firm belief that the Ukrainians would have had
very little to hope from the Germans once the Germans
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were in power. Even, howeverr' among those of his
followers who nominally remained faithful to himand they composed the majority of the party-there
were without doubt, in the spring, many who secretly
dreamed of the day when the sky-blue uniforms of
the Sitch, followed closely by the field-grey of the
Germans, would be seen on the Polish frontier.
The only alternative to allegiance to UNDO was
co-operationwith one of the severalmilitant nationalist
parties. All these parties were growing rapidly in
numbers and even more rapidly in influence.i The
most famous was the OUN (Ukrainian Nationalist
Organization), the secret extra-Pariiamentary organization, directed from Berlin. OUN, which works
exclusively for the creation of a Great Ukraine, is the
bugbear not only of the Polish but also of the Czech,
Rumanian and RussianGovernments. Only terroristic
methods are employed. It was this organization that
was responsible for the murder of General Pieracki,
Polish Minister of the Interior, in one of the main
streetsof Warsaw in rg3z, and then in r93B its own
leader,ColonelKonawaletz,wasmurdered by Russian
agents in Rotterdam. Its membership is wrapped in
the deepestsecrecy,but many personswho are members of other parties seem at one time or another to
have been more or lessintimately connectedwith it.
Another nationalist organization was the women's
party-possibly the only political party reserved exclusively for women anywhere in the world. The party
rose from the ashesof the Women's League, nominally
rJuly: These parties are still growing in strength. After March 15 there
was a short period of bitter disiliusi:n. Since then, however, ma.ny of the
country people, seeing that there is still nothing to hope from the Poles, have
asain turned towards the nationalist Eroups. and believe that their dreams can
only be realized with foreign help; the offering of that help, they think, r.r'ill
be made possible most quickly bv the outbreak of awar between Poland and
Germanv.
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a cultural organization, that was banned by the
Poles in July rg38 for having published political
articles in its paper, an activity which was not merrtioned in its charter and which, according to Polish
law, was therefore illegal. Madame Rudnicka, the
leader, a well-known figure at international women's
conferences,decided that the simplest thing in the
circumstances would be to found a political party,
for which no charter would be required. The membership figure was kept secret, but neutral observers
reported that the party's influence was out of all proportion to its members. Madame Rudnicka herself
had a burning enthusiasm which, in contrast to that
of the Ukrainians in Chust, seemedconstructive, and
which seemedpleasant enough to all but her political
opponents. Nationalist influence was also wielded
by certain clericals. They were not organized nor
were they supported by Archbishop Szczeptycki,
whose idea is to keep all Ukrainians in one fold, but
their opinions, coming-from the
-pulpit, made a strong
impression on a simple and religious peasantry.
Finally for those who could not approve of the
terrorist activity of the OUN nor of the democracy
of Madame Rudnicka, there was the "fascist"
National Unity Party of Palieff.
Paliefl on his own admission, has in his time been
both an UNDO deputy and a co-operator of OUN.
He founded his own party in r933, when he left UI.{DO
as a result of friction with the leaders. These he
accused of a "policy of opportunism which meant
grovelling round the knees of the Poles." The party,
which boasted all the paraphernalia of a fascist
organization, except a uniformed force, numbered
only ten thousand register:edn:cmbers, and Paiieff
himself did not give an impression of great pre-
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eminence. But although the party at first made little
headway it had lately, owing to the deflation of the
UNDO leaders, and to the turn of events on the
Ukrainian stage as a whole, attracted considerable
attention. Palieffis a name that may well come to the
fore, and is thus worth watching.
Both the leaders and the rank and file of these
nationalist parties made no secret of their hatred of
the Poles and the Russians,a hatred in every way as
violent as that felt by the Chust leaders for the
Czechs, or of their hopes for the attainment of freedom with German help. They saw the Great Ukraine
as an immediate possibility, and to suggestto one of
them that the German help on which they counted
might prove a double-edged slvord was tantamount
to committing sacrilege. With most of them hatred
of the Poles was traditional, but with a few, chiefly
those who had once been UNDO men, it was born
of desperation. " The Poles," said one of the leaders
to me on the occasionof a surreptitiousvisit to Carpatho Ukraine in February, " will never take steps
to rectify our position, not even if the Germans are
already hammering on the gates-so why do you
consider even the possibility of an agreement between
us and them?"

The Polish attitude towards the Ukrainians has
hardly varied. Whereas the Czechs tried a policy of
diuide et impera, favouring first the Ukrainians and
then their enemies the Ruthenians, the Poles, like
the Hungarians in Carpatho Ukraine before the War,
have pursued a policy of repression, coupled with
polonization. The Ruthenian or "Great Russian"
group-for one exists in Eastern Galicia just as in
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Carpatho Ukraine-has been comparatively silent.
The Ukrainians have not. Yet every request for
concessionshas been met with a deaf ear, or else
pigeon-holed, and no counter-offer has ever been
made.
The first object of the Poles has been to segregate
the Ukrainians in the former Russian provinces
of Volhynia, Polesia and Lublin from their more
nationally conscious brethren in Eastern Galicia
(just as before the War the Hungarians tried to
segregate the Galician Ukrainians from those in
Carpatho Ukraine). The policy was a comprehensible
one. For when the War ended many of the people in
these provinces, although admitted by specialists
to be Ukrainians, were in so low a state of culture
that they were hardly race conscious at all. Those
who were Roman Catholics always recognized themselvesas Poles,but many of thosewho belonged to the
Orthodox Church thought of themselves only as
Orthodox, or, more often, merely as " locals" or
"men of this village".
Propaganda with the object of making the people
consider themselvesUkrainians soon began to filter
into the provinces from two sources. One, curious as
it may seem, was Russia. The other was Eastern
Galicia. In those days the Russians, who had their
own lJkrainians well in hand, used them as a basis
for an expansionist policy. Agitators were smuggled
across the frontier into Polesia and Volhynia, where
they sought to impress upon the peasantry that they
were Ukrainians, and that their future would be best
assuredif they joined Russia and becamepart of the
" free Ukrainian republic under Russian protection,
with its capital at Kiev." They had somesuccess,
for
in the r93o census,when I6 per cent of the population
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was Polish and zz per cent still remained "local",
46 per cent already considered itself Ukrainian.
Similar methods were employed by the Russians in
connection with the White Ruthenians, who inhabit
the district round Vilna and Nowogrodek. When,
however, in rgz8 the Polish Government completed
its Chinese Wall of barbed wire and rvatch towers
along the whole length of the eastern frontier the
Russian activities began to die down.
The spread of propaganda from Eastern Galicia
which has been increasing all the time, has recently
developed into a very marked crescendo. The
authorities have endeavouredto counter it by virtually
forbidding the circulation of Galician newspapersin
the provinces; by making it impossible for children
from theseprovinces to attend schoolsin Galicia, and,
most important of all, by dissolving the connection
between the co-operatives of the provinces and the
headquartersof the Ukrainian Co-operativemovement
in Lwow. The Ukrainian Co-operatives have been
obliged to merge with the local Polish organizations.
A logical continuation of this negative policy is seen
in the endeavour to sever possibly dangerous contacts
between Ukrainians and personsabroad by making it
almost impossible for Ukrainians to obtain a passport; and in the decisionto overcomethe danger from
Carpatho Ukraine by simply squashing the whole
movement by the return of the province to Hungary.
An idea of the traditional methods of polonization,
which is the complement of repression,can be obtained
from the Ukrainian proposalsof rg35 outlined above
(p. z t r ). The most important are connectedwith education and agrarian reform. The Ukrainians complain
that they have no university, that there are only four
State-run Ukrainian middle schools as opposed to
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sixty Polish,and that Grabski'sLaw of rgz4 is forcing
Ukrainians even out of the elementary schools. By
this Law provision is made for the introduction of a
rdgime in which half the instruction is given in
Ukrainian, half in Polish. The rdgime can be introduced at the wish of twenty parents, regardlessof the
size of the village, and regardlessof the fact whether
the parents are of Polish or another (Jewish for
instance) race. Officials of the UNDO Party have
told me that the teachers in these schools are nearly
always Poles, and that in practice the only subjects
which are taught in Ukrainian are the Ukrainian
language itself and gymnastics.
Complaints with regard to the Agrarian Reform Law
are seriousand well grounded. By this law a certain
acreageof the large estatesmust be parcelled every
year among the landless peasantry, or among those
peasantswhoseholdings are too small to provide them
with a meansof subsistence.It is impossible,however,
for Ukrainians to obtain land under this scheme. In
the "frontier district," a belt of land running all
round Poland, in principle some twenty miles deep
but often widened by arbitrary decree to fifty miles,
only Poles can by law obtain land. In other parts
the name of the purchasermust be submitted to the
authorities for their approval, and in the case of
Ukrainians approval is rarely given. A Polish landlord living near Strij, who had been obliged to sell
land, told me in March that he had had the greatest
difficulty in finding a purchaser as no Ukrainian
would be accepted. Like most other people in the
district he had sold to Polish peasants coming from
one of the central provinces. Not unnaturally the new
arrivals were hated by their Ukrainian neighbours.
Other methods of polonization, not suggestedin the
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"normalization" agreement, were outlined to me by
an American expert who came to Chust, and subsequently confirmed by both Ukrainians and Poles.
Two of them are attributed to the army leaders.
As one in every five soldiers in the Polish Army is a
Ukrainian the army leaders are naturally vitally
interested in the Ukrainian question. Their general
trend of thought seemsto be that only a man who
considers himself a Pole can be a loyal soldier, and
that the sooner the Ukrainian minority is liquidated
the better.
One of their methods, given considerablepublicity
in the Government Press,is the massconversionof the
people to Roman Catholicism. The first of these
" free" mass conversionstook place in the summer of
1938. The way in which it happened is perhaps illuminating. In a certain village in the frontier
district a Polish eagle was torn down from an administrative building. The commander of the local
frontier force, a body which is supreme in the frontier
districts, summoned all the villagers together and
treated them to a half-hour's speech. " For what
you have done," he is reported to have stated, "you
should bv rights be shot." Later he stated that the
Polish Government was lenient and that they would
not be punished at all. A sign of grateful recognition
on the part of the villagers, he indicated, would
certainly be welcome. The recognition he suggested
r'vasthat they should all embrace the Roman Catholic
faith.
It is only fair to say that the incident arousedwidespread dissatisfactionamong very many Poles of all
ways of thinking. In the Press,however, short notices
were frequently to be seen in the spring indicating
that another villa.ge had come over to the Roman
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Church. The action, of course, had its parallel in
Carpatho Ukraine where, in the early years after the
War, the Czechs, for similar reasons, promoted the
conversion of whole villages to the Orthodox Church.
Had the Roman Catholic Church, instead of the
renegade Roman contraption the "Czechoslovak"
Church which hardly appealed to anyone, been the
national one, there is no doubt that they would have
tried conversions to the Roman Catholic Church
instead. As it was they had to do anything that would
get the people away from the Ukrainian tainted Greek
Catholicism. Thus we have the curious spectacle of
the Czechs, for a specific reason drawing the people
into the Orthodox Church, and the Poles, for the
very same reason, drawing them out of it.
Another method of polonization, also believed to
be favoured by the army, and attractive in its ingenuity, is that of reminding certain Ukrainian
peasants that they are in reality Polish nobles. In
the sixteenth and seventeenthcenturies, when Poland
was devastated by successivewars the kings were
wont to settle empty areas with battalions of soldiers
who had shown particular valour in battle. As an
added attraction to the grant of land the soldierswere
ennobled, which in Poland meant freeing them from
their obligations as serfsand granting them a coat of
arms. Under these conditions ennoblement did not
amount to very much, but it was a privilege that was
jealously guarded. Right up to the time of the last
War it was possible here and there, in the remoter
villages of Eastern Poland, to find a peasantgoing out
to plough with the sword of the noble strapped to his
side. A movement is now being made to unearth
these nobles, many of whom have forgotten their
origin, and thus to bring them back to the Polish
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fold. Coats of arms are being re-granted, a register is
being made and the Ukrainian termination to many
of the names,"rkyj," is being transformedinto'oski."
This method of dealing with the Ukrainian question
cannot be expected to produce very great results, for
it is not far-reaching. But it has the unusual merit of
being constructive and of giving a certain satisfaction
to thoseon whom it is practised. It is said to have had
a good effect. For whereasa Ukrainian who has once
put his foot on the ladder of intelligentsia is lost to the
Poles for ever, the peasantry with whom this scheme
deals are quite willing to accept polonism as the price
of a social step upwards and the rediscovery of an
ancient tradition.
The Polish answers to Ukrainian accusations are
usually given in broad terms. Extremists simply say
that Ukrainians do not exist. Others justify a refusal
to grant autonomy by pointing to the very large
numbers of Poleswho are scatteredover the Ukrainian
districts. The granting of full territorial autonomy,
they say, would merely lead to the creation of a new
minority problem. Furthermore they have always
stated that it would be absurd to grant autonomy to
a minority of lvhich even the most moderate political
party has complete independence as an ultimate
object of its programme.
In the autumn of r93B eventsin Carpatho Ukraine
introduced a new element of actuality into the question. In certain quarters it was urged that the Polish
Government wouid best serve its future salvation by
making immediate concessionsto the Ukrainians.
But it never seemed very likely that they would do
so. In other quarters belief in the realization of the
Polish plan for a Great Ukraine under Polish protection still held good. This plan had been discussed
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in detail by the Polish leaders and Herr von Ribbentrop, the German Foreign Minister, on the occasionof
the latter's visit to the Bialowieza forest for a hunt in
February rg3B. The Germans,it was believed,were
to receivecompensationat Polish expenseon the shores
of the Baltic. (To the believed continued existenceof
this project were due vague recurrent waves of fear in
Chust, lest the Germans should be planning a doublecross.)
ByJanuary 1939,however,it had becomeclear that
the Polish Government was going to meet the new
situation by relying on an eventual suppressionof Carpatho Ukraine, and by the adoption ofan evenstronger
hand in dealing with their own Ukrainians. They had
before them the example of a Czech Government
which had granted autonomy to Slovakia and
Carpatho Ukraine and which, by so doing, had opened
the way to every kind of foreign intrigue designed to
encompass the complete and final downfall of the
State. They were determined to take no such risk
themselves. To make concessions,they thought, and
no doubt quite rightly, would be to play directly
into the enemy's hands.
After the events of March, which considerably
lessenedthe danger of disruption from outside, and
in view of the growing menace of a European war in
which Poland would be involved, a few of the leading
personalities in Poland felt that the psychological
moment had suddenly arrived for a change of policy.
But nothing was done. " The Ukrainian problem is a
gaping hoie in our stage," a leading Polish Government journalist remarked to me, " but the leaders
ignore it, or else try and forget it by putting a little
hay over it."
Perhaps one of the best answers to the repeated
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queries of those who took up the lance on behalf of
the Ukrainians as a suppressedminority is that given
by many members of the Polish opposition parties.
The Ukrainians, as a national minority they say, are
not so badly treated; their battle is largeiy a battle
for democracy; many of the rights which they ask
are denied to the Polesjust as much as to them.

What, it may be asked, is the position of the
Ruthenians
" in Poland, of the counterparts, that is
"
to say, of the priest whom I met on the way back from
Svalava?
In Poland they are not strong, numbering, at their
own estimate, no more than 4oorooo. But they have
had a curious history. For the Ukrainian movement
was the illegitimate and unwanted child of the
Ruthenians.
The autonomist movement, Ukrainian or Ruthenian
whichever you like to call it, started round about
iB3o. Szaskewiczhad a sreat success
with his Dniester
Fair2, the first book written in Ukrainian in Eastern
Galicia, in r837, and elevenyears later, in rB4B,the
famous Ruska Rada was held. The Ruska Rada, a
council which met at the Saint John's monastery,
u'hich adjoins the Greek Catholic cathedral in Lwow
and is now the home of Archbishop Szczeptycki,sent
a memorial to the Emperor Ferdinand in Vienna
demanding certain privileges. The Ukrainians claim
that this council nrarks the inauguration of the
Ukrainian movement, while the Ruthenians maintain that it was rather a meeting of Ruthenians, of
people that is to say who considered themselvesas
forming one of the three branchesof the Russian race,
the Great Russians.the Little Russiansand the White
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Russians, as opposed to Austrians and Poles. A
definite differentiation between the two arose" however, at the closeof the century. In rBgr M. Barvinskij
and a small group of sympathizers declared in the
Vienna Diet that they had nothing in common with
the Russian race, and began to substitute the name
Ukrainian for that of Ruthenian. From rqoo onward
they were definitely known as UkrainianJ. In rgoo,
too, another significant change was made. Dilo,
the party organ, which used to employ etymological
spelling, started to be written phonetically as were
the Ukrainian organs in Kiev. This accentuated the
difference between the language in which it was
written and Russian, which continued to be written
etymologically.
The Ruthenian Party in its present form dates
from r8gr, and consistsof all those persons who
remain faithful to the theory that they form one of the
branches of the Russian race. In the officesof the
party, which is led by Dr. Alexander Pavencki, are
many pictures of Dostoevsky,Andrejev, Pushkin, and
other famous Russian writers, which give a clear
indication of the party's leanings. Dr. Pavencki,
however, states that the party, although it looks
towards Russia culturally, has no actual desire for
political union with Russia, and that although some
of the party members have Communist leanings the
policy of the party is definitely anti-Communist.
Their immediate aims are three in number. They
want the Ruthenian dialect as the medium of instruction in their schools,with Russian as a subject; land
for parcellation; and State money for their cultural
organizations.
"We are better off under the Polesthan under the
Austriansr" one of the leaders told me lately, " and
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we prefer the Polish to a Ukrainian rdgime here. Now
we have few advantages,it is true, but in a Ukrainian
autonomous province we should be squashed out
altogether."
At the present time the Ruthenian movement in
Galicia does not seemvery important. But yet much
may be heard of it in the future. In November Ig3B,
the leaders of UNDO feared that, if they did not continue their electoral co-operation with the Government, the Poles, obliged to have representatives of
some sort for Eastern Galicia in the new Diet, would
offer a number of placeson the list to the Ruthenians.
If the party can survive so long it is possible,too, that
some turn of events in Eastern Europe might bring
the movement, and all that it implies, into a position
of even greater prominence.

13
ON Sunday, 26 February, I went down to Budapest
for two days. The final downfall of the Czechoslovak
Republic, the snatching of Carpatho Ukraine by
Hungary, and the blotting out of all hope of building
up a free Great Ukraine with Carpatho Ukraine as a
basis were scarcely more than two weeksoff. No one
in Chust had an inkling of this.
When I left, great preparations were in train for the
opening of the Diet, which was to have taken place
on the following Thursday, z March. The Central
Government had, indeed, made the summoning of
the Diet and the presenceof the CzechoslovakPrime
Minister contingent on the successfulconclusion of
the negotiations u'ith Prague regarding the financing
of Carpatho Ukraine-but official circles confidently
believed that the negotiations would be finally and
happily settled within the next twenty-four hours.
The venue had been changed back fiom Rachov to
Chust, partly because of the clamour of the faithful
in the capital, partly becausethe Government was
afraid that if they kept to their original plan they would
encouragean accusationthat they were reluctant to
hold the Diet in Chust becauseof the exceotionallv
large number of people there who had had the
courage to vote against them in the elections. The
German Minister in Prasue was expected, and invitations had also been sent to the French. British and
other Ministers.
zz6
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Communications with Hungary were still disorganized. No one at Chust railway station, in the
Government offices, or at the frontier station could
tell me whether there were direct trains from the
Hungarian frontier station to Budapest. To telephone
to Hungary itself was out of the question; one was
just told that the call had been put through, but that
no one would answer. When I got into the train
itself no one even knew how the trains ran on our own
side of the frontier; and I was obliged to changethree
times within a distance of twenty miles.
When I reached it, Hungary almost seemed'a
paradise in spite of the fact that on previous occasions
I had found the atmosphereof the country unsympathetic. In the train I ate fish, firm white salmon from
Lake Balaton, and cabbage that was not sour, for the
first time since I had left Prague. In Budapest I drove
to my hotel with my head hanging out of the window,
enjoying the flood of lights and the rich-looking shops
like a child that has been taken to town for a Christmas pantomime. The appearanceof wealth around
me seemedunbelievablewhen compared with what
I had left twelve hours before, though, curiously
enough, my senseshad become so drugged in Chust
that they had already ceasedto register how thirdrate it was. The next day, from the moment when I
got into a real porcelain bath with polished taps out
of rvhich hot and cold water gushed at will, until I
ate my final meal in a restaurant where the plates
rvere clean, the food well cooked and the music
neither flat nor sharp, was like a quiet adventure.

It was in Budapest that I heard the first rumblings
of the coming storm. In the last week or so there had
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been a sharp recrudescencein the Government and
other papersof the suggestion,current in the autumn,
that Hungary was soon to recover Carpatho Ukraine.
The majority of responsiblepeople thought that the
trouble would begin with the emergenceinto Czech
consciousnessof the feeling that Carpatho Ukraine
had become a troublesome liability instead of an
economical and political asset,and that accordingly
they might as well recall the army and leave the
Ukrainians to their fate. It r,vasthought that the
Hungarians would then immediately march in, and
that Germany would acquiesce,however unwillingly,
because of her reluctance to alienate Hungary,
which would be an invaluable granary in the event
of war. Others again suspecteda completereplanning
of the map of Central and EasternEurope by Colonel
Beck and Count Ciano during the latter's visit to
Warsaw. This rumoured replanning, which in the
end led to nothing, is interesting if only for the light
which it throws on Italian policy, a policy that has
continually aimed at procuring an insurance against
excessiveGerman interferencein Central and Eastern
Europe.
The plan, it is believed, would have involved first
the acquisition by Hungary of Carpatho Ukraine,
and the usurping of the growing German influence in
Slovakia by Poland (to both of which mancuvres
Italy would lend her support); and then the final
welding of Poland, Hungary, Slovakia and Italy into
a chain slung across Europe between Germany and
the Danube basin.
Strength seemsto have been lent to the theory by
the violent flirtation which the Poles immediately
began with Slovakia. A flirtation had already been
tried at the end ofJanuary when, according to reliable
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reports, the Poles offered to hand back to Slovakia
the Javorina district, which they had acquired during
the final frontier negotiations last November. The
first advanceshad been resisted,but now they appeared to have considerably more chance of success.
Slouak, the official newspaper, published a leading
article in which it was said that, in spite of the loss
ofJavorina, the only sensiblething to do was to make
friends with Poland. Eminent Polish professorswere
invited down, a branch of the Polish raihvays' office
was opened,and negotiationswere initiated in Zilina
for a Trade and Cultural Agreement with Poland. At
the sametime the Slovakstook the unprecedentedstep
of banning the German VtilkischerBeobachter.(The
paper had published an article in which a Slovak
bishop, who had banned the Nazified Hlinka Guard,
was accusedof having been influenced by a Jew.)
But before thesemoves could bear any fruit Germany
had made a panther's spring, squashedthe whole
schemeand, by the occupation of Bohemia and the
virtual occupation of Slovakia, made herselfsupreme
in Central Europe.
The first step against the Slovaks was taken when
Herr Karnrasin, German State Secretaryin Slovakia,
warned the Government that they had embarked on
a dangerouspath; the second,when Prague, fearing
the possible results of the flirtation with Poland,
started a processof r,l'hatwas widely called " repressing" the Slovaks. Slovak Governments were reconstructedby the President aimost daily, Ministers
\\'ere nonlinated and recalled so quickly that no one
knelv clearly who rvas a Minister and who was not,
everyone suspectedeveryone else, and in the end
firing started. This and alleged anti-German riots in
Bohemia gave the Germans the chance they wanted.
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They marched in to "restore order." No one now
believes that the upheaval in Bohemia was spontaneous, and, according to reliable authorities in
Bratislava,therewassinisterdouble-dealingin Slovakia
too. The Germans, it is said, were the first to inform
Prague of the Slovak-Polishflirtation, at the sametime
pointing out its dangers and advocating the use of
the strongest measuresfor suppression-only later to
take the Czech methods,which they themselveshad
recommended,as a justification for them to suppress
Czech rule altogether.
So much for the supposedPolish-Italian plan and
for its inglorious finish. The only part of it that was
realized was the acquisition of Carpatho Ukraine by
Hungary-and I was soon to be an eye-witnessof the
process.
At the Ukrainian frontier station, where I got into
a through carriage from Prague, which had passed
through the strip of Hungarian territory locked, I
was immediately back in my old surroundings. The
train w'ascrowded, corridor as well as carriages, and
I couid scarcelyeven push my suitcasein. Trunks,
hampers, rvooden boxes, basketsand great bundles
rolled up in linen lay piled on one another, and on the
top of all was perched the inevitable side-curledJew.
Apparently the Czechshad to pay 3,ooocrowns (dsz)
for each waggon that crossedHungarian territory and
so tried to keep their number as low as possible.
Clattering along from the station in an open cab,
I passed through streets full of people with paint
brushes and paint pots and people slapping colour
wash over their houses. The police inspector had
decreed,with German thoroughness,that every house
in Chust must be repainted within forty-eight hours,
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so that Europe's newest capital should make a good
impression on guests coming for the opening of the
Diet. The remaining Czech signs, including even
those that duplicated Ukrainian ones,were gone, and
not a single Czech word remained to offend susceptible
Ukrainian eyes. The Koruna was being furbished up
by lads with close cropped heads newiy arrived from
Poland, a new bath and geyser had appeared, and
painters were preparing a specialroom for the German
Minister. The grand hall of the big Czech-builtHigh
School in which the Diet was to be held, was being
decorated with the blue and yellow colours, and fitted
with special stands to accommodate the two hundred
and fifty foreign guests who were expected for the
ceremony. Late in the evening I saw a grouP of old
Jews kneeling in the street, their long beards sweeping the dust, as they put the final touches of paint
round doorsteps and beneath the windolvs, while
others u'ere still clambering up ladders and balancing
on rickety scaffolding. If members of the Government, though unsuccessful so far in reaching a
financial settlementwith the Czechs,were confident
that all would go well in the end-for if all elsefailed
there were always friends in the rvorld outsidethe man in the streetlvas innocent both of the trouble
with the Czechsand of what was being said abroad
about the probable end of Carpatho Ukraine. On
police instructions, all electric current had been cut
off during daylight hours for the last two days, so
that no one could use the wirelessand receive Hungarian propaganda or other outside news.
Late that evening we heard that the opening of
the Diet had again been postponed,this time until
"sometime between March the sixth and ninth."
What had happened? Karmasin and Esterhazy, the
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leaders of the Germans and Hungarians in Slovakia,
and Revay, most rabid of the Ukrainian Ministers,
were all in Berlin together. Karmasin was no doubt
reporting on the budding Slovak-Polish flirtation,
Revay it seemsclear was asking for money. He was
met with a flat refusal. Meanwhile the vital negotiations between Chust and Prague were still going on
and, as far as I could see,showedlittle signsof coming
to the huppy ending anticipated by the Ukrainians.
Prague rvas willing to provide the necessarymoney,
but demanded certain guarantees,such as a cessation
of anti-Czech propaganda, the retention of General
Prchala (the Czech Minister) in the Ukrainian
Cabinet, and a full account of the use of certain
money removed from Uzhorod and Munkacevo at
the time of the evacuation,much of which, although
all-State money, was believed to have been pocketed
by the Ukrainians for the development of the Sitch.
They also demanded that the anti-Polish activities
of the Sitch and the more rabid Great Ukrainians
should cease immediately, it being impossible,they
said, to hope for peace in Eastern Europe so long as
the frontiers were constantly being disturbed by
incidents.
The demandsseemedcomprehensibleenough. But
the Ukrainians, like untutored children, would brook
no control. Confident still in the support of Germany,
should it be needed,they even put forward a seriesof
counter demands. Revay claimed, for instance,in a
the official paper, that
siened article in Nowa Su,oboda,
all through the twenty yearsof Czech dominationlarge
sums had been promised annually for development
purposes. This money had never been paid in full;
about 75 per cent of it being the most that the province
ever receivedin practice. The rest had been used for
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national purposes, usually rearmament. Now the
Ukrainians were going to demand the retrospective
payment of ail money owed ; and they were not going
to make its payment the occasionfor political negotiations of any sort.
The prospectof the possiblewithdrawal of the Czech
Army if they showed themselvestoo recalcitrant did
not seem to worry the Ukrainians. In any case in a
year) a high official was saying to me just before the
final crash, they would be able to defend themselves;
the Sitch would by then be fully organized and all
schoolboys would be receiving military training as
part of the schoolcurriculum. The Hungariamswould
be poor rivals for the Sitch, he said, and although the
Poles certainly had modern equipment, no equipment could help them in a battle with Carpatho
Ukraine; they would be stabbed in the back by the
Ukrainians in their own country.
Later in the week General Prchala and Father
Volosin had severalinterviews lasting over three hours
each, but even then it was not clear to us that things
rvere going to move so quickly. We were cut off from
the worid in a little world of our own. There might
be trouble with the Czechs,we thought, but the taking
over of the province by Hungary, in face of a Germany
which wanted it for the promotion of her further
political aims, seemedvirtually out of the question.
So little did we think that anything serious would
happen that we bought an old car for ten pounds
and under,":O t"t": more expeditions.

About this time considerable excitement was felt
throughout Carpatho Ukraine as the result of the
election of Cardinal Pacelli to the Papacy. Pacelli,
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in contrastto Pius XI, was said to have shown marked
sympathy for the Ukrainian movement. Soon after
the election I was discussingthe matter with one of
the dignitaries of the Greek Catholic Church, and I
askedhim whether there were any concretereasonsfor
the optimism that was being so widely expressed.
At first he was non-committal and merely said that
when a man becomesPope he losesany private leanings and becomes a universal father. Then he suddenly changedhis mind, and said that the new Pope,
as Cardinal Pacelli,had of coursebeen one of the best
friends the Ukrainians had ever irad. He had shown
his sympathy in many ways.
In tgzT-3o he had built and organizedthe Seminary
of St. Joseph in Rome for candidates for the Greek
Catholic priesthood. The creation of this collegehad
been of particular importance to the Ukrainian movement. Previously the Greek Catholics, the majority
of whom are Ukrainians, had only had a very inadequate college in Rome, the little CollegiumRuthenicum,
and most of the priests had had to be trained in local
seminariesat home. Now a splendid common meeting ground had been provided for Greek Cathoiics,
not only from all parts of the Ukraine itself but also
from the large Ukrainian coloniesin Canada and the
United States. When they went home at the closeof
their period of training they would go as disciples of
a common Ukrainian idea. The collegehad accommodation for seventy candidates, and was run by the
Basilian brothers who form the most inrportant
religious order in the Ukraine.
It was also due to Pacelli, my informant said, that
the Greek Catholic diocesesin Canada and the
United Stateswere reorganized. He had created one
bishopric for the Ukrainians from Galicia and another
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for those from Carpatho Ukraine, thus ending the
constant friction between the tu'o groups, a friction
which had reacted badly on the prospects of the
Ukrainian movement as a whole. In Carpatho
Ukraine itself Pacelli had apparently been best known
for his constant and very considerable assistanceto
the various local charitable and social works.
With Pacelli as Pope certain of the Ukrainian
leadersin Chust hoped to see the reahzation of a plan
which they had long cherished,namely, the creation
of an Archbishop who would have control over all
the Greek Catholic bishops, regardlessof the country
in which their diocesehappened to be situated, and
who would thus become head of what would virtually
be a Ukrainian national Church. A deputation was
to have left Chust for Rome to carry out certain
soundings,but their departure was forestalled by the
arrival of the Hungarians. The obvious candidate
for such an appointment was Archbishop Szczeptycki.
When I mentioned the plan to the Archbishop, on a
later occasion, however, I found that he personally
showed little enthusiasmfor it. Apparently he feared
that it might in the end lead to the Greek Catholics
severing their four hundred year old union with
Rome. Were there one supreme head of the Greek
Catholics, responsible only to the Pope, a severance
of the union rvould be a simple matter. Such action
rvould at once give the Ukrainians a national Church,
and one that n as in no way bound rp with the
universalChurch of Rome. It would thus in fact mean
the creation of a ner,vautocephalousOrthodox Church
similar to the ar.rtocephalousChurches of Bulgaria
and Rumania.

14
TnR car we bought was very old. I do not know
n'hether the purchase was more influenced by my
appreciatiott of the car itself, or by my liking for its
o\\'ner. It certainly was odd-looking, rather like a
delivery van, but so neat and well-kept that it must
always have been cared for as a friend of the family.
The owner, who was a Czech frontier official from
Akna Slatina, was pleasantlyimmune from the modern
craving for speed. Naturally, he said, the car would
not do more than thirty miles an hour, and if it had
not got four-wheel brakes rvhat did that matter?
He for one certainly did not want to go careering
along the roads and smash his head. He spoke all
the time with enthusiasm and a certain naivet6, and
I was disposed to trust the fundamental integrity of
both himself and his car. Apparently he only used
the car once a week; and no wonder, for we found it
always took three-quarters of an hour of winding to
start it. Incidentally, although it would do thirty
miles an hour on the level, the speedit preferred was
round twenty-five or twenty miles an hour. But I
liked that car. It had much more characterthan any
of those slick shiny vehicles from mass-production
factories.
Our first expedition was to Nemecka Mokra, the
most important of the German viliages and one inhabited entirely by Germans. We set out by the
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familiar road along the valley to the east, and then,
at Bedevlja, turned up a valley towards the north.
These journeys were always interesting, for although
the general scenein Carpatho Ukraine was unvaried,
we were constantly finding small but marked dif:
ferences in the style of the buildings, and in every
article employed by the peasants.
At Bedevlja, for instance, I was immediately struck
by the construction of the cottages. The familiar
huts built of tree trunks, or of poles roughly smoothed
over, were nowhere tb be seen. Instead each cottage
was built of great sheetsof wood cut from the centre
of the tree, each one so broad that five or six would
suffice for the r,vholeheight of the wall. The wood
had turned a rosy colour and the intersticeshad been
painted a particularly bright blue. Garden fences
had been fashioned in the same manner. The effect
of the bold stripeswas striking and made a pleasant
and cheerful change from the usuai plain blues and
browns. Except in villages further up this valley, I
saw this style nowhere else.
Fences were different in almost every village, but
within the village itself there was strict adherence to
the common custom and no variety whatsoever. In
one place, for instance, the fenceswere all made of
bundles of twigs woven through upright sticks, the
rvholehaving a little roof of twigs, like a Wiltshire wall,
though I wondered rvhy anyone should find it necessary to keep rain off a fence. Further on the fences
had a less bunched appearance, for the weaving
through the uprights rvasdone with single stout sticks
only.
All up the broad part of the valley were village
settlementswith plenty of signs of life, smoke oozing
out betweenthe wooden tiles, linen hung out in great
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strips along the fences to dry, and on the poles
beneath the eaves beautifully embroidered shirts.
But there was no one about. The women were at
home washing and cooking, the men out working in
the forests. The only movement was that of the little
trains puffing down the valley with great bundles of
pine-treesbound on to bogiesand saggingdangerously
in the middle, or of those going up the valley with big
open waggonsin which foresterslay on piles of hay or
sat stiffiy on little upright benches,their axes clasped
between their knees. Then we came to the narrower
head of the valley. Beech woods came steeply down
to the river's edge, leaving only two ledges, one on
either side, on which the road and railway were
built. Here and there in open patches rvere oddshaped little enclosuresin which the peasants were
growing potatoes. It was lonely up there, the only
sound being that of the swiftly tumbling river.
Nemecka Mokra, approached over a slight rise,
lies far up near the head of the valley. Below one the
roofs of the housesand the barns behind them form
four neat lines between the river and the steep grass
valley side. In its neatnessand unity, the street is
attractive. The houses on either side are almost
identical. They are built of wood with shingled roofs,
but there is nothing of the Ukrainian primitiveness
about them. Each is linked to its neighbour by a
paling with a big and a small gate in it for each house,
and there is an immediate feeling of architectural
unity. When comparing these houseswith others of
Ukrainian type, the first thing one noticesis that their
windows, instead of being miserable little holes, are
reasonablylarge and framed; also that all the houses
have pots of flowers, without which no German can
live, standing along the window sills. Half-way up
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the village street, and forming a little centre, stands
the white wooden church, in simple classical style,
and two large schools. Round them are grass and
the typically German lime-trees. Everyone who
passed by was in ordinary drab West European
dress.
We went first to the school to seekout the teacher
to whom I had been recommended. He was just
going out but promised to join us later. Finding a
small restaurantand walkers' hostel,run by a Slav of
some sort, we asked whether we could have some
lunch. No, they had nothing at all. What about
somecold meat? No, they had none. Or ham? No,
they had nothing to offer, and with Slav apathy
resigned themselvesto a blank stare and a shrug of
the shoulders. They could give us eggs, they agreed
at last, but it would be much better if we went down
the street to Zauner, who might be cooking lunch.
At Zauner's we had a very different reception. For
him we were a problem that called for solution and
that must be solved positively. Yes; come right in,
of course we could have something. He went into
the room behind the bar, closedthe windows and drew
two chairs up to a table between the beds-for this
was the best bedroom. Eggs were collectedfrom the
chicken run, tins from the shop were opened and soon
\\'e were eating a hearty meal. There was no haze of
apathy round Zauner's German head.
The schoolmaster,a preciseyoung man with yellow
horn-rimmed spectacles,soonjoined us, and Zauner,
as soon as he discoveredwho we were, disclosedthat
he rvas district leader of the German Party. He was
also one of the local history experts. Nemecka Mokra,
he said, in a voice that still bore traces of the broad
Tyrolese accent, was founded in 1777 by twenty-five
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families that had been brought by the Forestry Administration from the Gmunden district of Austria.
A banner given by Maria Teresa to mark the event
still hangs in the church. They had left Grnunden in
March and, after travelling acrosshalf Europe in oxcarts, had reached Mokra in September, six months
later.
When they arrived they found that things were not
nearly as rosy as they had been painted. There was
nowhere on the spot where they could live, and as it
was impossible to start building until the sprine, they
all had to spend the winter as lodgers in a Ukrainian
village some way down the valley. Like those in
Zipserei they were all contract workers and were paid
largely in kind. They were also given small plois of
ground and the right to graze their cattle, free of
'charge, on the surrounding upland pastures.
However, their troubles soon came thickly. The
Hungarian authorities, who, Zauner said, regretted
the concessionsthey had been forced to give in order
to entice the workers to come, began to oppressthem
and gradually to whittle away the concessions.The
climax came about eighty years ago, when the contract was taken away on the ground that it had to be
copied. No one ever sa\,vthe contract again, and from
that moment it was an easymatter for the Hungarians
to do what they liked, for the villagers had nothing
with which to substantiatetheir claims. The privileges
disappearedrapidly then, and at la.steven the soil on
which the housesstood (which it was understood had
been granted "for ever") was taken away, and since
rBBo the people have been obliged to pay dues for
pasturing their cattle on the upland pastures.
I asked what the population consistedof to-day;
whether ali the families that had first come there were
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still to be found, and whether there had been a large
admixture of Ukrainian blood.
There were no Ukrainians in the village even now,
they proudly told me, and only two Jewish families,
each of which kept a shop. As for the German population, that had changed somewhat. Half of the original
families had got tired of life under the unusual conditions of Carpatho Ukraine and longed for .Austria
again. Some had got into their ox waggons and
lumbered slowly back to Gmunden, others had come
to a compromise and gone to the more civilized German settlementsnear t\{armoros Sziged or in the Zips
district of Slovakia. The poorer ones, whose oxen
had died and who could not afford to move, were
obiiged to stay in Mokra, whether they liked it or not.
The population had grown considerably, however,
both owing to natural increase and to a sporadic
German immigration. Most of the new arrivals were
wandering German apprentices who had married
in the village and then settled down there. Others
had wandered over the hills from the German settlements in Galicia. But new blood had been a comparative rarity, and there was no one in the village who
was not the cousin of at least a scoreof persons. The
result, I noticed, was weak-minded children who
wandered about in the yards feebly chopping wood.
After this long historical interlude we went to see
the school. As we entered, the children all sprang to
their feet with the Hitler salute and a full-throated
"Heil." Oddly enough, the priest who was giving
them religious training turned out to be the one whom
I had seized warmly by the hand in Chust only two
days before, having mistaken him for another. I
asked him if it would be possible, supposing the
German children from Nemecka Mokra and the
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Ukrainian children from Russka Mokra further
down the valley could be placed side by side, to
distinguish between the two nationalities.
"No, I do not think sor" he repliedr "for one often
can't tell what people are. What do you think I am,
for instance?"
I had no idea, but after somereflection decided that
the answer calculated to disturb fewestpeople would
be " IJkrainian."
"Thank God, no ; I am a Hungarianr" he said.
After that an icy atmospherefell on the party. The
priest made no bones about his allegiance, or of what
hopeshehad for thefuture, and therewasnaturally a deep
cleft between him and the German leaders who
accompanied me. The village nearly always received
a Hungarian priest, for the inhabitants were all
Roman Catholics, and in Chust the Roman Catholic
Church is entirely in Hungarian control. But even
the efforts of a successionof Hungarian priests can
have had but little successin spreading Hungarian
influence in Nemecko Mokra.
Outside we were joined by two more teachers.
Each wanted to show or tell us something different,
but everything was designedto emphasizethe strength
of the German tradition. One took me to peer through
a window into a little room where an old man was
teaching his son, who was standing with a massive
sword held in front of him, the difficult numbers of
the Sword Dance. Although the old Austrian songs
are still commonly sung, and people still yodel in the
mountains or to keep time when working in team,
all other dances,such as the Schuplatten and other
Salzkammergut dances, seem to have died out.
Another of the teachers was a language expert. He
said that the broad dialect. which I had alreadv
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remarked, is still the old local Salzkammergut one,
but that it has become hardened by contact with
Hungarian, and that certain Hungarian and Ukrainian
words have been introduced. Most of the Ukrainian
words were connected with agriculture.
Then a third teacher, a fat man who had so far
remained shrouded in a thick cloak against the bitter
wind, suddenly said that it was a pity we had not
come in the summer, for the district was rich in
ancient customs, and at that seasonwe could have
learnt something of one of them first hand.
"You could have had the pleasureof being beaten
on the pastures by the girls of the village," he said
with a rich laugh. "Aty stranger who goesup there
has to submit to that, and even people from the
village, if their visits there are rare. The girls looking
after the cattle would have set on you and demanded
the usual tribute. You would have been lain down
on a bench with a comfortable pillow placed neatly
under your face. Then each of the girls would have
taken a stick and beaten you three times on the seat;
once for herself, once for you and a third time for
health. It doesnot usually hurt, but the girls are very
susceptible to whom they are beating, and," he
added rather bitterly, " it can be made to hurt very
much sometimes."
" The men can get their own back at Easter timer"
he continued. " On Easter Monday the men and
boys go about tipping water over the womenfolks'
heads. As many drops as a woman gets on her
head so many blows will she receive during the
coming year. Early in the day everyone behaves
very decorously. But in the evening, when everyone
has drunk a lot, and got a little merry, the fun begins
in earnestand it ends in real water battles."
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After that he wrapped himself up in his cioak again
and did not say anything more all the afternoon.
At the end of the street where the village was
merging into the forest we went into one of the houses.
Two girls with long flaxen pigtails were just leaving
the courtyard, balancing on their heads big tubs full
of the week's washing that was to be done in the
neighbouring stream. One of them was so overcome
by the sight of strangersthat she succumbedto giggles
and let her tub slip and roll on to the ground. It
was completely smashed. The mother was furious;
in a village where everyone had always been carrying
their bundles or wash tubs like that, she never
remembered having seen a tub let drop ! The old
father, sitting in the corner making sour milk pots,
was quite unmoved. He could soon replace the tub,
he said. 1\o doubt he could, for he worked at tremendous speed, cutting the side planks of the pots
and then fitting them into the rings of wood which his
son set into shape, forcing them down over big conical
wooden blocks. None of the men make anything
except these pots. The women, too, unlike the
Ukrainian women, make practically nothing. All
they do is to spin old rags into strips for weaving
into rag carpets. This thread they then take to
Ukrainian women in some other village to be made
up. They spin no other material, and do not now
keep their own sheep.
" There are three reasonswhy we do not keep sheep
nowr" I was told. "We were deprived of our free
grazing rights on the upland pastures;we do not wear
homespun clothes like the Ukrainia,ns; and it costs
a German too much to keep sheep. A Ukrainian
can keep them very cheaply," my informant said
sniffily, " becausein summer he will sleep out in the
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open air with them, and in rvinter has them almost
indoors, but a German does not care to live on that
level."
The German colonistsin Carpatho Ukraine always
retained this attitude of slight superiority, bred
originally of the knowledge that they had been
brought there to teach, and I was always curious to
find out how they managed to rctain the very much
higher cultural level which gave them the right to do
so. The only good reasonsthat I could ever deduce
were their age-long tradition of cleanlinessand order,
their greater ability for regular work, and, perhaps
most important of all, ttreir smaller families and their
ability to keep money in their pocketswhen they had
it. The Ukrainian peasant,when he has money, puts
on his best white coat and best astrakhan hat, seti off
on a Saturday to the nearest small town, and stays
there until he is so drunk that he becomesa nuisarrie
and gets helped home by someone. Not so the German. He usually keepshis money, or else,if he feels
in need of a drink, goes down to the village inn, has
a brandy or two and then joins with everyone else
in the inn in the singing of the old familiar round
songs from the Salzkammergut.
After we ourselveshad drunk somethins'at Zauner's
we all got into the car and drove back dorvn the valley
to another German settlement, IJstcorne (Konisgfeld)
which we had passedthrough that morning. It was,
in general, just as neat and German as Nemecka
Mokra, but I was surprisedby a lot of half washed-out
"r2's" on the gateways.They looked so very unGerman and neglected. " 12" in fact had been the
number of Conrad Henlein's list in the Czechoslovak
electionsof r935-the election in which the Sudeten
German Party, with its demand for autonomy within
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the Czechoslovak State, was first heard of ! The
election seemedalready to belong to another age.
In the school we found the head teacher holding a
conferencewith his subordinates,two blond young men
from the Sudeten district. Signsof Nazi-ism were considerably more glaring than in Nemecka Mokra.
Over the stage at the end of the room was a large
inscription, "Ein Volk, ein Will, ein Ftihrer" (one
people, one will, one leader).
I commented on the substitution of "one will"
for the familiar "one State."
"Becausewe have not got one State yetr" the head
teacher replied simply.
The slight emphasison the word "y.t," and the
simple straightforward way in which he said it made
me wonder whether he was seriously hoping for the
creation of a Reich that would include even Carpatho
IJkraine, and with it Ustcorne. It seemed a hope
that had little chance of realization. But yet, I
reflected, as in three years from the founding of the
Henlein Party not the desired autonomy only but
secessionhad been realized. whv should not this
also happen?

One evening about this time I saw a young man
outside the hotel with a camel coat, a book in his
hand (Jane Austen) and a rather slouching walk. It
was clear at once that he was an Englishman. He
was in fact the first-and only-tourist to come to
Carpatho Ukraine. When I met him later I learnt
that his father was conducting financial negotiations
with the Czech Government in Prague and that he
had decided, with that complete disregard of political
upheavals that characterizes most English people
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abroad, to see something of Eastern Europe. His
arrival causedquite a little stir in Chust and sent the
porter darting off like lightning to Bilej, the police
inspector. He had come immediately from Budapest
and said he should probably return there next day;
Chust, he confessedwas " not quite what he had
expected." Later we had dinner together at the
Slovensky Dom, a little Czech restaurant. It was
crowded, and we were only able to sit at a table
specialli' brought out for us and placed directly under
the band, a position in which one risked getting the
violin bow instead of the food in one's mouth. The
I was very
visitor thought it was all "wizard".
who ever
person
grateful to him; he was the only
found Chust as entertainin.gas I did.

Impatient of waiting f", ,fr. opening of the Diet,
that was constantly being postponed, we decided to
make our long planned tour to the western part of
Carpatho Ukraine. We started out on 6 March.
The first day was wholly unsatisfactory, a series of
difficulties presenting themselvesone after the other.
At first the car would not start. Then it stopped on
the outskirts of Chust and would not go. In the end
we left Chust nearly three hours late.
The road to Svalava,along wliich we started,seemed
attractive this time-at least so my diary tells me.
Previously I had thought it dull, but perhaps that
was becauseI had only seenit from inside a crowded
and evil-smelling omnibus. At Dovhe we had time
to look at the remains of the old castle; four high
walls with a gazebo at each corner, and inside a big
lawn with a pleasant one-storied house decorated
with little pilasters. I also saw the archaic-looking
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lamps again of which I had had a fleeting but ever
rememberedglance on our {irst journey in January;
tall rough wooden posts with an oil lamp balanced
on the top.
At Svalava we lunched in the Sokol house and then
went to take somephotographs. C had made a series
of pictures illustrating the timber industry in Carpatho
Ukraine and wanted a picture of a large timber-yard
to complete it. But a difficulty far greater than that
of the morning was awaiting us. We went down to a
high bridge over a railway, from which there was a
splendid view over the largest timber-yard in the
whole province. C would not take a photograph. He
said he felt there were military objects about and
anyway there were soldiers. Feeling rather annoyed
at this Polish respect for the authorities, I said I
would take the photograph myself. So I ran up on to
the bridge and did so. Then we photographed the
wooden church I had seenbefore,and the Law Court,
a good modern building in the main street.
Half an hour later, as we were buying petrol before
continuing our drive, C felt a hand on his shoulder.
Had we taken a photograph from the bridge, a
gendarme asked. Off we were dragged to the gendarmerie. At first it looked as if things were going
badly, but when they saw my identity card all seemed
in order. Then they found out that C was not an
Englishman but a Pole.
"Jakubowski ! That's a fine name for an Englishman," the officer had said.
"But he is not English," I repiied with as much
naturalnessas I could command. " He's a Pole."
The head gendarme got very angry, said that now
the whole matter was becoming clear and went off to
find the local Governor. They dragged all our
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Iuggage in and looked through it minutely. They
looked inside the seamsof my trousers and squeezed
my sponge, they unwrapped a newspaper parcel of
C's, doing it so delicately that they must surely have
expected to find a bomb inside-not merely half a
pot of marmalade!-and openedall-our letters. Then
a rrran came rn and slyly produced some pictures of
dead Polish terrorists who had been badly mangled
by grenades, presumably rvith the object of seeing
whether C showed any signs of recognizing them.
Another man reported that we had also taken a picture of the Law Court, and that added a serious
mark against us. Eventually I persuaded the chief
officer to ring up the Risdorfers, with whom I had
stopped, and Mrs. Risdorfer kindly said that I was
not a crook, as far as she knew, but that I might be
all the same.
In the end we got away with only the loss of the
film. But it had cost us two and a half precious hours,
and by the time we arrived at Perecin, on the border
of Slovakia, where we were to spend the night, it was
dark and late. In one place the road climbed up over
a great hill where the car almost stopped, and going
down the other side, which was very steep at the
hairpin bends, it proved to have such a poor lock
that it almost put us over the edge. After that we ran
happily down the valley all the way.
Perecin,which looked so grand on the map, was in
fact a miserable place; a swollen village that will
presumably one day become a small town. It consisted chrefly of a chemical factory, a long straggling
street and a few modern two-storied housesround a
square. The restaurant attached to the factory has
rooms where one can lodge, but it turned out that
they were all occupied by soldiers, and so too was a
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dirty Jewish inn. At last we decided to go and look
for Professor Pankiewicz, an eminent professor of
Slav culture to whom I had a letter.
It was snowing hard, and it took us an hour of
inquiring at shops,tapping at curtained windows and
falling into muddy pools before we could find his
house. We were invariably told to look for a yellow
villa with a red roof, a description that was not very
helpful on a snowy night.
Eventually I found the Professorsitting in a small
room crowded with good modern Ukrainian pictures,
mostly impressionist landscapes,and plenty of local
fabrics. It was eight-thirty. The professorsaid that
most people in Perecin would doubtless be asleep, as
it was " already the middle of the night," but that a
colleague of his, a woman teacher, would probably
be able to let us have a room.
The teacher, a pleasantlittle woman who was wearing widow's weedsfor her father, immediately showed
the ever surprising hospitality of Eastern Europe
and gave us the sitting-room in her two-roomed flat
and then, while we went out to look for dinner that,
in a completely sleeping Perecin we did not find,
herself prepared the beds for us and also a meal.
Just as we were going to bed the wirelessannounced
an important change in the Ukrainian Cabinet. The
fiery and violently anti-Czech Revay had been replaced by the more moderate and older Klotschurak,
whom I had met at the Risdorfers', and General
Prchala had been given the Ministries of the Interior,
Finance, and Communications.
The Ukrainians were desperate.
"We have had enough of the Czechs,we have had
indicating her
them up to herer" said the professoress,
neck. For a time shemoaned and cried, then suddenly
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jumped up, shouting," But just wait until Revay comes
back from Berlin, then things will begin to move again,
he won't stand any of this ! "
Then her husband dragged her off to bed, and we
started wondering whether we ought to go back to
Chust. We decided to carry on with our tour, but to
make it as short as possible.
Next morning I was out and about by nine o'clock,
but that was not at all early for Perecin. The professoress'shusband got up every morning at five o'clock,
for only by so doing could'he be in time at the bank
in Velky Berezny, a town some thirty miles up the
valley, where he worked. After lunch the professoress
asked if she could drive there with us as it was our
next stopping place. She uttered a prayer before
getting into the car, and all the way along the road
prayed and crossedherself.
Velky Bereznywas superior to Perecin; more built
up, with big official buildings arranged round a little
square with a garden and trees, and quite a large
villa colony for the officials. It also had main water
and drainage systems,luxuries which even Chust did
not possess. Velky Berezny apparently owed its
greater importance to the fact that it lay with open
country on the west, or Slovak, side, from which
people came in to do their marketing and transact
business, whereas Perecin lay enclosed by hills on
both sides.
The professoresstook us to the bank where her
husband worked, and there I made the acquaintance
of her brother and a lawyer who was called in as
being a folklore and general local expert. C, who
always felt embarrassed in the presence of the
Ukrainians, went off to look for an inn.
The lawyer, who had been encouragingthe peasants
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to embroider for the market and sell their goods to the
tourists in summer, had a magnificent collection of
some hundreds of patterns of peasant embroidery.
Perhaps the most attractive of thesecame from lJzok,
a village right up on the Polish frontier, which we
were to visit on the morrow; the motifs included
flowers, but the most typical was a star, or as somecall
it, a stylized rose. In the end the lawyer w'aspersuaded
to go with me to Uzok himself. It seemedan excellent
plan, but like so much else in Carpatho Ukraine it
was destinedto founder on the hidden rock of national
jealousy and antipathy. At the last minute the lawyer
asked me again what I specially wanted to see.
" There are many things I could show your" he
said, " one thing, for instance, is the work of the last
twenty years."
" I am not particularly interestedin the work of the
Czechshere," I replied, "I am more interestedin the
present and the future."
I was about to add that I had seenmany examples
of the Czech constructive work when travelling about
the country, that it was so good and plentiful that it
rose up and hit one in the face. But before I had time
he had picked me up and said that the Czechs had
never tried to "denationalize" there. At the time
this seemed a curiously inconsequential remark, but
just then everyone started saying good-bye and for
the moment I passedit over. Later in the evening,
however, when we all met at the Czech restaurant,
where we had agreed to dine, the lawyer merely said
that he could not go to lJzok, and then went and sat
alone at a table, and would not speak to me any
further. I learnt tha.t he was a Czech himself! Everything was due to my one accidental remark in the
afternoon. It was a small but very typical example
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of the racial antipathies that clogged all life and
socialrelationshipsin Carpatho Ukraine.
One of the best things in Velky Berezny was the
Czech restaurant. The food was good and servedwith
a real talent worthy of connoisseurs. With boiled
home-cured pig were served five small plates, potato
purie,lentil purdewith small piecesof fried bacon on top,
sour cabbagethat was not too sour, pickled cucumbers
and a compote of prunes. All that cost tenpence. The
proprietor had the dark round face and broken
nose of a bulldog. As he unlocked, and with a grand
gesture flung open the door of the very inadequate
earth closet he threw his nose in the air and said,
" Here \,veare in Carpatho Ukraine; this is only one
of the disadvantages." The back part of the seat was
, as always the most soiled part; for the majority of
people there are not used to lavatories, and when they
are obliged to use one, squat with their feet on the
seat as they are accustomed to squat on the ground
at home.
The proprietor, we found, did not belong to Carpatho Ukraine at all, but was one of those curious
racial mix-ups that to us in England are quite unknown. His father was from Bohemia, his mother
was a German. The father had been porter many
years before the War at the old Austro-Hungarian
Legation in Berne, and had worked in the special
railway section. On giving up this job he had been
taken on by the Swiss Federal Railways, and had
settled at Vevey where the son had been brought up.
The boy had worked in the Grand Hotel there and
later gone to Genoa and other places in Italy. He
had married an Italian. It seemedcurious that fate
should have brought him after all this to Velky
Berezny,an unknown little township in EasternEurope
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Apparently, he had gone to Uzhorod when that was a
budding city and had come up to Berezny when
Uzhorod was evacuated. Now, when Berezny has
lost its temporary importance and the swarm of
officials has been disbanded, what has become of
him?
The only hotel that C had been able to find was a
wooden shack near the railway station. It was Lshaped and all the rooms opened outwards on to a
verandah. When I arrived I found the sheetshad not
been changed since the last occupant had leftthey rarely were in thoseparts. Only the command of
the professorfrom Rumania, whom I had found again
and who was a leading Ukrainian in Berezny, could
get them changed. The floor boards had holesin them,
and the room had once servedas a stall. But we siept
like logs.
Early the next morning, while C was indulging in
his daily three-quarters of an hour cranking the car,
the professorarrived. He was going with us to lJzok,
and we started at once. Our way as usual was up a
valiey, this time, however, a broad open one. The
road had been built by Maria Teresa to improve
communicationswith Galicia, and many of the original
stone bridges are still to be seen. In each village was
a wooden church. In this valley they again had their
own individual style; big barn-like structures with
gaily curved domes like those of Chinese pagodas.
One that we inspected at Kostrina was for sale. It
had had a varied history. Originally it had stood in
Galicia. But the peasant congregation in the village
where itstood had grown too big for it, and in 176r
they decided to sell it and build themseivesa new and
bigger one. The people of Kostrina, which then only
had thirty houses,were very poor and happened to
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be in need of a church. So they bought it, and sent
their carts to fetch it away. But ever since its arrival,
which made Kostrina a meeting place on Sundays
and feast days and generally added to its importance,
the village had been steadily growing. Now in turn
Kostrina has outgrown the church, and the inhabitants, like the Galicians before them, want to sell their
church and build themselvesa new one. The price
is not high. It will probably fetch about five hundred
pounds.
Towards Volosanka, a village and small tourist
resort, lying at the head of the valley and just beneath
the pass leading over the crest of the mountains into
Poland, the road became very snowy, and we needed
more petrol. The petrol problem made motoring
in Carpatho Ukraine miserably difficult, for outside
the largest towns it seemed almost unobtainable.
None of the villages had any and at Volosanka we
found that the tourist hostel sold petrol only in summer.
The co-operative store could not produce any, while
the chemist to whom we were directed could onlv
offer us a pint from a glass bottle on his shelf. Th;
doctor, it was suggested,might let us have some out
of his own car, but it turned out that he had scarcely
a gallon himself. At last we iearnt that we might
obtain some at the railway station, for the inspector
had a rail car. But the inspector was up the line.
In the end we had to telephone ingloriously back to
Velky Berezny and have three gallons sent up by rail.
The Vrchovina, as the long band of mountain
country lying along the Polish frontier is called, is
known to be the poorest in the whole province. The
countryside, consisting in the main of great rounded
hills, dotted with parkJike fir-trees, and searedacross
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by deep valleys in which quickly moving streams
carry the water from the snow crests down into the
plains, appears beautiful and rich. But the soil is
poor and the peasants' huts, though they look picturesque enough from the middle distance, are really
nothing more than hovels. They are of a beautiful
honey colour, but long, straggling and half tumbled
'
down, with the thatch, which here replaces the
familiar shingled roofs, invariably rotten and sprouting grass. The balconies running the whole length of
the house give shelter to a mixed herd of children,
goats and prehistoric looking sheep with long woolly
coats and thin pointed noses. There are from six to
eight children in most of the families, in somefar more.
An old peasant told us that of all the Vrchovina the
Volosanka-Uzok district was considered the poorest.
He himself had no work to do as all work in the forests
had been stopped as a result of the broken communications. On his acre of ground he had to support
ten people. He had a cow and a horse, he added, but
the horse was not the luxury it might seem, for in
normal times it was by hiring himself and his horse
to the forestry department that he made most of his
lncome.
At lunch in the tourist hostel we were joined by the
local schoolmaster. He and the professor started
whispering: a characteristic habit of people in
Carpatho Ukraine. C and I felt constrained to start
whispering too, although we certainly had nothing to
whisper about, and for some time we indulged in a
kind of whispering match. Rumours were flying
about, but no one knew what was happening anywhere. We had only heard {br certain that the
deputies had met secretly to decide what reply was to
be made to the arbitrary appointment of the new
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Cabinet. On the steps the professor,in a voice that
obviously called for criticism of anything Czech,
asked what we had thought of the lunch, and before
I could answer started criticizing it himself.
As soon as the petrol arrived, we started for Uzok,
which lay at the top of the pass right on the Polish
frontier. The road leading there from the village
twisted up through the snow in great hairpin bends.
Little boys standing on skeletonsleighs,drawn by one
or two horses,flew up and down the road, scattering
the snow in clouds. On the outskirts of the village we
passed a derelict park that, until the Russians destroyed the place in tgl4, had been the local spa.
Avenues of trees lead to a statue of Hercules standing
lonely and forgotten in the snow. We tried the water
at the spring by the roadside. The professor had
brought a bottle to carry some away, but the iron in
it was so strong that the cork popped out every quarter
of an hour. At the bottom of the hill were marks where
the wood had been dragged down from the forests,
but further on the snow was quite virgin except for
the footprints here and there of the frontier guards.
With the closing of the frontier by the Polesno traffic
had been that way for months. When the car came to
rest the professorand I got out and walked. Behind
us was a splendid view right down the valley, while
on either side fresh peaks were ever appearing. At
first they had been bluish white and glistening, but
now the setting sun turned them a warm rose pink.
On the crest we found the railway station, a wooden
hotel and, by the roadside,a small post for gendarmes.
In summer the place would have been crowded with
sturdy brown-legged hikers, and with people buying
postcards in the little round booths and drinking
endlesscoffeesand beers. Even in a normal winter
R
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there would have been ski-erscomiig and going from
the hotel. Now, however, every window was shut and
barred and not a soul moved. Not even frontier
guards had appeared to ask us who we were. Only
when we went into the little cemetery opposite the
frontier post did a man run up. He seemed more
pleased that someone should come and break his
silence than hostile or suspicious.
The cemetery was a large place, and had been built
by the Russiansin i9r4. In the War there had been
great battles here. The Russiansin their first victorious
months had pushed down through Austrian Poland
as far as the Hungarian border, which ran along the
crest of the Carpathians. There they had been held
up. Although at this particular spot they had managed
to push some way down the valley towards Uzhorod
in general they had got little further.
Beyond the cemetery luy Poland. Open fields
stretched away before us, sloping gently downwards
between forests to the long white Polish frontier
station, which lay in front of a iine of dark forest in
the distance. It had been built in the spacious
Hungarian days, for even then there were certain
articles liable to duty between Hungary and Austria,
such for instance as tobacco and spirits. Close at
hand a tall post with the red white and blue stripes
and the rampant lion of the CzechoslovakRepublic,
and a little further down the road the red and white
Polish post topped by an eagle, and a little wooden
hut in which the Pole was sitting, no doubt watching
our every movement, marked the line between the
two countries. In general the " promised land " of
Galicia looked very much like the land we were in.
The landscape,forest and open upland meadows, the
little huts of the peasantswith their tall steepleJike
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rotting thatched roofs, were almost identical. No one
moved anywhere. Everything was grey and frozen,
not even smokerosefrom the hut roofs. It was curious
to reflect that here were Czechssitting on one side of
the frontier and Poles on the other, each defending
people frorn neighbours against whom they did not
want to be defended. For the Ukrainians on both
sidesof the frontier wanted nothing better than to see
the frontier disappear.
From the cemetery we went into the gendarme's
hut. He rvas sitting beside his telephone reading a
penny novel to pass the time. The work was always
lonely, he said, for the road is usually blocked by snow
for five of the winter months. This year, even without
snow, no one had passedby for three months, and then
it had only been a party of gendarmes going for a
conferencewith the Poles. But there had been plenty
of excitement of another sort. There had been the
emigrants from Galicia to catch and, of course, the
activities of the terrorists.
Of the activities of these terrorists I had already
heard much. They constitute perhaps one of the
blackest, though least known stories of last year's
very black autumn. It will be recailed that when
Czechoslovakiawas being dismembered, Hungary,
with the diplomatic support of Poland, was making
frantic efforts to obtain the whole of Carpatho
Ukraine. Even after the Vienna Award the two
countries did not slacken their efforts, and they were
never at a lossfor a frontier incident, or for some kind
of disorder in the province, which would serve as fuel
for their contention that Carpatho Ukraine was a
sourceof constantunrest, and thus a " menaceto her
neighbours". These frontier incidents were all directly
due to the activities of the Hunsarian and Polish
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terrorists, and there is no longer any doubt that the
terrorists were supported by their respective Governments.
Up here on the Polish frontier they had worked only
at night. Their objective had been to sow disorder
and uncertainty by disrupting communications and
generally disturbing public life. They had tried to
blow up bridges, and had cut telephoneand telegraph
wires, attacked the gendarme posts,police stationsand
post offices. Most of the men were recruited from a
low class of adventurer, but some of the leaders are
believed to have been officers of the regular army.
Their simple uniform consisted of plus fours and
leather waistcoats, while they were armed with old
Austrian rifles, and a plentiful supply ofhand-grenades
which, it was alleged, were of modern design, and
similar to those in use in the Polish At-y.
Working
in bands of anything from ten to fifteen, the terrorists
would usually come over the frontier at night, but
sometimes remained on this side for several davs.
Their procedure in the latter case was to attack a
peasant's house early in the morning, tie up the
occupants and then make themselvescomfortable in
the kitchen. The gendarmeswho might be going their
rounds could not search every house daily and thus
they usually escapeddetection.
The terrorists' methods met with a good deal of
success,and the whole district was in a state of apprehension bordering on actual fear for weeks on end.
One village which we visited had been constantly
on the aleit for two months. When a troop of gendarrnes, numbering sometimestwo to three hundred,
was in the village, the inhabitants could sleep peacefully, but when they were not there they had to
take their own precautions. The fear of this menace
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weighed heaviest on those people who had at some
time or another immigrated from Galicia. One
lawyer, a prominent worker for the Great Ukraine,
whose head was said to be worth a lot of money to
the Poles,sat at his window with a loaded rifle on his
knees for many nights on end, while three old comrades sat similarly guarding windows at the other
corners of the house.
At the frontier post some miles north of this village
we saw evidence of these terrorist activities for ourselves. There were the battered walls of a gendarme
post that had been destroyedby grenadesin the night,
and holes in the grassmeadow at the side where other
grenades had burst. I had the impression that they
were being artificially preservedas objects of propaganda. But there was nothing artificial about the
Sitch lads who were encamped in a building opposite,
and who had been sent up as subsidiary frontier
guards. Nearly all of them came from Galicia. I
asked one fellow, a former student from the high
school in Lwow, who took my hand in a vice-like
grip, what he thought would happen if any of them
got captured by the Poles.
"That's a thing we never think of," he said, "for
it will never happen. If we were captured we should
only go before a firing squad. So we would rather die
on this side." What happened to him Later, I wondered, when, with the Hungarians advancing up the
valley and the Polesin the rear, he and his companions
were only rats in a trap made by their own patriotism.
At first the Czechs were unwilling to use military
force against the terrorists, for neither the Poles nor
Hungarians would take official account of their
activities and the Czechsfeared that use of the army
might lead to further and more serious international
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complications. Then. a Polish officer was killed. He
was buried on this side of the frontier somewherein
the forests. The peasants,however, were bribed by
the Polesto say where the body lay and it was dug up
in the night and smuggled back to Poland. He was
given a State funeral in Przemysl. After that the
Polish authorities could no longer deny the terrorists'
activities, and the Czechswere enabled to use stronger
means against them. A huge force of gendarmes
and tanks were brought up and in spite of the
difficult nature of the country the situation was soon
in hand.
The gendarme told us, that in the Uzok district
itself the terrorist activities had been comparatively
slight, for the guards on opposing sidesof the frontier
had always been on friendly terrns with each other,
and had in their own interests tried to keep things as
quiet as possible. The frontier too was easierto guard
atthat point than at others, for although it was thickly
forested the forestswere comparatively easy of access.
Most important of all, perhaps, the Czech gendarmes
and frontier guards were very strong in number here.
For Uzok lay at the head of the main road to Uzhorod,
and it had been realized early in the game that the
plan of the Hungarians and Polesshould they attempt
to capture Carpatho Ukraine by force of arms, would
be to try and advance along the valley from either
end, meeting in the middle, and thus cutting off the
tail of the province which could then be easilyoverrun.
The gendarme was particularly proud of the system
of defence that" his commander had worked out.
Machine-guns, he said, had been placed in nests
commanding the whole length of their territory, and
were manned night and day. For weeks on end they
had been living under war conditions, or under con-
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ditions that were worse than war, for no one knew
where a blow might fall. Every tree had been a
ambush.
potential
One of the most difficult tasks that had confronted
them during the past few months had been to decide
whether a captured man was a Ukrainian emigrant
or a Polish terrorist in disguise.
" It is a pity we did not immediately shoot all
doubtful chiracters," the gendarme said, indicating
a convenient wall outside, "we should have had much
lesstrouble in the end." Then a cloud passedover his
face as he added, " The Poles or Hungarians would
certainly have done so, but to shoot people without a
trial or a hearing-no, that's something we cannot
do." All doubtful people, he went on' were always
taken down to Chust and given a hearing at the
gendarmerie there. Their papers, if they had a1Y,
were looked at, or their story was proved by other
means. The gendarmes would ask, for instance, if
there was anyone else from their village in Galicia
who could vouch for them. One of the surest and
safest means of finding out whether a man was a
Ukrainian or a Pole, however, was to wait until he
made the sign of the cross. The Greek Catholic
makes the first point on the right shoulder, while the
Roman Catholic, which is practically synonymous
with Pole, makes it on the left. In innumerable cases
it was found that a man might have learnt his whole
part to perfection, but would give himself away on
this one little point of instinct.
In the valley night had fallen already. Through the
uncurtained windows of the cottages u'e saw rich
golden flames leaping up through the darkness and
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silhouetted against them the dark figures of the
peasants.
"Your healthr" said the professoras we bent beneith
the low lintel of the living-room door. "Your health,,,
replied a flat unconcerned voice from the fireside.
The dark figure of a woman was outlined against the
flames of an open wood fire burning brightly in the
usual corner_by the door; she was slowly peeling
potatoes, with the meditative movements of one foi
whom time has no value. Away from the fire I was
at first aware only of a golden brown darkness,and
the vague form of a loom"on which was a half-finished
towel. There was no chimney to the fire and a thick
pall of smoke hung all over the top of the room.
Only by crouching down could poor people like ourselves,used to the amenities of a modern civilization,
avoid running eyesand violent fits of coughing. Other
people who came in and stood about in the darkness,
watching us in complete silence,seemedimmune from
it. Then the woman rose and lit a lamp. The room
was little more than a potting shed. The uneven floor
was of rich dark brown earth. The furniture, placed
haphazardly about, consisted only of two chesis and
a derelict-looking wooden bed with a heap of rugs
on it. A large pile of wood stood by the firef and next
to this was a heap of potatoesthat kept getting kicked
and rolled about the floor. In a rack were a few
wooden spoons, and in the corner hung scythes and
other farm implements. Brown earth dust lay thick
on everything.
From the professor'spoint of view the visit was not
at all a success.The woman's brother started talking
about the political situation.
" Everybody keeps talking about the new freedom
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of Carpatho Ukraine and of the wonderful future that
lies before usr" he said, "but I can't see myself that
there's anything in it. I have no work to do and I have
even less bread than I had before. No, this much
talked of freedom means nothing at all to me."
Whereupon the professor said it was time to go
and hustled us off; such things were not for strangers'
ears.
In exactly a week from that date Hungarian troops
and frontier guards, gay feathers in their hats, were
to come marching up the valley, and the "new
freedom" to disappear. But how many of the peasants
would actively mind? Probably only a mere handful
who had joined, or had in some way or other been
influenced by the Sitch. The others would watch the
processionas apathetically as the woman had peeled
potatoes. Their minds are centred on one thing,
bread. The Czech period was for them a good period.
The magnificent constructive works of the Czechs
left them comparatively unappreciative, but there was
plenty of work. The short period of autonomy left
them cold. Had it lasted longer they would, no
doubt, under the weight of propaganda, have all
become good Ukrainians, but the popularity of the
r6gime would still have dependedon the Government's
capacity to give them work and bread. The return
of Hungarian rule will certainly not mean a return
to the constructive policy of the Czechs, for the
Hungarians have neither the aptitude for work of
that kind nor the money with which to carry it out.
But if, as will probably happen, work in the forests
takes on its old intensity and the flow of seasonal
labour down into the Hungarian plains, now no
longer held up by the Czechoslovak-Hungarian
frontier, begins again. there is no reason to suppose
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that they will not accept the return of Hungarian rule
with goodwill. The peasants will judge the rdgime
entirely on its capacity to provide.,n.* with bread.
While in Velky Berezny I heard a curious story
of an alleged attempt by the Slovaks to obtain
possessionof the railway line that runs up the valley
from Uzhorod through Perecin and Berezny to Uzok
and so into Poland. If the story is true, as there is
every reason to believe, it may be found to have been
a definite part of the German plans for the reorganization of the Czechoslovak territories. A few days
previously, it was said, on the night of Friday, 3
March, telegrams from Bratislava had been received
at all the stationsalong the line, requestingthe stationmasters to send all their spare stocks of cash to the
Railway Administration in Bratislava. The local
officials, very puzzled by the order, had immediately
telephoned to Chust, and for the two following days
strong guards of Sitch men had been maintained all
along the line to forestall any possible Slovak adventures there. The Chust Government sent an inquiry
to Bratislava, and eventually received an apology, in
which it was stated that the telegrams had been sent
in error by a minor employee. In Ukrainian official
circles it was believed that the telegrams were the
first step in a mancuvre whose object was the acquisition of the large stocksof railway material that were
lying about the line. They thought that if the Slovaks
had found the railway officials seriously embarrassed
by the telegrams, they would have marched ir,
seized the railway, carried off the stocks, and then,
admitting that the line was on Ukrainian territory,
given it back-without the stocks.
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Another explanation is also possible-that the whole
plan was engineeredby Germany, so that this railway,
of supreme strategical importance, in the event of an
attack on Poland, should already have been incorporated in Slovakia when the Germans declared the
Protectorate a week later. It is perhaps significant in
this connection that the Hungarians, as soon as they
had occupied Carpatho Ukraine, strengthened their
hold on the railway by marching into Slovakia and
seizing from the Slovaks a deep strip of teritory, so
that the frontier was moved well to the west of the
railway.

15
Tna experience of being in Chust for the last few
days before the Hungarians arrived was like being in
a mad house with the inmates let loose. Rumour
and counter-rumour filled the air. Everyone was the
potential enemy of everyone else. Moreover, we were
absolutely cut offfrom the outside world. I{ewspapers
arrived days late, or not at all; communication with
foreign countries by telephone or telegram was forbidden, and the internal service was so bad that it
might take twenty-four hours to get a call through to
Prague; radio setswere almost non-existent.
On the last Friday (ro March), the day after our
return from Velky Berezny, I had my first talk with
General Prchala. He received me in a first floor room
of the officers' mess which had been arranged as a
bed-sitting room. There tvas a big desk under the
window and a small white iron bedstead behind a
curtain in the corner. The General, who was a man
of middle height, had a determined, slightly foxy face,
and looked tired and worried. Throughout our conversation a gendarme and two civil officials stood in
the background.
The chief trouble in Carpatho Ukraine, he said,
was that the people preferred talking high politics
to working, and that most of the leaders had come
in from corners of neighbouring countries and had
nothing directly to do with the province at all. The
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people must be made to work, and to work hard; and
he hoped that by the following week, when road construction could be begun, things would be going
better. As for the emigrants,it would be "inhuman"
to send them back, he said, but they could not be
allowed to settle in Carpatho Ukraine and make
trouble for Czechoslovakia'sneighbours. Many local
workers were going to Germany, and, he added with
pleasant irony, there would doubtless be room for
these Ukrainian immigrants in one of the battalions.
I asked him what he thought the future held for
the land. He picked up my question before I had
finished it, and then pauseda long time before answerirg. I noticed that when he was embarrassedhe had
a curious action with his hands, holding them with
the fingers interlocked and working them upwards
and backwards.
" One thing is clearr" he said, " Carpatho Ukraine
might breathe as a part of a Great Ukraine, but it
could never live alone. For the immediate future
there are three alternatives; union with the Czechs,
the Polesor the Hungarians. There is talk of Carpatho
Ukraine becoming another Switzerland. But as long
as she has poor neighbours," he said, returning to an
ironical vein, " this is impossible. She could only do
so if shehad rich neighbourslike France, Germany and
Italy who would bring tourists. Now no one comes
here save adventurers and the curious."
" One must reckon with one's pencil in one's hand,
not with fantasy in one's hand, and always stop close
to earth-that's the best wayr" he said as he bade
me farewell. No wonder the Ukrainians, with their
hopes and childish enthusiasms,regarded him with
hatred.
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No sooner had I left the messthan I began to hear
rumours. On the previous Monday the President of
the Republic, deciding to adopt a policy of the firm
hand in Slovakia and Carpatho Ukraine, had forced
the resignation ofJulian Revay and the appointment
of the milder Klotchurak, while Fedor Revay,
President of the Government Party, had also been
compelled to resign. Now it was said that Volosin,
the Prime Minister, had been dismissedby telegram,
and one Brascajko, who it was hoped would be a
puppet, appointed in his stead. In Slovakia also, we
heard, a puppet Ministry had been formed.
Official relations were in complete disorder. Klotchurak had been in Prague at the time of his appointment. The Czechs, without reference to Chust, had
suddenly informed him that he was a Minister for
Carpatho Ukraine. Klotchurak had at once got into
communication with Father Volosin. " I am one of
your Ministers now," he called down the telephone,
" do you know anything about it? "
In the Koruna the young men were saying that
they would not sell their souls to the Czechs by
coming to terms with them on financial and other
matters.
" Do you, then, consider absolute independence
possible?"
ttNo."

"Then what are you going to do? Surely it is
essentialfor you to come to some agreement with the
Czechs, for if not you will have no money."
" We will not surrender an iota of our spirit. We
would rather go hungry," they said.
The wine boy came in and, as if in deferenceto the
developmentsof the day, started removing the picture
of Father Voiosin from the wall. We almost expected
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to see that of Brascajko go up in its place, but after
refixing the nail he put Volosin back again.
Storieswere running round like wildfire. Earlier in
the week, it was said, all the spare rifles had been
stolen from the Chust gendarmerie, by the Sitch with
the cognizance of the police. Generally the building
was grlarded at night by two Ukrainians and two
Czechs,working in four-hour shifts. On the nieht in
question the guard was effected by three Ukralnians
and one Czech,working in six-hour shifts, an arrangement which would allow the thieves more chance
of carrying out their work and then of'making a
good get-away. The rifles had been taken or.ribv
a small window and loaded on a car. Then, on thl
Wednesday, Rohac, the one-time theolo.qicalstudent, had pdblished an unusually fiery article in Jtfowa
Swoboda.
"A Czech," the article said, "whose influence can
only be harmful, has been sent here, to a land that
rvants to irave nothing to do with Czech beggars. If
the things that have been happening here hid happened in any other land the people would have
defended themseives with weapons. We have kept
quiet, b^utthe day may come when we too shall appe^al
to our Gods, and in that event no one can guarantee
that blood will not flow." The paper fiad been
confiscated by order of the Public Prosecutor. but
hundreds of copies had been stolen from the store bv
members of the Sitch and distributed throughout thb
torvn during the night.
These two events brought the growing hostility
betrveen the army and the Sitch to a definite head.
General Prchala wanted to adopt summary measures;
to have Rohac arrested and to disband the Sitch.
Volosin would agree to neither project. To disban d
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the Sitch would mean spilling blood, he said, and
for that he could not take the responsibility.
What was the German attitude to thesehappenings
in Carpatho Ukraine? In the last days this question
was ever uppermost in our minds, for it seemedthat
the future of the land rested more in Germany's hands
than in anyone else's.
In the morning I had met the new German Consul
in the passageof the'Koruna. I had known him for
a considerable period elsewhere,and he was an acknowledged specialist in the question of Carpatho
Ukraine. He had only arrived two days previously,
when his predecessor,whose appearance on the eve
of the elections had caused so much excitement, had
left. As he had receivedhis transfer order by telegram,
I immediately suspectedthat something was in the
offing.
His opinion of the situation, for what it is worth,
was as follows. Germany, he said, was not interested
in Eastern Europe now. Besides,she had a pact of
friendship with Poland, and any development of the
Great Ukraine idea would be detrimental to the
interestsof Poland. Germany definitely did not intend
to use Carpatho Ukraine as a jumping off place for
the Great Ukraine. The place was not yet even
organized itself, and was in no way ripe for such a
plan. The task, at the moment, was how to retain
Carpatho Ukraine itself, and not let it slip into
Polish or Hungarian hands. Kleiss, he confirmed,
had been brought sternly to task by official circles.

On Saturday morning I met Rohac. He was jubilant. The previous evening, he said, he had been to
see Volosin and informed him that Prchala was
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planning to disarm the Sitch in the night. Volosin
pointed lowards a seconddoor, and said that Prchala
had just that moment left the room, after telling him
that the Sitch were planning to disarm the army in the
night!
Travellers from Prague reported that, although the
trains were still running normally, all stations in
Slovakia were in the hands of the military, and all
vital points covered by machine-guns.
In official circles it was anticipated that the rioting
in Slovakia would be finished in a few days and that
Slovakia would emerge as an independent land under
German protection. In this event, they said, the
Ukrainians would of coursethrow in their lot with the
Slovaks,and the two provinces would form some sort
of union. If Slovakia did not win her freedom,
Carpatho Ukraine would find some other way out.
Revay, who was then in Berlin, would be back in a
few days and then everything wouid be all right.
In the Ukrainian mind Revay had become a demigod in whose control nothing could founder.
In the evening I dined with the German Consul.
We heard on the wireless that Sivak, the Czech's
puppet Prime Minister in Slovakia, had resigned,and
thar Sidor, the popular hero of the moment had been
drawn home from the station by an excited crowd,
and was making fiery speeches.He asked me what I
thought about the situation. I said that in my
opinion everything now depended on the turn of
events in Slovakia. In the autumn of r93B Slovakia
had been the chief centre of interest, but, as soon as
German interest srvitched over to Carpatho Ukraine,
Slovakia had lost importance. No individual solution
would be sought for the province, for it had become
only a corridor, leading to Carpatho Ukraine. Now,
S
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however, with Germany's abandonment of interest
in the Great Ukraine idea attention had switched
back to Slovakia again. I also said that whichever
side Germany supported, Czech or Slovak, that
side would win, and that if the Slovaks won the
Ukrainians would presumably go with them. He
said that a German journalist had given him an
identical answer on the previous evening, and that he
thought that on the whole it was probably correct.
But was it certain that Carpatho Ukraine would go
with Slovakia, he asked? Might it not go to Hungary
as a counter balance to Germany's increasedinfluence?
His attitude towards the Ukrainians seemedto border
on disdain, and I felt sure of one thing, namely, that
if the Germans ever came into Carpatho Ukraine
the Ukrainians would get very short shrift.
For the small band of foreigners in Chust the
future was still a big question mark. That the Czechs
should have taken so determined and definite a line
without German consent seemed unthinkable. Yet
how was German consent to be reconciled with the
violent anti-Czech Press and wireless campaign that
had followed? On the whole we were inclined to
believe that Germany would support the Slovaks, but
we no longer had much faith in her helping Carpatho
Ukraine. Everything seemedto suggestthat she had
lost interest in it. The best Carpatho Ukraine could
hope for, we felt, was union with Slovakia.
Sunday and Monday were days of rumour, and it
was evident that the tension betweenthe army and the
'Sitch was increasing all the time.
But nothing
definite happened. Only two things stand out. On
Monday morning Prchala stated that he could disarm
the Sitch in half an hour if he wanted, but that he
did not want to spill blood. In the afternoon an
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aeroplane appeared over Chust. It was a Czech
military machine, and circled three times round the
town before landing on the military air field. It was
the first aeroplane we had seen in Chust and we
suspectedit had brought orders from Prague.
In the late afternoon we walked out to call on a
Scotch preacher, Mr. I\{acGregor of Renfrew, who,
we had heard, lived in the town, and in the evening
a party of us, including Mrs. McCormick the American
columnist and her husband, who had just arrived,
dined together. Mrs. McCormick was to leave next
day, Tuesday, for Budapest, and I was planning, all
being well, to go there on the Thursday. We went to
bed feeling fairly huppy and suspectingno immediate
development.

At quarter-past six next morning, Tuesday, I was
woken up by a banging in the courtyard. At first, in
my innocence, I had thought thev were beating
carpets,while C had been dreaming that the new house
his parents were building had just reached the stage
lvhen the final nails were being hammered into the
roof. Then I heard excited voicesshouting. Jumping
up I looked out of the window, then shook C violently
to wake him up and dived straight under my bed.
In the archway that led to the back street a boy was
standing with a smoking revolver in his hand. Rifles
lverebanging offin all directionsand from the other side
of the building came the rat-tat-tat of a machine-gun.
Then I realized that the Czech gendarmes and
military were at last making the long-planned attack
on the Sitch. A dramatic twenty-four hours in which a
free Ukrainian Republic was to be born and die had
just begun
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In twenty-four hours we lived in three different
States. We woke up in the CzechoslovakRepublic.
By the evening Carpatho Ukraine was a free land.
Next day the Hungarians came in. The Germans,
who had occupied Prague early that morning, were,
it was announced, "not interested" in Carpatho
IJkraine, and thus the little Republic, which all Europe
believed was to be the germ of a Great Ukraine, was
crushedat birth.
A few minutes after the firing started all the guests
had collected in the passagerunning down the middle
of the building. Bullets came pattering through the
windows and shattered the plaster on the bedroom
walls. Our Sitch lads returned the fire from the attics
and other points of vantage and the going was merry.
One of them, who was stationed at the small lavatory
window, was nearly blown up by a hand grenade,
while a bullet came right through the outer wall of
the German Consul's room and landed about six feet
above his head. Two Sitch boys, their shaven heads
suggesting that they had just come out of a Polish
prison, patrolled the passagewith knobbed sticks and
pistols, which threatened to go off accidentally any
moment.
Then two tanks arrived and it seemed likely that
gendarmes would soon come bursting up the stairs.
I was seriously afraid of what might happen if they
started firing along the passage,for we had absolutely
no means of escape.
The porter rushed to the German Consul, and
begged him with outstretched arms to take the guests
under his protection. The Consul, with a calming
gesture of boredom, said that he could not see what
protection he had to offer them, and that anyway he
wanted to go on shaving. Admittedly he could scarcely
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have given any help, for to have hung a swastika
flag out of the window would have been to invite the
Czechsin their present mood to fire straight into the
room. Later he endeavouredto telephone to General
Prchala and ask him at least to let the guestsout, but
either the post office would not give the connection,
or else,if they did, the answer came that none of the
adjutants had time to speak.
Suddenly there was an appalling noise of splintering
glass and a shower of bullets came whizzing through
the windows of the big corner room. By this time
we were all lying flat on our stomachs on the coid
cement floor, but the porter crept along and gingerly
opened the door. All eyes were transfixed as the
opening gradually widened. Across the threshold two
legs were lying immobile. I thought their owner was
dead. Then one of them moved slightly, and a man
came crawling out of the room, followed by two
others. They were Slovak lorry drivers on their way
to fetch salt from Akna Slatina and had quite by
chance spent the night in the hotel. One of thern lvas
so shaken that he iost the po\,'er of speechfor a full
half hour.
After about two hours, when all the furniture had
been thrown down the stairs to make a barricade, and
the firing was beginning to get on everyone'snerves,
there was a sudden lull. Curious to see what was
happening elsewhere I called over the stairs to the
gendarmesbelow, and askedif they would let me out.
The leader said he would, on condition that I climbed
down over the barricade. This the Sitch were loath
to allow; they said that while I was climbing down
over the chair and table legs the gendarmes would
approach the barricade, and that no one could fire at
them for fear of hitting me.
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About half an hour later a messengerarrived from
Volosin and ordered the Sitch to surrender. He said
that the Hungarians had taken advantage of internal
dissensionto renew their claims to the district and
were already advancing over the frontier. All were
to combine together to keep them out. At first the
Sitch would not believe the story. They thought it
was merely a Czech excuse to persuade them to
surrender. However, through the half open door of
the Consul's room, I saw the messenger excitedly
pointing out places on a large map, and I knew at
once that the story was true.
The square beneath the hotel was still absolutely
deserted. All the heavy iron shutters were down and
no one moved. The only living things in sight were a
horse, standing in an unattended cab in the middle
of the square where it had apparently remained
throughout the firing, and a soldier looking very
comic as he crouched behind the petrol pump and
covered a nearby window with his rifle. Sir Sitch
men had establishedthemselvesthere and refused to
be dislodged. A car drove into the square, but the
occupants, noticing that something was amiss, turned
back again towards the country. In the hotel everyone's nerveswere beginning to get strained. The little
waiter took refuge in drink. " The Czechs are pigdogs, the Poles are pig-dogs," I heard him shouting
up at C. The restaurant was a shambles; no furniture, the mirrors shattered, the curtains torn down,
the walls pitted by bullets, dirt and paper everywhere.
For another hour the six men defied all efforts to
remove them from their lair. Then all was quiet.
The gendarmes entered into possessionof all focal
points in the town, and the Sitch were taken into
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arrest. In the attics of the Koruna a large ammunition
depot was found.
Life at once returned to normal. In a few minutes
I saw a peasant from Apsza, with a bundle of carpets
over his shoulder, hawking along the street, and a
Jew setting off with a chicken under his arm to be
killed by the ritual slaughterer. The outside of the
hotel, ali pitted and blackenedby bullets and grenades,
was a sorry sight, while the Sitch barracks, which were
the main object of attack, had had every singlewindow
blown out.
One thing I had learnt-that war is a curiously
impersonal thing. No one in the hotel had shown any
signs of fear during the attack, and in the intervals
when the firing died down people in other houses,
including Mrs. McCormick who was no longer
young and who invariably relieved the drabbest scene
in Eastern Burope by dressing as if for a Mayfair
luncheon pafty, had popped out into the street to see
what was going on elsewhere. Even the dead temporarily lost significance. Only the aftermath was
bad; for days afterwards, every time I heard a bang
I would hesitate, half expecting to be hit.
The story of the events leading up to the shooting
appears to have been simple. On the Monday evening Volosin had ordered the gendarmesto hand over
their surplus arms to the Sitch, so that the Sitch, if
need arose,would be in a better position to help with
the defence of the frontier against the Hungarians.
Prchala, as soon as he heard of this, issueda counterorder to the effect that the arms were not to be given;
but it was too late, the Sitch had been given them
half-an-hour before. Almost immediately afterwards
the Sitch, in possessionof the new arms, marched on
the Government building and a fight took place
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between them and the gendarmes. Prchala, it was
said, decided on his own initiative-or was it as the
result of an order brought from Prague in the aeroplane?-that the time had come to take decisive
action, and ordered that the Sitch barracks and the
Koruna should be attacked, and all important points
occupied by the gendarmes or military. The only
difference between the Czech and Ukrainian versions
was as regards the responsibility for the firing at the
Government building. The Czechs said the Sitch
had deliberately attacked it, the Ukrainians that the
Czechs had.fired
, P.":eful demonstration.
":
Czech rule was shortlived. At one o'clock it was
announced over the wireless that Slovakia had proclaimed its independence. This inevitably meant the
end of the Czechoslovak State, and the future of
Carpatho Ukraine was in the balance. Would it
join Slovakia in a kind of federation, or would it
become independent? In the afternoon a Council
of Ministers decided that it would follow the example
of Slovakia and proclaim its absolute independence.
So the slaughter of forty people in the morning had
been to no purpose.
What of the Hungarians? Czech officersconfirmed
that they were in fact in the country, but that a
deputation had been sent to negotiate with them.
The Germans, they added, had ordered them to hold
back and so far they had advanced neither on Svalava
so as to cut communications with Prague nor yet
towards Chust. Officials began to dribble into the
Government building. What work, one wondered,
were they going to do on such a day?
At about six-thirty, in falling snow, \ryaall collected
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outside the Government building to hear the Proclamation of Independence read. There were only
about seven hundred persons present, and it was
surely one of the queerest proclamations of independence ever made. Father Volosin, the Prime
Minister, Gren-Zedonsky,a patriotic writer, and other
representative persons spoke from the balcony. A
new Ministry was announced, with Julian Revay as
Minister for Foreign Affairs. But before the proceedings began no one demonstrated,no one sang, no one
even raised a patriotic shout for the new Republic.
Even after the speechesthere was little enthusiasm.
Gendarmes,who, even if they were not of Czech race,
were in the normal Czech uniform, guarded the
doors, and Czech soldiers in cars and lorries, preparing for evacuation, continually ploughed their
way through the crowd without a single hostile shout
being raised. The people seemeddrugged by bewilderment.
No mention had been made in the speechesof
German protection. Volosin was still full of hope, but
so far a telegram which irad been sent to Hitler at
midnight on Monday-Tuesday, asking that Carpatho
Ukraine should be accepted as a full German Protectorate, had not been answered. No answer, in
fact, was ever received. The fact that the German
Consul had taken care to absent himself from Chust
for seven hours in the afternoon and evening seemed
to suggest that he at any rate, through whom the
communication had passed, had not expected an
answer.
The only really huppy person was Capla, the school
inspector. He came bubbling along, saying that they
would soon have a German Governor, and that the
German Army would of course protect them against
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the Hungarians. I could not help observing that if
Carpatho Ukraine were to be a German Protectorate,
as he believed, it really seemed hardly worth while
to appoint a Ministry. I disliked Capla. Seeing him
for once in a position when he was hardly likely to
be able to do me any harm, I felt all my hatred of his
suspicion of me, and of his short-sighted attitude
towards the Czechs, rising strongly within me. I
should have liked to tell him in clear terms how
little freedom he could hope for now that the shortsighted policy advocated by himself and his fellows
had finally resulted in the expulsion of the Czechs.
But a curfew hadjust been announced, and C and the
McCormicks were clamouring for supper, so I was
fortunately saved from the possibility of a scene.
We went to bed in a free Ukraine.

On our last morning in Chust, as on our first, we
were woken by the Sitch marching down the street
and singing patriotic songs. They had been released
from gaol late the night before,had been re-armed and
were to take over the defence and policing of the
country. The Czechs,who no longer had an interest
in Carpatho Ukraine, were in full retreat. Boxes
were being carried downstairs, furniture, bicycles
and people were being piled on to military lorries.
A small boy was waiting for transport with a huge
white pig held by a rope round its hind leg.
The Ukrainians were at last a free people. Every
house was flying a vellow and blue flag. Blue and
yellow were in every buttonhole, on every horse, on
every caf6 table. The Jews, in terror, were even
painting bands of blue and yellow round their shop
windows. The first meeting of the Diet, so long
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postponed, was to take place that very afternoon.
Apart from members of the Government, we seemed
to be the only people in the whole town who knew
that the Hungarians were advancing. But where were
the German aeroplanes? That, for the people, was
the one source of misgiving. They walked about with
eyes now on the street, now on the clouds, and ears
stretched for the drone of engines,but nothing came.
Only we, knowing about the unanswered telegram to
Hitler, realized that the people would search the sky
for German aeroplanesin vain.
With the futuie of the country decided both the
McCormicks and ourselves felt that there was no
reason for stopping longer in Chust. But by what
route should we leave? The Hungarians had again
halted temporarily, it was said, as negotiations were
in progress between them and the Government in
Chust. It seemed quite likely, therefore, that we
should be able to get straight through into Hungary.
We piled fifteen pieces of luggage into my ten-pound
car, while the McCormicks, C and five more pieces
of luggage were squeezedinto a taxi, whose driver
we had bribed heavily to leave the shelter of his
garage.
When we left the town at mid-day all the gendarmes
had disappeared. The streetswere being policed by
the Sitch, and by German colonistswith swastikason
their arms who had been brought down in large
numbers from the German villages. We felt as if we
were leaving helplesschildren to be slaughtered.
At Sevlus, some fifteen miles west of Chust, we
found a very different scene. Here there was not a
single flag; all the shops were shut and barred, and
only a few of the curious were creeping about the
streets. I suggestedthat, before proceeding further,
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it might be as well to inquire from the local commander what were the conditions on the frontier.
We went into the big building which was the headquarters of the frontier guard. There was no guard
at the door, no one in the passages;and the commandant'sroom was desertedand bare. We wandered
about at will, for no one, after the hasty departure,
had even trouhled to lock the doors.
We eventually found the military commandant in
a small office acrossthe road. The remnants of the
Czech Army were to evacuatethe town in ten minutes,
he said, and the Hungarians were only three kilometres away.
"I supposewe can go through all right?" asked
Mrs. McCormick.
"You can of course do whatever you like," he said,
" but listen! "
From down the road came the steady rat-tat-tat of
a machine-gun.
"We shall have to go back," I said.
"Oh no, it will be quite all right," said Mrs.
McCormick, "we're Americans, no one will shoot
lls. "

Throughout this escapade, the optiraism of the
McCormicks and their immense zest and interest in
everything that took place, made of what might
otherwise have been a pretty grim adventure something more akin to an amusing diversion.
In the end we decided to go back to Chust, and then
try to crossinto Rumania by the first bridge over the
river. But just as we were driving out of the town C
remembered that the Polish Consulate was in Sevlus,
and suggestedthat we should take refuge there until
the advancing troops had passedby, when we should
automatically be in Hungary.
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We hurried back, ran our cars into the Consulate's
garden and were given coffee and liqueurs by a
hospitable Consul while the battle went on outside.
There was a good deal of noise,but it was not a serious
affair and no one seemed to get killed. From the
verandah we heard the command "Forward, boys!"
and saw the first Hungarians, the " irregularsr" with
rifles slung over their shoulders on pieces of string,
come clambering over the fence into the Consulate
orchard. The porter wanted to take his revenge on
the departing Czechs and Ukrainians, who, he said,
had "suppressed" him for twenty years, by throwing
two hand grenadesout of the window at them, and
only the Consul himself was able to restrain him.
Then came the Hungarian Army. Most of them
were old warriors, some with falling moustaches,and
they drove in aged cars most of lvhich had been
temporarily confiscated. The main body of the
forceshad advanced by a route further west, with the
object of cutting communications between Chust and
Slovakia. The local population, the majority of which
is Hungarian, gavethem a hastilyimprovisedwelcome.
Here there seemed to have been almost as many
Hungarian flags hidden away against the great day
as there had been Ukrainian flags in Chust. A group
of boys advanced with a huge flag tied to a bean pole.
Unfortunately they had put it on the wrong way
round, so that the colours were those of ltaly. The
atmospherewas friendly, like the welcome given to an
English football team.
As soon as the troops had passed,a lawyer in the
houseoppositedarted out and put a Hungarian nameplate on the door. It was the fifth time he had changed
it in the last twenty years, he said.
After the Colonel had come and drunk sherry with
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the Consul we proceeded on our way. We were in
Ukrainian registered cars-but no one stopped, or
even questioned us. It had almost become like the
charade of a war.

By the evening the Hungarians were on the outskirts of Chust, and next day they captured it. The
little coterie of Ukrainian leaders, all hope lost, scattered over Europe as best they could. Most of the
more important personalitiesmanaged to escapeinto
Rumania, and thence to Bratislava, Zagreb or other
towns in which Slavs had been, or were still demanding privileges, and in whose atmosphere they thus
felt at home. The Sitch fought valiant guerilla actions
in the mountains. Several hundred were killed outright, two hundred escapedinto Rumania but were
put back across the frontier, while over a thousand
reached Bratislava and later found hospitality in
German labour camps.
In Bratislava, at the end of March, I met one of
the highest Ukrainian personalities. i{. *u, one of
those who had emigrated to Carpatho Ukraine from
elsewhere. Father Volosin and his advisersin Chust,
he said, had believed up to the last that they would
receive German support. He himself; he declared,
happening to be in Germany during the critical days
and in touch with official circles, had seen what was
going to happen some four days earlier. Commenting
on the fate of Carpatho Ukraine, he said, " The turn
of events has naturally been a blow for us. But
Carpatho Ukraine in itself never meant anything to
us. It was a means to an end. We were onlv interested in the Great Ukraine idea-and thaf still
lives."
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